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CONSTITUTION .HO VXD BY-LAWS.!I3
!4

I Hi
CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE i.

NAME.

I he Montreal Horticultural Sociftv 
of the Province of Quebec."

ARTICLE II.

OUHCT.

00
1(0
no
105 This Society shall be called “ 

I* ruit-Orowers’ Association
loo

AND100

110
110

11." I Frllto, Vi'geta'hLs 'and^pur suito'ncrt^ •*" <"m*e t]w cultivation of Flowers 
Hi * culture, hotting of eICKK Horticulture, the promotion of Bee

.......  115 I varieties of fruits best adapted for cultivation !" '’}I118*10” regaling the different

....... » 1 ..........*........... "...... ! i" ,.y

1-1
ARTICLE III.

OFFICERS

Corresponding Secrotoiy^Mul^in'vn'rtirecfcux ^ |,lle8i^CU*’ * ®L‘m‘tary'Treasurer,

BY-LAWS.
ARTICLE I.

_ annual MEETIXO.

in each year, noticedvvhTch Iiu etiiiîrdmlîb^în ,of tht‘n-mth of December

onti

ARTICLE II. 

elections.
Flection of officers shall 1m; by ballot.

ARTICLE III. 

election op officers.

-m, ÏSïfctSiS --s . *number. The Secretary-Treasurer and • Vice-President fro"1 their
>m„ a» membership J the Society by £ k ***'

/
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ARTICLE IV.

The Ct 
and cond 
vided foi 
any regul 
(lunations 
in such m 
report of 
ponding i 
tlie Prcsi<

QUORUM.

*l“" ”l,."ti.tul'-' » 'I"""11" for tile transaction „f the bueineas of 

*■ Th,rtCC" *»" form . at

ARTICLE V.
I lie Directors «hall form a Board for the government of the Society • shall hold 
etings quarterly or as often as they may be deemed expedient • shall appoint 

the time and place tor holding exhibitions ; make such rules and regulations for 
the same as may he required ; make and publish, before the 15th dît of March 
o each year, a full and specific list of prizes to be awarded ; encourage the intro
duction of new objects of horticulture, and for the purpose of pZXig the £ 
t.-iests and objects ot the Society (subject to its instruction, supervisionînd con- 
•o'tk I"’”-'"1™--. ni»kc a report „f the ram,

deemed ex

im

There t 
Horticulti

ARTICLE VI.
Whenever any vacancy shall occur in the Board of Direction of the Society it

Ilmi ^m t ,î ytë?,*** V.......*........-I « time t ti^LÏutcm expedient, ot which one week’s notice shall be given by the Secretary
l reasurer m writing to each member of the said Board. ' ^

im Any pei 
Society up 
privilege o 
eligible to

ARTICLE VII.

All perst 
Province o: 
the privilej 
for prizes, i 
by the Soc 

Section
shall, upon 
membershi] 
that may b 
by this act, 
ciation.

article vm.

e 111 The finan 
to vote at tl 
has paid hisARTICLE IX.

The Secretary-Treasurer shall receive all sums of money due or payable to the 
Society, and shall deposit a 1 sums over tiftv doll».* ‘ . paj anit , t,1e

notice of all meetings of the Society and Board .if Direction k^mt msSoftli

KWaSsi*... .... -.. ■— - rrrrtSTut

Any persi 
lars, will lie 
leges of the

All funds 
the benefit c 
penses.

i

i
<
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ARTICLE X.

i Jgsssszszz a

"py «f ■’» «»'«)■ in thé *3 ESStrs rling
: ... “ fias

r
msiness of 
I meetings

shall hold 
II appoint 
itions for 
of March 
the intro- 
g the in- 
and con- 
the same

ARTICLE XL

« «X1* “‘assas “ ""-v L b"p=
ARTICLE XII.

I 4»iSï;iïï:s:==K,ï
Society, it 
they may 
lecretary-

ARTICLE XIII.
Prfi-iü™?1n"Sdin? °ntside of thu limits of the Island of Montreal hut in th

VEW'tl' «•* “f "I** ™.y I, pnbh.ÛXgXT»

ciety ; to 
i li vision 

rts of all 
•iting, by 
aws and 
provided Section 2 —Any person residing outside the limits of the Province of 

shall upon the payment of one dollar annually be entitled to the m-ivil r

........ a- xsxte nr, it shall 
ng, have 
ie of the 
ose, viva ARTICLE XIV.

The financial year shall end on the 30th November, and no one shall 1„. „nh>l A

....*‘•-41^
le to the 
milk ap- 
written 

five due 
rd of all 
he shall 
provide 
by the

ARTICLE XV.

XrCnSirSrth" <**>«•
leges of the Society.

membership which will entitle' hiln ki’afuhe p‘ivi-'on

ARTICLE XVI.

i
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ARTICLE XVII.

Æ ahsSX-*“ '» **»    
ARTICLE XVIII.

on.

ARTICLE XIX.
Neither the Constitution nor By-laws shall he changed except by a two-thirds

“ ftt n. rt‘Sll,ftr ...... ti.»K »f the Society, due notice of the
at a previous meeting.propose! jeen
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Ramsay, W. M. 
Raymond, G. A.
Rae, Jackson 
Raphael, H. W.
Rea, David, Jr. 
Redprtth, Mrs.
Redfern, J. H 
Reed, G. W.
Reid, W.
Rt'id, William 
Reford, R.
Rielle, Mrs. J.
Rintoul, W. H.
Rivard, 8.
Rohertson, Alex. 
Robertson, Jolin 
Robertson, David 
Roberts, George 
Roddick, Dr. T (J 
Robb, William 
Robinson, G. G. 
Robertson, Andr 
Rodgers, Alex.
Robertson, J. A.
Ross, P. S.
Ross, Dr. George 
Ross, William 
Robertson, F.
Roy, Frank 
Rutherford, Douglas 
Sclater, C. P.

•Scott, Gilbert 
Scott, W. P.
«Scott, Mrs. E.
Schwob, M.
Selby, Charles 
Semple,J. H.
Seminary of St. Sulpice
Shepherd, R. W., Jr. 
Sharpe, J.
Shearer, James 
Shaw, H. J.
Shaw, W. E.
Shorey, Hollis 
Sharpe, E. S.
Shearer, J. S.
Shepherd, R. W. 
Silverman, S. S. 
Simpson, J. Cradock 
•Sinton, J. C.
Simpson, Rollo C 
Skaife, A.
•Slater, (j. T.
Slessor, J. M.
Small, A. E.
Smithers, C. F.

«Suffolk, W.

Taylor, J. W.
Taylor, T. M.
Tees, W.
Tees, D. T.
Tester, J. W.
Tempest, J. W. 
Terroux, R.
Tees, David 
I hihaudeuu, A. 

Thibaudeau, Hon. J. R. 
• h ornas, F. W. 

Thomson, William 
1 ooke, John 

Tooke, R. J.
Torrance, James 
Forrance, J. Fraser 
/ rottier, A. A.
Trussell, G.

Vipond, G.
Vipond, T. S.

Walsh, J.
Walker, J. R.
W alker, Alex.
Ward, S.
Warrington, F. N. 
Weaver, A. O.
Weir, W.
Williamson, James 
Williamson, David 
Williamson, J. R. 
Wiseman, J. L.
Wilshire, A. C.
Wilshire, Walter 
Wilshire, William 
W hintield, W. A.
W hite, Peter 
W hite, Richard 
Whitney, R. J).
Wilson, A. A.
Wilson, J. R.
Wilson, Walter 
Wilson, James, Jr.
W illiamson, T.
W’right, Mrs. J.
Wulff, j. p

Yuile, 1).
Yuile, W.

I
•Smith, J. Murray 
Smith, Sir Donald A 
Smith, Alex.
Smith, W. (). 
Smith, William 
Smith, W.
•Smith, James 
•Smith, John 
Smith, J. Lionel 
Somerville, P. A. 
Spriggings, W. 
Spriggings, R. 
Stanford, J. 
Stearns, J. H. 
Stuart, R.
•Stewart, J. F. 
Stewart, A. B. 
Stephens, G. W. 
•Stevenson, R. R. 
Stephen, Sir George 
•Stephen, Ladr 
Stirling, John • 
Stroud, W. I). 
•Sumner, George 
Sutherland, F.
«Sully, Captain

cw
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XOX-RESII1EXT.

A ! >1 h )t>fi >rd, F. (J. A., Abbotsford.

Bi ll, |). Forrest, Quebec.
Bell, William,

Campbell, A., “

Ed wards, U. B„ Covey Hill.

Hsk, ,1. M., Abbotsford.
Fulton. Rev. Canon, Mnritana. 
filteau. 1). L., Leclercville.
Fraser, John, Coaticook.

Cibb. Charles, Abbotsford. 
(Jardiner, Rev. J„ Fort Coulonge.

Hamilton, Rev. R., (Irenville.

Jack, Robert, Chateauguay Basin.

Martineau, Colbert, Quel 
Meyer, R., «
McColl, H., St. Joseph du Lac.
Miner, S. H. C., Granby,
Morrin, Miss Amy, Belle Riviere.

1 attise in, W. Mead, Clarenceville. 
Paradis, Rev. F. J„ St. Raphael de 

Bellechasse.

Robinson, W. H., Huntingdon, 

facile, J. de L., Quebec.

W right, A. A., Renfrew, Ont.
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Etsïrs S & lS;,f t ïnri H»*r .***■ «-1 resident, occupied the chair. ’ ' lot. 1). I Penhallow, the Vice-
Doyle,^Wnu^YVjjshin^J^fos^ timwning, Charles Gibb, John

Joyce, Robert Benny, Jan,es TorrannT wVle pe&‘Td*-K «arvie, A.
J. B. Goode, U. Cheney, S 8 ft , VV I)mk‘‘- D K McCord.• S. Ross, W. An,ton I). H t P W''1 James Redfern,

...............•A ' ••

......

.SEC R ETA HY’s REP()RT

year ending November 30th,I h<S7.

tural
spectfully submitted

n” i v'Zt* !2 Z th'.: t ?T Ï"1.' -fa- Society.Town Hall at Granby, P. Q oll th|1 ]8 T*»"* '* “ Fr»'t Growers’,” held in the 
valence of a furious snow stem there w, , Notwithstanding the pre-
f”cieS “J *b" ...... tl'" 'lift'".™, Sodetim iS, TVw,'SL"f

SXiKZSmT '' ”T ’J'"*** T. «ten, Hunt 
thoroughly discussed by the leidimr iioimd.mk^fTi rvl,',ltl11" t,li>uit culture, and 
ami complete report of the proceediLs w "Lke, v 7"T A V<^ mn‘f"1 
after careful revision, has been fully ,7;, ..,, !.. A ? '.l ,,'lt'V «tvnographer, which

. We may state that your 1)2,7! * twe,fth report,
similar meeting this winter in the cit y of Ou.'hec ™«‘,,I'*«1t" to hold a
taken up by our friends there and there e v proposition has been gladly

On the 1 <Nth March, the tiorist meml V. Hi,"<u,,'‘Ct" a successful meeting, 
lor the “discussion of flowers.” Several int V f ‘ ll(,nity held a public meeting 
-".«les of treatment were read by nmndném Z "" their best
gardeners and amateurs, the Vice-President "lv f ^tter a general discussion by 
remarks on the nature of fertilizers the best’, " ' .!'n,la!l.ow’ "ia<le appropriate 
of the stimulation on various plants &c the whoi* 0t 'T,',llCftt""1 an,J the results 
tain nient most valuable and instructive \ , 1 ’ ' !"aklng an evening's enter- 
Directors to take steps to hold similar me, U ?• ut"m ".as ],asNv<l asking the

TEBàFr'-t-âCtic=s»£5=SSi'Sr-
**f twenty-five 

grapes, grown in à cold
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The first prize of fifteen dollars was awarded to Mr. Jules Betrix, gardener to 
Andrew Allan, Esq., the second prize of ten dollars to Mr. Alexander Armour, 
gardener to Miss Orkney.

rite grapes exhibited were in perfect preservation, the means used to retain 
their freshness in both eases was 
degrees above freezing point.

rite winter opening of six of the principal conservatories to the members of 
the Society and their friends was generously conceded by the owners, to whom the 
Society are under great obligations.

I he Directors at the suggestion of many were induced to hold a summer ex
hibition of roses, strawberries and pansies, which took place on the 30th of June 
in the \ ietoria Rifles Armoury Hall. This show was greatly marred by the ex
treme hot and dry weather which prevailed throughout the month of June, caus
ing sad havoc amongst the fruit and flowers. The exhibits, although not a.s 

was expected, were highly creditable under the circumstances. Un
fortunately, the attendance was small, and the result was a loss to the Society.

T he September exhibition held in the Victoria Skating Rink was one of the 
best that the Society has had. The number of entries was very large and the 
quality of tha exhibits excellent, especially the display of apples and grapes.

I here were 127 varieties of apples on exhibition of a high standard of quality 
that could be scarcely equalled anywhere.

The display of outdoor and indoor grapes was also particularly fi 
1 he grand feature of the Exhibition was the tables of decorative and flower

ing plants arranged at each end of the rink, the competition on which was keen 
and brought forward the finest display of plants ever exhibited in Canada.
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The attendance at this exhibition was not as good as it should have been, con

sidering the tine display. A travelling circus or negro minstrel show will have 
crowded houses, whereas a magnificent display of Nature's choicest productions is 
rather coldly appreciated by the general public.

These exhibitions entail a great deal of work and cost a considerable 
of money to carry them 
and appreciation.

ry Hunt, 
turc, and 
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il report, 
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;n gladly 
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successfully, and should be entitled to better supporton

Encouraged by the splendid success of our Chrysanthemum show last fall 
the growers of this favorite flower were stimulated to get up a still better exhibi
tion this fall, and almost every one who had the facilities for growing them, laid 
in a stock of young plants of the newest and finest varieties, and had things gr 
on in the usual way, there might not have been a hall large enough for all grown 
for the Exhibition, but alas for the “ t>cst laid schemes of mice and men," the 
plants that had been so carefully and tenderly cared for were blighted by the ex
treme hot dry" weather and failed to produce their flower buds, so that the result 
in most cases w'as an almost entire failure. Consequently the Society had to fore
go this interesting Exhibition.

me

To recompense in some respect those who had plants fit for competition, the 
Directors thought it only fair that the plants should be visited by the Judges and 
prizes awarded at their discretion. In response to this only two parties made 
entries,, Mr. Eddy and Mr. Betrix. The Judges saw fit to allow Mr Eddy eleven 
dollars and Mr. Betrix five dollars. The plants exhibited were fairly good speci
mens, but not up to the best of last season, with the exception of six Japanese, 
shown by Mr. Eddy, which were almost perfect.

itv-five 
i a cold
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Committee, more especially l,v Mr Cb s (’i l a P f m’!'k <lone the library 
tbe library have been tlairmiohly cKs tie 1 P,'°f' Ch?ndlpr' The books in
donation and purchase. ° y h i’ and ,miny have been added by
loss to tlie iSty ,ifl i 0“® 1,6611 for *»“« yearn Owing to the
tint he hail », iuLtiT, w„k %!"■>' * E™»Ohe £
!“;iï,zz -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 Stttts&gz B

iira.ilm h»™lÎ55h.ti^™y^2k "wÉdlT “i”' f""r l,,,"'lral willinggoing to be kept up to its proper number „!i “,m’* .st‘e how the membership is
Society give eirLlividK^Z» ^ ^ ,mi1 '-«-ben, of the
hundred it is personal matter to induce people T," s.ubsc.1'lbt‘rs’as aftcr several

tote ssr m hr. ,e
rl to the ^5 H^SLl2deSn “Ut6dt<> -H the 
elsewhere. From these S-a-iidies we^cZe^l •'°Ug l,,Ut ?he Unitld States and 
amomit of valuable information is thL d^mbabT 'U that » vast

report. Many ofthJJJ, artidS^ffï^^*]"' «““‘"bntora of articles to their 
cm! importance to those interested in deve opÏth, ,up,>“ subjects of spe- 

Ihe financial statement which will “ iTUrces ot our country.
givat amount of undertakings, the expenSL 1,^1 that’ "wi"n' to the
the receipts. The prize list has been JC ne th !t '*** 7nc'vhat i« excess of

......
J. M. M. Duff and IwSZ t™ M™

E. J. MAXWELL,
Secretary and Trenmrer 
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Telegrams..................................................................
Sundry Expenses....................................................
Insurance....................................................................
Library account..................................................... .
Exhibitions................................................................
Advertising and Printing.....................................
Rent........................................................................... .
Commission................................................................
Prizes.........................................................................
Office Rent.................................................................
Salaries.......................................................................
Cash on hand deposited in Merchants Bank..

The report ot the Secretary and financial statement were on motion of Mr. 
O. Cheney, seconded by Mr. W. B. Davidson, unanimously adopted.

Mr. Cheney made some complimentary remarks on the useful work done by 
the Society, and to show his appreciation, stated he would again offer a prize of 
twenty-five dollars for the best bunch of indoor grapes at next Exhibition-

Mr. Charles Gibb read the following report of the Library Committee for the 
past year.

EXPENDITURE.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE.

the Library 
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Messrs.

The Library Committee report 121 volumes added to the Library since the 
publication of the Society’s twelfth report, or 174 volumes during the past year, 
of these 11 volumes were purchased by the Society,

174 do given,
31 do loaned by the Fraser Institute.

The Society has expended during the past year $34.98 for the 11 volumes 
above referred to, which was their cost price in London, and $23.20 for binding. 
The only large item the Society has ever expended was in 1885, the year of the 
epidemic, when binding to the value of $123.21 was done, and this account not 
being rendered at the time, appears in the Society’s accounts of the present year.

The Country Gentleman, Rural New Yorker, Prairie Farmer, and other 
journals of that class, at the close of each year, are tied up and put aside, but not 
bound, as it has not been thought best to incur this expense.

Some very valuable works have been added during the past year. From 
Mr. Robert Benny we have received Lucas’s Illustrated Hand Book, in 9 volumes, 
and Lauche’s Deutche Pomologie, in 7 volumes. This latter contains 300 beauti
fully colored plates of the fruits of Germany, and owing to the many varieties 
of. German fruits on trial in this country, are invaluable. From James Morgan, 
Jr., Lowe’s Ferns, British and Exotic, in 8 volumes, containing about 560 colored 
plates.

In the Society’s Library, may be seen Transactions of Horticultural Society 
of England, complete in 10 handsomely bound volumes with colored plates. It

murer. 
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Mr. W. Paul said the fault was a good deal in the packing. The packing in 
Ontario was sometimes done disgracefully and the Montreal packing was not 
much better.

Mr. It. tirodie suggested that in all cases the packers name should be put on 
pickages, and this suggestion was heartily approved of.

The Chairman stated that since the Colonial Exhibition he had received
numerous letters asking for information as to prices of fruit and the addresses of 
reliable exporters.

Messrs. Walter Paul and R. W. Shepherd, jr., were appointed a Committee to 
collect all possible information with reference to the exportation of Canadian 
apples.

Mr. 1). R. McCord directed the attention of the members to the annual report 
of (,l»e Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario from which he read the following 
resolution refering to the death of their late Secretary.

liurndvi 'l,—That the Finit Growers’ Association of Ontario have learned with
deep regret of the death of Mi-. Henry S. Evans, late Secretary of the Montreal 
Hortieultural Society.

Ry his removal not only has our sister Province lost one of her most able 
and willing workers, hut a blank has been left in the entire horticultural com
munity which it is haul to fill. We have all admired his estimable private char
acter, his many Christian virtues, as well as the untiring efforts he put forth so 
long and so effectually in furthering the cause of horticulture, and we regret ex
ceedingly that he has in the Providence of God been removed at an age when he 
had apparently before him many years of usefulness.

We lieg to tender to his widow and family our sincere sympathies in their 
deep affliction.

Mr. McCord and the Secretary, were appointed a Committee to draft a reply 
thanking the Ontario Association for this expression of their sympathy.

The meeting then adjourned.

CONVENTION OF FRUIT GROWERS’.
The annual meetings for the discussion of fruits were held in the Parliament 

Ruildings, Quebec, on February 1st and 2nd, ISSN.

FIRST DAY.

The Convention met at."{ p.m.
Professor Pen hallow, President of the Montreal Horticultural Society and 

Fruit Growers' Association of the Province of Quebec, opened the proceedings, 
and called upon Col. Rhodes, Chairman of the Local Committee to take the chair.

Then- were present :—Mr. J. M. LeMoine, President of the Quebec Horticul
tural Society, Hon. H. G. Joly, Col. Rhodes, S. Lesage, 1. J. Tarte, W. Lee, R. 
Campliell, Arch. Campbell, Colbert Martineau, of Quebec ; E. A. Barnard, Three 
Rivers; Auguste Dupuis, Luc Dupuis and F. G. M. Deschenes, M.P.P., of L’lslet ; 
.1. (’. (’liapais, St. Anne Lapocatiere; R. Brodie and George Moore, of Montreal; W. 
H. Elder, Beebe Plain ; Robert Jack and James Jack, Cbateauguay Basin ; N. C. 
Fisk, John M. Fisk and Charles Gibb, Abbotsford ; R W. Shepherd, Jr., Como ; Rev. 
Canon Fulton, Mari tana, Huntingdon Co., and others

The Chairman called upon Prof. Pcnhallow, who made the following ad
dress ;—
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frfrnV ®>r' of.th" Asf:clatlon' we ti-m easily see what it has accomplished 
tor fruit growing and general horticulture in this Province. I have here the vol 
ume containing the first nine annual reports. The first two of these are the fruit 
• ;r>l,r*s. P™P®r ot. t,u‘ Montreal Horticultural Society ; the rest are the reports 
issued by the Society as we now know it. Three other reports h ve since been 
pu .hshed, so that m all twelve annual reports have emanated froi this Society 
an.l al contain a large amount of varied and valuable information with reran! to 
the cultivation of flowers and fruits, the value of which is shown by the hct that 
our reports are called tor from all parts of this continent. I think it is safe for 
me to say, so tar as my general experience of Horticultural Societies and my know
ledge ot such work extends, that these reports rank amongst the most valuable 
publications ot the kind on this continent : and this fact is evidenced I may airain 
say, by their being sought for far and wide. In addition to the publication of 
these reports, the Society has adopted the policy of holding public meetings.

T wo years ago in Montreal, the first meeting was held during the winter for
<^k88'°n ot tru!ts" At *his seas,,n the year when all nature is in repose 

and gathering new strength for the struggle for existence the P
enjoy a period ot quiet which is the fittest time 
relating to horticulture.
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meeting was not as marked as we had anticipated ; but, nevertheless in snite of 
t îe inclement weather, the success was very considerable. The result of these two 
meetings has led the Board of Directors to feel that they should carry their work 
still more widely mto different parts of the Province; and it is the totentimi of 
tins Assertion to so extend their efforts, under wise patronage, that each part of

ttf*; „î: s:‘- “d ti,e V
1 w »!

tending a knowledge of horticulture, but in bringing to °notice hnpôitont 
varieties ot fruits. The importance of this work in the direction of extending a
exhib ti .ns w f,rUltSrUibereadlly aPPre('iated when I tell you that at some of our 

: ^ar^^o^i^to^om^ti^i^fron^ailjacent counties!^ ^ thi*

M hi le no definite act of affiliation has been accomplished between these As 
I WfClatl,,n* and ours, yet a natural affiliation, as it were, has been brought about 

0t our.So?iety feel we have a right to claim these locaf Sotieties 
$ Hi,|,.rI!Jl t ° ,the organ‘za*,on at largc- We desire in time, that they should con- 

themselves a part ot our organization and entitled to call upoi/us for assist-
these loll i r 8pmt) '* h“ alway« l*een our endeavour to extend assistance to 
these locallKKlies ; and we have done so, not only by giving them what aid thee

I w . 01 f'1116 time* hut by sending them each year a certain number of
I the StltoPOrt'l’ t?gGtuer W'H1 su,I’lus copies of reports from kindred Societies i„
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In all important questions directly affecting the interest of the Province, 
mutual action of the local Societies and of our Association must he of great benefit. 
This was well illustrated in the case of the London Exhibition. At that time, we 
were called on to prepare and send over specimens of fruits, in order to show the 
people of England what can be produced here. The local Societies heartily co
operated with us, and with their assistance we were enabled to send a very credit
able exhibit, and to followup this exhibit the succeeding year by shipments of 
early fruits. Very important and beneficial results flowed from these Exhibitions. 
It was anticipated that by making the fruits of this Province thoroughly well 
known to the people of Europe, a profitable trade would be developed ; and that 
anticipation, I am happy to say, has been in part realized ; for every season since, 
I have had letters from dealers in England asking for shipments of fruit, and 
similar appeals have been received by other members of the Association. This 
question of the foreign export of our choice fruits is one which should be care
fully attended to ; the opportunity to develope our foreign trade in this line 
should not be allowed to slip by, as otherwise we will be throwing away all the 
advantages gained from the London Exhibition. Another question which 
merits the attention of this convention is the introduction of fruits from abroad. 
As you are well aware, we have amongst us a zealous horticulturist, Mr. Gibb, 
who has paid much attention to the introduction of Russian fruits adapted to this 
climate. There can be little doubt that there are fruits in other parts of the 
world, especially in parts as cold as, or colder than any portion of our Province, 
which might profitably lie introduced here; and it seems tome that this question 
merits our most careful consideration. Of course, we must expect that among the 
foreign fruits, many will not be suited to our wants ; but still there must be many 
which are suited and will prove valuable acquisitions to our collection. We must 
bear in mind that it is in cold crisp climates like this where early maturity is in
duced and where plants are not forced into too rapid growth during the vegeta
ting season, that we get fruits which possess the desirable qualities distinguishing 
our Canadian fruits above all others, and if
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Another subject to which I will call your attention is the importance to fruit 
growers of having statistics showing the extent of the business in which they 
engaged, and giving information as to the influences which must govern the 
market. 1 have tried several times to get information in this respect, but ern latitudi
so far as I am aware, there are are at present no statistics relative to the yield of 
fruit in this Province, and its value. This Province is, however, not peculiar in 
this respect, as elsewhere I have tried to obtain similar information, and I have 
always found that both the fruit growers themselves and the officials connected 
with the Government seemed to have overlooked this matter. It seems to me 
that we should try to urge upon our Government the adoption of some measure 
looking to the collection of statistics of this kind; and 1 am sure the results which 
would follow would more than repay the labour and expense involved.
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in the tonsile or Dutch style ? Our first parents would most certainly have 
found no pleasure there if the fatidical apple tree had lieen carved to assume the 
appearance of a peacock, or of a sheath of wheat. Geometrical lines were not yet 
invented for parterres, the natural style was probably in use.

It would take us much more time than we can spare to make mention of the 
most famous gardens, from the hanging gardens of Babylon to those of Hampton 
Court, or the gorgeous though antiquated gardens of Versailles, which, it was 
once my good fortune to saunter through. We have none such in Canada, but we 
can grow grapes as luscious as those of the more favored climes.

The first mention of grapes, which occurs to me is the show which the green 
hills of the Isle of Orleans presented to the St. Malo mariner, Jacques Cartier, in 
September 1585—it caused him to christen the spot, Isle de Bacchus. Champlain, 
-too, later on, had a fancy for gardens; a busy little market place, facing the 
Church of .Votre Dame i/ex Victoires, has taken the place of the perfumed area, 
where the immortal founder of Quebec, cultivated roses, about 1615. Old Peter 
Kalm, in 1748, had a good word to say about Governor LaGalissonniere and his 
Chateau garden. But let us bid adieu to gardens, as the temperature* is not suffi
ciently inviting to enjoy them to-day and indulge in a hasty glance at the history 
of the vine, with some remarks on hot house grapes, round our good city.

Syria seems to have been the natural land of the vine ; it took centuries to 
naturalize the welcome stranger, to bring it to perfection on the sunny slopes of 
Burgundy,—on the castle-crowned hills of Heidelburg, and breezy banks of 
the Rhine.

The vine is often mentioned in Holy Writ, as you are aware. Noah, a 
husbandman, planted a vineyard ; of the gigantic bunch of grapes, brought back 
to Moses by bis messengers from the Land of Canaan, you all recollect reading; 
it took two men to carry it between them, on a staff. Solomon, a long-headed 
sovereign, had invested in a vineyard, which brought him in “ 1,000 pieces of 
silver,” a tolerably fair investment, you will admit. In heathen mythology, the 
vine was held in high repute, more especially, some think, for the generous bev
erage which came from its fruit. Chios and Samian wines were famous. A Bon- 
Vivant, whom we shall name Bacchus, was raised to the rank of a heathen god. 
He loved the vine not wisely but too well. One scarcely likes to say an unkind 
word of him, seeing he is not here to take his part, but still I cannot help at times 
picturing to myself, the rosy god and sturdy foreigner as some remarkably jolly, 
well seasoned old toper, worthy to preside to Sir Jonas Barrington’s thirsty 

■“ twelve bottle men."
Even the divine Plato, judging from his writings, one would fancy, could 

relish his glass of Grecian wine. The vine in fact was so prized in olden times, 
that the ladies used the wood as head ornaments—in lieu of chignons. Blue-eyed 
-Juno wore a wreath or crown, woven out of its fibres as became the consort of 
Imperial Jove, no doubt, with queenly grace. The Damascus and Persian grapes, 
it is said, bore bunches weighing 25 lbs ; we, degenerate modern grape growers, 
are satisfied with Black Hamburg bunches of 5 lbs., though there is a record of 
a bunch shown at the Great International Horticultural Exhibition of Belfast 
weighing 20 lbs.

The number of varieties of grapes, is beyond computation. A French 
writer, Mr. Andre Leroy, of Angers, in 1881, gave the names of 417, though 
doubtless, the same grape appeared under different names. Mr. Hogg’s compu-

* A January temperature about 25 below l ero.
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Ution in the fruit manual of 1875, giving 14.3 varieties carefully described, 
is nearer the truth. Every country, every district, almost has its variety pecu
liar to itself and adapted to its climate ; there are Italian, French, German, 
Spanish, American and even Australian grapes. The degrees of sunheat to ripen 
grapes in France have been scientifically tabulated, for each variety, by an able 
French grower, Count de Gasparin. The Romans have the credit of having 
introduced the vine in Britain, in the reign of the Emperor Augustus about A.D. 
10. Some years later, vineyards had become so numerous in Italy, as to replace 
the culture of other useful products : Domitian, A.D. 85, prohibited by edict that 
any mon; should be laid down. The Italian vines grow to a great size ; Pliny 
states that they overtopped the largest trees, like the elm and the poplar, to 
which they were trained ; hence these trees were said to be “ married to the 
vines.” Thus Shakespeare (or Bacon ?) writes in his “ Comedy of Errors : ’’

“ Thou art an elm, my husband, I, a vine,
Whose weakness married to thy strongest state,
Makes me with thy strength to communicate.”

The old monastic establishments in England and in France had their vine
yards in open air ; the Reformation in Britain spared neither the monasteries, nor 
their vineyards.

Great were the pains taken by the French monarchs to cultivate the vine in 
the Louvre, Fontainebleau and other royal gardens. Charlemagne, Philip Augustus 
and their successors soon discovered the suitableness of the mild climate of 
Burgundy for vineyards.

“ Statues have lieen carved from the wood of the vine, pillars have been 
made from it and the large doors of the cathedral of Ravenna are also made from 
this wood. Pliny gives an account of a vine six hundred years old,”' (Chaptul.

Glass houses for the ripening of grapes are comparatively a modem inven
tion. That luscious variety, the Black Hamburg, seems to have struck deep 
r®9*8 m England at an early date. Gilpin mentions one planted in 1758, and 
still nourishing at Ilford, in Essex, the oldest in England and the parent of the 
celebrated Black Hamburg vine, at Hampton Court, planted in 176!), which 
several of you have seen and which fills an entire grapery. There is another 
remarkable old vine at Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, said to yield 2,000 lbs. of 
grapes and nearly twice the size of its confrere at Hampton Court ; vou may also 
have heard of the Sillwood Park vine.

Probably the largest vine in the United Kingdom at present.is the Black 
Hamburg, at Kinnel House, Breadalbane, Scotland, which is said to cover 4,275 
feet of root space. 1 read in the London Journal of Horticulture, for August 
last, an account of a marvellous vine growing in the Manresa House, Roehamp- 
ton, a Black Hamburg planted 20 years ago and raised from a cutting. It fills a 
house 224 feet long ; its seven rods stretched out represent an aggregate length 
of 1,400 feet, that is considerable more than a quarter of a mile. 1,800 bunches 
were removed before thinning this year, leaving on 025—not a few of which 
weighed between .3 lbs. and 4 lbs. No such gigantic vines under glass exist in 
America, though grape vines of fabulous dimensions grow in the open air in 
Southern California. Hyatts hand-book of grape culture describes under the 
heading “ Mammoth Vine of Santa Barbara, California," a most wonderful speci
men. l

“ The planter of the vine was 
This now-famous vine
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Iht by her lover,—which, after the ride, was planted by her, and has now devel
oped into that grand memento of love, the grandest and most famous vine in the 
world. Besides the old vine is

as his wri 
was still t 
himself in

Mr. I
this beeaii 
hood of a 

Mr. 1

. iti'spring, fast approaching the dimensions of
the parent, and fully as prolific. Under the genial branches of this youthful 
vme is a large dancing floor, where, according to the custom of the Spaniards, on 
Sabbath days and Sabbath evenings are performed the love dances of a new gen
eration of Spanish lads and lasses in their fandangoes, enlivened hy voluptuous 
swells of music and free drafts of Camulus. Close hy reposes the ancient riding 

hip, spreading her venerable branches over an area of more than 1,000 square 
feet of ground, the tutelar guardian of the old rancho, whose branches intertwine 
with those of her offspring, and those of a neighboring fig tree, annually laden 
with blue tigs. these people truly have long had the privilege (now' passed 
away) of sitting as well as dancing under their own vine and ti-r tree Some- 
years it has home over 0,000 hunches. The trunk of the vine in the thickest 
place measures 4 ft. 4 in. in circumference—its branches are supported by 52 
trellises. Its yield for the last 00 years has been more than half a million lbs 

1 he vine is watered by a stream from Hot Springs, a mile
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I Gentlemen, 1 am reminded to be brief. It were vain to look for graperies 
cold, or heated, at Quebec under the French regime. It took the English more 
than fifty years to wake up to ideas of progress in ornate gardening. ~What has 
been done round Montreal m early times ( Perhaps some here are able to tell us. 
I lie information derived from that eminently respectable authority at Quebec 

the oldest inhabitant, leads me to fix 1820 or thereabouts as the time of the erec
tion of the first grapery when the late Henry Atkinson selected the picturesque 
cape at Cape Rouge, where lloberval is said more than three centuries ago to 
have wintered A pretty villa and grapery built by this gentleman stood and 
still Stand at this spot. A large flower and fruit garden was added, as it were 
cut out Of the forest primeval. Mr. Atkinson in his onward course of progress 
had a worthy rival m an old friend at Woodfield-the Hon. William Shem.ard- 
who orimmen-ed his lovely domain with a vinery, a conservatory and an aviary. 
When, in 18. the Spencer-Percival family ceded to Mr. Atkinson their lordlv 
country seat—, -pencer Wood—conservatories and graperies were added subse
quently to the garden, laid out m the landscape style and much admired, by an 
eminent \\ est Point Professor, Major Douglas, when a guest at Spencer Wood in 
1848 Hie era of extensive heated graperies round Quebec, may he said to date 
loin the arrival of a clever young Scotchman, head gardener to Lady Mostyn of 

Portobello House, East Sheen, Surrey. He took charge of Spencer Wood garden 
and also furnished the plans and superintended the building of the Spencer 
Grange conservatory grapery and orchid house. Time may have frosted his 
locks, but you may still recognize this intelligent fruit grower, hale and hearty 
m the trusted steward and gardener at Cataracoui, Mr. Peter Lowe. Following 
m the foot-prints of the Hon. W. Sheppard and Mr. Atkinson, the proprietors of 
u 6 r.wT-fc,m"tr-v "eats around the city, Messrs. Henry and 
Burs tall, Gibb, Gilniour, Young, Hamilton, Price, Rhodes, Stuart. Levey, and more 
lecently Messrs. Dobell and Beckett, erected splendid conservatories and heated 
vînmes, under the supervision of painstaking and scientific gardeners whose 
gratifying results you may have admired at our late exhibition ”
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as his wrist. After the school children had helped themselves to the fruit there 
was still 80 lbs. obtainable from the vine. He affirmed positively that he had 
himself measured the branches.

Mr. LeMoine—Did you observe in the neighborhood a hot spring > I ask 
this because the celebrated vine of Santa Barbara in California is in the neighl 
hood of a hot spring.

Mr. Barnard—Xo, there was no hot spring, but on the contrary there are 
many springs extremely cold. The sun, however, has full play on this field, be
ing reflected from a sandy hill, so that it is an extremely hot quarter.

Mr. Brodie—I would like to know why such a fine quality of grape was kept 
1 in hiding so long.

Mr. Barnard -It was photographed and published in the “ Journal of Aoricul- 
1 ture.”
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Colonel Rhodes said it was interesting to observe that whereas some ten 
years ago grapes brought in our market from 50 cents to SI per pound, they could 

I now, for two months in the year, be obtained at low figures and in considerable 
variety. This showed what attention to grape culture could do. The vine was 

I indigenous to ties country, as could be seen in the Sorel Islands, which at certain 
seasons were covered with wild grapes, some of which were quite sweet and pro- 

| duced a red wine with very much the flavor of claret. These vines grew with 
their roots in the water, and were much appreciated by the chasseurs. He instanced 
also the Inland of Orleans, formerly called the Isle of Bacchus. The American 
vines were attracting considerable attention in Europe as they were free from 
phylloxera, and they were being used as stocks by European vine growers to 
recuperate their vineyards.
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OUTDOOR GRAVES IX L’iSLET.

Mr. Auguste Dupuis, LIslet, gave his experience in grape growing in that 
i county. He said he had succeeded with the “ Champion ” and other sour varieties, 

The “Catawba had ripened once in four years, “and the “Hartford” ripened 
' occasionally, but very seldom. He would be far from encouraging the culture 

in LIslet of vines other than the “Champion” and similar varieties. He ex
pressed his surprise at hearing that a wild vine could furnish the quantity of 
fruit which Mr. Barnard said the one at Rougement had given. This was the first 
time he had heard of a wild vine 1 icing so productive.

Mr. Barnard—I do not say it is a wild vine in the full acceptation of the term. 
It is more likely from a seed which was brought there by accident and not by the 
hand of man.

Mr. Shepherd suggested that the Abliotsford, F. G. A. should take steps 
to show this wonderful fruit at the Exhibition of the Montreal Society next Sep- 

ÿ tomber. It was only by tasting the fruit we could decide on its merits. The size 
[ of the vine did not amount to anything if the fruit was not sufficiently good to 

:tij be profitable. ■ °
Mr. Robt. Jack, Chateauguay Basin, read the following paper by Mrs. Jack, on 

i grapes at Chateauguay :—

THE POET WHITTIER WROTE :—

“Two hundred years ago 
The wild grape by the river’s side, 
And tasteless ground nut trailing low 
The table of the woods supplied.”
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And I often think ns I see the diminutive berries of the wild grape with it* 
tay ot sourness and crude rich juice, that in no other fruit is the march of civili
zation better seen than in the perfection to which grapes have arrived through 
culture, even m the cold north of this Province.
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Our grape growing at Chateauguay Basin extends over a period of eighteen 
years. Before that time a single vine was considered a garden treasure to be care
fully nursed and tended. When the first fruit was ready for market I remember 
going into a store m Montreal to make sales of a few baskets, when the dealer 
looked at me with an incredulous glance. “ Are they ripe ? ” he asked, and then 
remarked that he didn t believe Concords would ripen in Canada. But the fruit 
pleased him when sent in, and I may here add with regard to ripening that only 
in exceptional years of early frost are unripe grapes left on the vines.

Being requested to give our estimate of the best fruits of this Province by 
Rural Arm 1ovlrr, of Jan. 14th, I classed grapes in this way : For white—Duchess 
-Niagara, Lady ; red—Delaware, Brighton, Vergennes ; black—Herbert, Wilder 
Concord Many others may Ik- equally good but have not stood the test with me 
of one of the fickle winters that come to us sometimes of freezing and thawing 
alternately throughout the season. I have sent for your notice a grape called 
Jefferson that always gives me a feeling of regret for the shortness of our autumn 
season so often tails to ripen it. There is a something about a grape that will keep 
until April that recommends it to the fruit grower, and perhaps under more 
favorable circumstances it may do better than with me—this being the first season 
it has taken on a red tinge in October. But 1 have seen them for sale in the 
j , ' ork T1“aî'k]l‘t ,the latter part of April, ripe and sweet, still clinging to the 
bunches I think there is no life work so fascinating as the culture of grapes 

th? a",atfur fw" commercial purposes. The work is comparatively 
light, and the harvest can be gathered by women and children, for we have never 
yet found ourselves short of help m this pleasant occupation. Given a stony hill- 
side, where the rootlets have to cling to the limestone and gain warmth and 
strength, and they will thrive and bloom and fruit with ordinary care. It is true 
t icy will repay you for ashes and soil, or black muck from the* forest, which is 
their favorite food; and your vine will flourish the better if the soap suds of the 
weekly washing is given to stimulate it. Planted in rows 10 feet by h and kept 
clean with a one-horse cultivator there is no easier grown and surer crop. To tie 
up and pinch back superfluous branches is work that women can do in horticul
ture and if the wires are kept tight and stakes driven in at equal distances the 
result of a well kept vineyard is beautiful as well as profitable and when la belle 
Canadienne sings at her work, as with crimson kirtle she moves among the 
rustling vines, dropping bunches of a magnificent Herbert#or Wilder into the 
baskets, one might feel that our Canadian scenery can well compare with 
* ,’lt t.ul, season of the year. For situation a southern exposure with 

shelter is best, and I have often noticed that the berries 
the morning sunshine. The Duchess though not large will, I 
ciated m our own market before long, having the keeping qu ities we desire in
em f T't A VanvtJ t mt W,U '.'"f require to Ik- at once sent to the market but can be kept over with any especial packing until the Christmas holidays should 
recommend iter t to the notice ot growers, particularly as it ripens early being 
eatable a week before the Concord, and even with any other grapes we have trie!
W hile it is an amusement for the amateur to test new varieties it is well for the 
commercial grower to see the Un-in,, vine before investing, as many sorts are a 
success in flavor and beauty but a failure in productiveness. But to the careful
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vineyardist there is lx>th pleasure and remuneration in the culture and harvesting 
| of grapes in the Province of Quebec.

Mr. Jack exhibited a plate of the Jefferson grape, in connection with this 
paper. 1 his grape ripened on the 6th November, and was pronounced a present
able bunch of g(xxl flavor.

Mr. LeMoine—When have you the fall frost !
Mr. Jack—Generally about the first week in October, but there was no frost 

then this last year.
The following paper by Mr. Win. Mead Pattison, Clarenceville, was read.
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THE X"EW VARIETIES OF GRAPES AND THEIR VALUE FOR THIS PROVINCE.
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As a general prelude I would say that the summer of 18<S7 was unusually 
favorable not only for early ripening, but for exemption from any traces of mildew. 
An enemy has, however, appeared in the “ English sparrow,” yearly becoming more 
destructive to the grope, not only in its embryo state but to the ripe fruit, forcing 
us to resort to 1 tagging the clusters before they begin to ripen. The season was 
notable from favorable results in a few new varieties, while some spoken of with 
favor in former years have shown deficiencies. Numbers of new varieties are 
yearly introduced and applauded by those pecuniarily interested, but an insignifi
cant number survive the trial, yet I believe the acme of improvement in out-door 
grapes is by no means attained, though the name of Rogers may for some time 
stand foremost for the number and value of his hybrids.

The grape of the future must lie of high flavor and purer quality ! Consu
mers are not critical enough. They are inclined to judge from appearance and 
cheapness, not quality, but fruit dealers in the large cities of the United States 
say, “ people are beginning to discriminate, and yearly the better class of grapes 
are more in demand and the poorer at scarcely remunerative prices.” When the 
criterion is quality, more propagators of new varieties will-bend their efforts in 
that direction, and the poor trash on our markets, in the shape of cheap grapes 
will be displaced by good fruit ; as yet this matter largely rests with the consu
mer. Few men have been more fully alive to the new era approaching than 
A. J. Cay wood and Son, of New York Statu, who have introduced three new 
varieties recently. We will now only deal with their Ulster Prolific and Duchess. 
I he former a red grape has fruited here for three years, in size nearly twice that 
of Delaware, compact, medium sized bunch, in quality much preferable to Con
cord, with which we draw the comparison only as regards fruitfulness and vigor, 
it ripens here some time before it, and the canes being short jointed the vine may 
prove to bear more fruit in the .same space ; if this conjecture is realized Ulster 
will be a very profitable market grape ; as to keeping qualities it continues good 
through January. W Idle in red varieties I will say that Jefferson, a very hand
some and excellent grape, ripened with me last year, but later than Concord, from 
this fact it will be of little value for general cultivation here. Mary continues 
to set its fruit imperfectly, consequently is of no value for market. Vergenues 
still very prolific and valued for winter use. Wyoming Red bears loose imper
fect bunches, forbidding in appearance and foxy in flavor, but very early. Owasso 
is of excellent quality but bears imperfect clusters, ripening late. Challenge is of 
no value, so how can we judge by a name ?

Of black varieties, “Jewel,” originated by Mr. Burr, of Kansas, U.S., by his sys
tem of natural fertilization by grouping the vines, claims special notice. Principal 
parent supposed to be Delaware, which it closely resembles in flavor, a trifle larger
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u .lie as soon as its reputation is established beyond doubt. Norwood noticed 
i previous reports as a Concord seedling, has done splendidly, closely resembles 

“ U;an>: revets Worden but more showy in bunch to whieh thTirrThohL 
himly when fully ripe. It bears equal to Concord or Worden, ripens with latter and
on, Tr" rCd,ent °Ser TT February. If it continues C do ZdUiluî 

so Mr Tv 8}irPa®s■ Worden. Rommel’s black Delaware seedlings promise weï 
so far Several new black varieties, some previously notice,1 have not on fui-ther
sassy *..... . «^1
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Empire State and Niagara vines had a set-back in the winter of 1885-86, 
and have not fruited yet ; both strong growers, requiring checking in season to 

e Champion properly ripen the wood. From what I have learned of Empire State it is highly
them before 1 esteemed for quality and earliness, but bears sparingly. Mr. Jack has fortwo
ough not as $ years exhibited very tine specimens of Niagara which he must have had several
foliage, its S years in cultivation.

lewy nights | Mason’s Seedling, originated from Concord seed in Illinois, U.S. It has fruited 
mdition for for three years : berry size of Concord, bunch not as showy, flavor of fruit much
as well on preferable; if it improves in bearing will be a valuable acquisition. The white

■ varieties- Prentiss, Hayes, Ricketts Golden Gem, Lady Washington, Naomi,
■ Undine, Faith, Urein’s Golden, RoinmeH’s July, Superior and Golden Drop, have 

proved here uncertain and of little value. Last year I discarded and dug up
F a larger number than heretofore.
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Classification iu varieties popularly recognized as “Standards," given in 
I order as to estimate of value here.

, VV bite. Lady, Belinda, Antoinette, Martha, Carlotta, Sweetwater, Purity, 
( and Allen’s Hybrid.

Li.A< K AN I) 1 i HPLE. ( liampioii ami Hartford (only for earliness ami 
| market), Worden, Barry, Herbert, Aminia, Essex, Moore’s Early, Burnet, Eumelan, 
S Concord, Belvidere, Rockland Favorite, Adirondack, Creveling, Whitdale, Senas- 
! ‘l>m, Peabody, Waverley, Cottage, Canada, Florence and Bacchus.
■ _ Red.—Delaware, Lindley, Massa soit, Rogers No. 8, Gaertner, Rogers No. 14, 
IX ergennes, Agawam, Salem, Rogers No. 5, Brighton, Walter, Northern”Muscadine, 
gf Rogers No. 80, and Underhill’s Seedling.

It will be observed that 
$ the list,, and others arc

highly esteemed for quality are low down on 
given a prominence from the point of earliness. Defects, 

» V!Z > lateness, unfruitfulness, imperfect setting, tendency to mildew, enfeebled 
roots and weak foliage are taken into consideration.

some

Mr. Gibb—A paper on this subject is furnished by Mr. Pattison every year- 
He gets hold of every early new grape of promise in the U. S., plants it at

11 Clarence ville, and a few years afterwards gives us a statement as to whether it is
promising- | doing well or otherwise. He has now tried over 125 varieties. Mr. Jack has not 

niions or tested as many varieties, but he grows a greater quantity and is a better
lg largely a authority on market values. Both he and Mr. Pattison are in favorable positions,
] effecting i Chatuauguay Basin and Clarenceville. The Jefferson, the grape on exhibition, is

M a little late ; still 1 can ripen it at Abbotsford. This year I fruited 48 varieties, 
irly sweet Æ The past season was unusually favorable. Late varieties like Lady Washington
a special M and Burnet were sweet and good, in fact all ripened except Brant and Othello,

trly grape | Mr. Jack—The grapes mentioned in the paper are those we cultivate. Of
white grapes we grow the Niagara the most. Of all the black grapes the Con
cord IS the most profitable, and probably the finest black grape is the Eumelan.
The few years after it was first planted it was a very shy bearer, but when four
years old it tiecame a profuse bearer every year. U ripens with the Hartford 
ami is not loose on the bunch. There is a difference of about eight days in ripen
ing between the Concord and the Eumelan in favor of the latter. Probably the 
finest white grape growing is that brought out by Mr. Smith, the Jessica. Of 
the w hite grapes for the market the Duchess and the Niagara are the most profit
able. The Niagara ripens with the Concord, about the 10th Sept. The Duchess 
is a grape we have kept in good condition until the 1st Jan. by simply keeping it
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Mr;.N;C: Fisk-Iam surprised that Mr. Put tison omitted in his list of dark 
grapes the “ Adirondack,’ which took the first prize as the heaviest bunch at the 
Abbotsford show. It stands next to the - Delaware” in deliciousness.

-'V '*°‘m M. Hsk, President Abbotsford Fruit Growers’ Association, read the 
following paper
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SOME OF ol lt HAltDIEST CRAB APPLES.

The hardiest fruit kiÿshÿ.qywi»™.*..
Pyrm l rumjolu, or the Siberian Crab, of which there are many varieties of 
different colors and quality, some of real value to a country like our own where 
in many parts it is useless to plant anything but the “ Ironclad.” One of the best 
of these is the Transcendent which I believe is a true Siberian, a first-class cook- 
mg and jelly apple and well known in this Province.

Ile Siberian has also been crossed by some of the best propagated varieties 
nf tiICVLI'II,, t' by1°.Ul: v,lt':rPrisi"br “ American Cousins," and has produced
o hybrids combining the hardiness of the Siberian with a marked improvement
in the «nudity of the fruit. In several instances the astringency or puckery 
natme of the Siberian is almost entirely removed. This class of fruit will thrive 
where our Fameuse will die, and is worthy of being planted by- every one whose 
soil is inclined to the heavy or clayey nature. A few of the best of these which 
have come under my observation and fruited at Abbotsford arc •—
nois FrniC'V maise'1 hy Mr A R-Whitney, of Franklin Grove,
nois. Flint larger than Transcendent, red, and of good quality.

Gibb Raised by Geo. P. Peffer, of Pewaukee, Wisconsin. It is a cross
of Abbotsford 0^"“™'“# ?•" ,Gret‘niF* and n,"nvi1 “ter Mr. Chas. Gibb, Lake
on smv'.l’ ' 1 t.ruit ,s la*:FL:r 11,1,1 Transcendent, yellow, with dull red quality, at
15tl, t«":lOtï, Sept CnSP’ °ne <>f the lmt erabs 1 tasted. Season from , These

russetv'!nebnnfi m ""f Ti ^X ■ ?,K)ut t*ll‘ s*Z(-‘ «>f Transcendent, yellow, with ; astringenc
£pt toTsth Oct 1 th 8km’ nearly 68 y1,1 as thf Oibb Crab. Season, 15th . fruits. T1
strined'witl,'Srf’"l"’/W-7 Mj.,1,lv'sota)'. Fruit alK,ut the size of Transcendent, mav^Fr 
sXltÏ- ,,U astringency, and a good eatable little fruit * *

i-,.k^"rja:te™rL""h*r,ly“ •»* «-»> ,
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Mr. Shepherd—I am glad to hear Mr. Fisk speak so highly of the “ Gibb "

HYBRID SIBERIAN APPLES.
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much at the ness and fruitfulness of their female parent, the Siberian, yet hearing fruit in 
s quality more like our best apples. In some cases, too, we have retained the thin-
ion read the i ness of skin, and the brisk sprightliness of flavor of the Siberian, while largely 

increasing its size and entirely getting rid of its astringency,.
f have fruited 2!) varieties, mostly from Minnesota and Wisconsin. The six 

ÿ I>ost 1 will mention, in order of ripening.
ly a species * Kody Strawberry (of Minn.) I recommend this for home use, as it ripens 
■xt to this is with Red Astrachan, and is better in quality than any apple I have which ripens
varieties of at that season. When for the first time sent to the St. Hyacinthe market, nobody
own, where wanted it. It was sampled out to every one, and now and then somebody would
e of the best buy a peck. Next week everyone was asking for “ la petite pomme rouge.”
t-class cook- Last year twelve barrels were sent to the St. Hyacinthe market and sold readily.

Whitney * No. 20 (of Ills.), is a beautiful red little apple, rather than a cvab, 
and only shows its Siberian ancestry in the texture of its flesh as it becomes 
mellow. It is of first quality as a dessert apple, better than Early Strawberry.

Gibb. Raised by G. P. Pefler, of Pewaukee, Wis., from the Yellow Siberian 
Crab, fertilized by Fall Greening. The skin is a bright deep yellow, sometimes 
bronzed in the sun. The flesh too is yellow. My friends are all fond of it and 
beg of me to send them some for canning. It cans like a plum.

Brier'* Sweet (of Wis.) From Transcendent, pollenized by Bailey’s Sweet. 
It is sweet and has not the Siberian character of flesh. The tree suffers when
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Grove, Illi- M young from aphides.
Orange (of Minn.) A pale orange, thin skinned fruit of very fair quality, 

t is a cross : free from any astringency.
'has. Gibb, Loir Winter. A seedling, by Mr. J. C. Plumb, of Milton, Wis. Of tine
ith dull red ^ quality, and keeps till November or later.
ieason from These six varieties are all hardy trees ; all young bearers, except Early Straw-I berry ; all heavy bearers : all good growers except Gibb ; all entirely free from 
■ellow, with ' astringency except Gibb, in which it is very slight: all of good quality as dessert 
Ieason, 15th fruits. This is not merely my own opinion. When my friends are strolling 

a through my orchard tasting everything they like the looks of, even though there 
anscendent, f| may be Fameuse and St. Lawrence and lots of other good apples, I find that they 

taste and re-taste and say they like these so-called crab apples.
However, all these kinds except, perhaps, Like Winter, after becoming ripe 

'rabs, but I 1 deteriorate quickly. This is the nature of the Siberian character of flesh. They 
I should lie marketed quickly.

Of the other 28 varieties I have fruited my favorites would be Meeder’s 
Winter, Minnesota ami Beeches Sweet-; and of the varieties I have seen but have 
not myself fruited, the Rose of Stanstead and Rottot. This latter is a St. Hilaire 

I variety of deep color and good quality. For jelly we heed acid crabs of fairly 
I deep color, astringency does not matter. For canning slight astringency, as in 

the Montreal Waxen (known also as Queen’s Choice), can not be tasted, though 
I strongly astringent varieties like Hvslop ami Transcendent, people usually 
i soon get tired of.

In the Western States the Siberian and its crosses have proved so subject to 
blight that their cultivation has been given up. Blight is rarely troublesome even 
in the warmer end of our province.

I would, however, warn my fellow fruit-growers that a tiny crab can produce 
as good a codling worm as the largest apple, and the habit of growing a lot of 
poor crabs which are not worth picking, may lie the means of spreading in a 

Wa wholesale way the worst insect foe with which the apple grower has to contend.
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Ml. X V. risk I speak of the Transcendent crab from a commermnl
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Transcendent.
Mr jf iFkkheiïnTCUndentitftretthe market h,‘st in Montreal.

“ Eaify 'staw^aîÆjrSt , i80 a «^'d while the

YoU =aD f bushels of Transcendents bmme o^yîther "sort^’ flftV°re,L
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they were in great demand for jelly '| i, " ' <iu,t.'‘ a number of baskets, as
makes red jeTly. J ,y’ People have an "lea that only a red crab
. Ibipuis We tried the Transcendent and

Mr tif/s smsr r ^ :.. ,«** *•.....
bears double the “ Duchess " in tw» vo i y !’ T* m ‘««hanta, and it

m>1'’ "ï! i‘ *....... . L*k-, " «°
Mi. Ghapais—Did you try the “Hyslop ” ?
Mr. Dupuis—Yes, it does " 1
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fenced where the people can take what they please, provided they do not break 
the branches or bag the fruit. It is as much trouble to plant a crab as a good 
tree, and I believe in planting a good tree for the lioys.

Mi'. R. W. Shepherd, jun., read the fallowing paper on
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'IHE SPLITTING AND DYING OF THE BARK ON THE TRUNKS OF APPLE TREES.

I purpose giving only a few facts about this unfortunate disease which is 
affecting our orchards, in the hope that it may lie the means of at least promoting 

H some discussion on the subject at this meeting.
The seventh report of this Society contains a short article on this subject by 

Doctor Hoskins, of Newport, Vermont. Up to the time that the report was pub
lished I had not noticed the disease to any extent in my own orchard, but last 

'k spring the very apparent destruction of many of my best and most promising 
H hearing trees brought the subject forcibly into notice. The disease is a most 
j serious one and seems to take two forms.

In one form the bark is split open a short distance alwve the ground and 
partly raised from the wood which becomes as hard as bone ; and sometimes the 

'ft bark is raised entirely round the trunk.
In the other form, the dying of the bark of the trunk, is in patches, the 

t bark in many cases dying and adhering to the wood. This to my mind, is the 
I most serious form, as the disease often extends up into the branches, causing the 
, bark to die over an area of three to four inches in width by one to two feet in 
1 length.
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1 while the 
;r flavored. Careful examination of the trees affected by this bark dying on the trunk 

discloses two things :
First, that the trunk, as a rule, was not often affected nearer the ground than 

I one foot or 18 inches, or rather, I might say, below the snow level.
Second, of about 60 trees affected only one appeared to be blighted on the 

I northern or northwest side—and in this particular case the tree was actually 
blighted all round the trunk. Therefore we may say that 59-60 were affected on 

| the southeast or southern side—hence I would infer that the injury is caused in 
■; some way by warm sunshine in winter or early spring ; warm days perhaps in
• March or April causing the sap to rise rapidly on the sunny side of the tree, and 
$ a sudden check to the How of sap in the cold nights would appear to be the 
Ï primary cause of the disease. Doctor Hoskins does not altogether coincide with 
I my views, he says :

“ In my own orchard, where all the trees in grass are protected from mice 
I and rabbits by tying strips of lath or pieces of barrel staves around the trunks,
* this bark disease is just as common on trees thus sheltered from the sun as on 

those in tilled land which are not protected.” I may say that I also make a prae-
f tice of protecting my trees from mice by tying tarred paper around the trees, but 
I this paper rarely extends higher than the snow level because it is not necessary, 

and it is noticeable that the disease in almost all cases declares itself above the 
i paper. Trees which last winter stood in deep snow appeared to be less affected 

than those on higher ground where the snow was not so deep, which would seem 
; to prove that the tree receives its injury when the snow is on the ground and 
; not in the autumn or spring. Therefore it seems that some kind of protection to 
i the trunk of the tree is a necessity. The disease affects mostly all varieties to a 
$ greater or less degree. Fameuse was badly injured, perhaps more so than any 
Î other. Even varieties which are known as “ Ironclad ” (Wealthy for instance) did
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ricty in my ■spring as distinguished from the downward How in the autumn, and we cannot 
® explain the dying on that ground. The principal change we notice in the volume 

; trees with M of sap as between the spring and autumn is this : in the spring, when you have
gh land and the maximum rapidity of growth, you have the greatest volume of sap. During 

the months of May and June, you have in the trees somewhere about 50 to 55 
per cent, of water, which gradually decreases, and in September and October you 
have from 5 to 8 per cent. less. That is the only variation in the amount of .sap. 
The upward How gradually ceases as the leaves mature, and ceases absolutely 
when the leaves fall. There is a cessation of all activity in the plant when it 
enters on its period of rest in the winter.

Mr. Brodie—I have a sandy soil through which you can dig down forty feet 
and I have never lost a tree by bark bursting there. In another orchard, fifty 
acres back, where there is a sandy loom, moist all the year round, I have 
lost fifteen or twenty trees by bark bursting, and amongst them were some 
Duchess. In the front orchard I picked my apples a week earlier than in the 
rear orchard.
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Prof. Penhallow—A relatively dry condition of the soil will tend to hasten 
maturity, whereas a relatively moist condition would be apt to promote growth ; 
but on the other hand, an excess of moisture would lie as bad as an absolute 
deficiency.

Mr. Shepherd—The trouble with me is not so much the splitting as the dying 
v of the bark in bits on the trunk of the trees. I have an orchard of Wealthy apples 
Ion sandy soil, about sixty trees, planted eight or ten years ago, and of those I 
il lost twenty. I had great expectations of the Wealthy, but they became badly 
?f affected. They are growing on sandy soil, thoroughly drained, yet the trees 

affected by the dying of the bark in bits on the sunny side of the trees. In June 
the liark was dying, and I cut off the dying parts and painted the whole with 
shellac to induce the green bark to heal, but the trees were so badly affected that 
I had to pull them out.

Brodie

are

Mr. Mr. James Drummond, of Petite Cote, told me he laid a board 
against the south side of the tree to protect it, and was never troubled with the 
liark bursting.

Mr. N. C. Fisk—There are two distinct forms ; dying of the bark in spots 
w and bursting of the bark ; in my orchard I had both forms. It was open 
g ground and rather rich. Two years ago, in the month of December, we had a 

spell of very warm weather, and then it became exceptionally cold, and as these 
trees had made but little growth the frost actually killed the leaves.

Mr. Chapais—The fact that in many places where old orchards which 
affected before have been affected these last years, would show it is not due 

||to atmospheric influences, but to some fungus making the tree sick.
Prof. Penhallow—The subject of plant diseases is a very complicated one, 

IS uni I °ne to which the Germans have given great attention. The disease, as Mr. 
■Fisk describes it, is to a large extent what we recognize as ordinary blight ; and 
■ that is the product, according to some authorities, of a distinct organism. Accord- 
R ing to others, it is due to bacteria as a secondary cause, and to some constitutional 
H disorder as a primary cause. There are, moreover, various conditions of soil and 
B climate to be considered as influencing the operation of an active agent. We can- 

he spring jft tell at present just what this disease comes from or how to control it, because
s up con- ■ wc have not yet determined the actual cause or how the secondary
but flows m lnt;nee.s. We must also bear in mind that fruit trees exhaust the soil like other
w in the * crops. There is no part of the plant which is so exhausting as the fruit itself,
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and if vve carry that fruit away, we carry so much away from the soil. The 
popular impression has been that it is not possible to exhaust the soil, because 
trmt trees show otherwise vigorous growth : but it is possible to exhaust the 
soil ot one particular element of plant food and leave it strong in the others. As 
the result, you have a well pronounced disease. This has lieen proved in some 
cases where actual remedies were effected. Fruit trees may be regarded as among
the plants which exhaust the soil most slowly but their effect is felt in the
long run.

Mr. Fisk—I cannot agree with the President that the exhausted condition of 
the soil occasions the blight, because it is confined to two or three varieties of 
trees. At least it is in my orchard. In my orchard it is confined almost exclu
sively to the Canada Baldwin.

Mr. Shepherd—And the Fameuse ?
Mr. Fisk—Not with us. The Canada Baldwin is an early tree ; it puts out 

its leaves as early as the Transcendent, which is about the earliest.
Mr. Brodie—In the soil where I found these blighted trees, the land had m \ 1

given me two hundred barrels of Fameuse to the acre, and I do not think it was ' !£*{ e* . 
deficient in any way for want of manure. It was heavily top-dressed and I used I <^hc«ms 
hardwood ashes and other manure. 1 S neglected t

were i«eSrIf 1 Mn ShePherd ari«ht- was y»ung trees, he said, ()f varieties

Mr. Shepherd—The trees worst affected were Fameuse planted in 1875 ■ esteemed
Mr. Dupuis Protection has a good deal to do with it. I pknted a number 5 ’VT J

ot Baldwin trees, and they were all winter killed, the bark dying on the south ’ t ]Ifoch’
and south-west sides. I planted then in rows twenty feet apart • t he other kTPu ’
varieties, the Duchess and Red Astrachan, did not suffer'at all ’ th ikm’ °J Stt

It being six o’clock the Convention adjourned. | ^
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The Convention reassembled at 8 p.m., Col. Rhodes in the Chair.
Mr. Lee If it will not be a digression I would like to say a few words with 

charter was obtained ^.me^^ye.ms'aJVi'St mtl.Jr incïimîto .Tppljfhe prï

•step in the right direction of holding the Conventions in different places and 
would hke to see a further advance made, by the Societv occasional! yS 
exhibition in the city ot Quebec, say once every three years ' g

Mr. Barnard shared the opinions of the speaker, and thought that 
associations should lie formed to co-operate with this Society 

Mr. Auguste Dupuis, L’Islet, read the following paper on

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
,. J have been asked to give some notes on the orchards in the northern nart 

ot the Piovince. My information is very incomplete on tmVm + 1
notes which I have token have not been prepared to impart information buLiih 
a view of obtaining it from the practical horticulturists present who like 
have a desire to acquire a knowledge of the culture of fruit tr

an
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The severity of the climate in the eastern part of the Province of Quebec is 
a drawback to the progress of fruit culture.

It is known that our ancestors who came from France brought trees of the 
apple, pear, plum and cherry, which have been successfully cultivated here for a 
long time.

h rom the traditions and the reports of the old cultivators we learn that there 
existed at the commencement of the present century, in the old parishes on the 
banks of the St. Lawrence, apple trees of enormous size, producing abundant 
ciops Calvilles, Reinettes, Ram bos (Pommes de Cire et Pommes grise).

The names of these apples have been preserved among the cultivators and 
are given to-day to varieties which do not respond to the description of the 
authors and the pomologists of France or of Belgium. The original trees have 

it nuts n„i l,tLrlshv<I a,ld their namys have been given to the trees produced from their seeds. 
, J uis out | After much research in the County of LTslet we have found of the varieties 
,e land had | ,ug , frt™ France, only the Summer Calville which is still found in many
hink it »„ (orchards. This variety is propagated by grafting at St. Jean and St. Rocli. It is 

ami I used * ““"T ,ftP.Ple and the *«* is vigorous. The descendants of the first colonists 
’ «neglected their orchards, or the change in climate caused by the destruction of
m mistaVe the foI*sts destroyed the first plantations of apple trees. It became impossible to 
vet e well I ST them in the open field. The trees were planted thickly together in the 
L of plants ’ imported ^ U>USeS 'm' other buildings and seedling trees replaced those first

The trees raised from seed produced both good and bad apples. The number 
of varieties of good quality is very limited. The Calville d’Hiver is the most 
esteemed. It is of a pale yellow, tender, juicy, and keeps until April. Another 
fine variety, a seedling of the Fameuse, originated with the late Alfred Mivelle, of 
St. Roch. It is of the form and size of the Fameuse, red striped, delicious quality 
and keeps until March. It is called L’Hermine. Another raised by Elzear Hur- 
ton, of Ste. Louise, produces a large russety apple resembling the Bourassa, of 
Very fine quality and keeps until spring.

During the past 2.5 or 30 years a marked change is in progress, the cause of 
this is attributed to
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1st. The introduction of new varieties recommended by the provincial agri
cultural journals which give instructions on the planting, culture, grafting and 
"pruning of fruit trees.

2nd. I he foundation of the Montreal Horticultural Society and Fniit Growers 
■Association of the Province of Quebec. The exhibitions held by this Society 

and the annual reports published make us acquainted with the hardy varieties.
3rd. The reports of Mr. Charles Gibb, Abbotsford, his writings and his lec- 

Btures on the fruits of the North of Russia, the importation of scions which he has 
v: made for gratuitous distribution, have done a great amount of good and have 
» guided the planters in making the most judicious choice so that they may have 
I trees suited to the soil and climate. It is impossible to allow this occasion to pass 
■without rendering a testimonial of gratitude to Mr. Gibb for the good which he 
Hhas done to Canada, and the Province of Quebec in particular, in imposing 
■himself the sacrifice of two journeys to Russia, spending his time and ” 
■with the patriotic object of aiding his countrymen in the march of prog

4th. The Horticultural Society of Quebec and the county societies by their 
■exhibitions and by their distribution of plants have given an impetus to the 
■culture of good fruits.
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The flowers and fruits exhibited at Quebec last autumn were admired bv , Slr,' W
thousands ot persons. There were apples of prodigious size, notably Alexanders f,M!t thw Vl
and t wenty-ounces. I asked one of the exhibitors from Huntingdon if these B0™a,nent «
varieties were profitable, he replied : “ No, the trees do not War enough, the 80
most profitable kinds are the Fameuse and Duchess of Oldenberg” Neverthelt

In the Counties of Montmorency, Quebec, Montmagny, Ramouraska, and »1)uc>w 
I emiscouata, the Duchess is considered the most productive and profitable I r,[lt

Those who visited the fruit tent could not fail to remark the fine branch of 
Duchess apples exhibited by Dr. Bolduc, of Montmorency. I remarked during .1,k'Y to s’ 
the exhibition at Quebec that the Canadians liked, ami knew how to choose good Kcary as e 
traits also the best arrangement to catch the eye in the arrangement of the plates §’ts str,m« 1

W e must confine ourselves to planting the best kinds, and we have proof 11S moJ? est
they will be appreciated by the citizens of Quebec. 1 ® Alexa
Ci»unt\U'iifL’Ishd*ietiea °* api'leS which nrv best suited to the climate of the
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are :
1. Fameuse.
2. Duchess of Oldenberg.
•1. lied Astrachan.
4. Yellow Calville.
5. Tetofsky.

The most promising new varieties are the Wealthy and McIntosh Red.
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Mr. Barnard read the following paper by the Rev. F. A. Paradis, St. Raphael

APPLE CVLTVUE IX BELLECHASSE COUNTY.

, T, • ii* i, . ... than formerly in the County of Belle-
cha-sse. It is only ,luring the past fifteen years that the culture of fruit has — imnunitv t 
increased, and the extension has been principally confined to the apple Before I ",n,p , •tins period an aged cure of St. Gervais (M. Pascal Pouliot) had planted in his f ThFs^ 
gaolen many grafted traits of good varieties, and at present we can see some trees ” 
ot rameuse and St. Lawrence which after having been planted 36 years still 
produce some fruit each year but are now commencing to decay

We have cultivated here at St. Raphael about forty varieties of apples. After 
observation and the experience of many years we have arrived 
conclusions :

Orchards are now more numerous

E our climate 
Sitj apples in tl 
Btage to our 
1 ;; efforts of M 

at the following advancemei 
able benefit 
holds the ol

M ith our rigorous climate we require trees of rapid growth and which rinen their wood early before the first col,'l of autumn cLet dt varirt," wEl 
appear to offer the best chances ot success are those which we will indicate further 

e 7 ,!"t Pretend t0 hero axioms of “ incontestable truth,” but simply 
offer the trait of serious and conscientious observation during the past fifteen

profitably ^ 
ance to our 

We wn 
Society vvh, 

BThis délicat
■ general go, 
I utile dulci.’

The Sc
■ Secretary ,,

on.Hi
Famev*e. This variety has been our favorite until the past few years but 

the black spot which affects its delicious fruit makes us fear for its future’ In 
1886 a year remarkable for the cool temperature of the summ trotte 
trait lowered the value ot the crop considerably, while last year with a prolomred 
dry summer they were sound. The cause of this disease appears to £ dueto 
he state of the atmosphere, in this case we may hope a more favorable tempera

ture will permit us to leave the Fameuse the place of honor which it still 
occupies. The fo 

tical experiDufh“H8 of Oldenberg. Is popular here ; we find it in all the new orchards.

t
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Strawberry (of Montreal.) With many this is a rival to the Duchess. In 
fact this variety planted on our best land is, without contradiction, the greatest 

I ornament of the orchards. The tree is very productive, fruit of a good size and 
Kof so brilliant a color that we prefer them" to the Duchess; it is also less acid. 
«" Nevertheless the culture of this tine variety is not so general as that of the 
■ Duchess, as in dry gravelly soils it'becomes less valuable.

Wealthy. Although described after many others this is not the; least 
■esteemed. It is an early winter variety which appears to us at present the most 
Klikely to supercede Fameuse if this should fail. The culture of the Wealthy is 

. nearly as extended as that of the Fameuse, but we prefer the latter, which from 
■its strong growth is in a state to produce a larger crop and the fruit of which 
I is more esteemed.
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Alexander, Peach. After the varieties which we have named these come

■ next in order in the composition of our orchards.
■ Tetofeky, Yellow Tram/mrent. These are planted in preference to all others 
1 by those who have but a limited space in which to cultivate fruit trees.

. . bVnfWn Baldwin. We placed our confidence in this variety and have tried 
it in several orchards in our neighborhood. Planted in our coolest ground the 
trees grew vigorously and have given us good results in fruit of excellent quality 
which keeps until May or June, but during the past three or four years, when the 

■trees were of a size to produce abundantly, they have not borne what they pro- 
i- inised. After the dryness ot last season we are convinced that the soil of oui- moun- 

tains does not suit this variety and that it requires a heavier or more clayey soil. 
What we most require is a good late winter variety.
At present we are trying many varieties reported to have the necessary 

qualities to fill this want but are not yet able to judge of their merits.
During the past few years our attention has been principally directed to the 

> cultivation of the new Russian varieties, which appear to be able to stand with 
U impunity the rigor of our Canadian winters, the heat of our summers, and to be 
|| able to ripen their wood to withstand the frosts of November.

This is what we require, and if the apples of Russia continue to prosper in
■ our climate as at present, we may say, and with assurance, that the culture of 
H apples in the Province of Quebec will be a success, and this inappreciable advan-

!.. Aft ■toge to our country, we say, is due in great part to the noble and generous
I1 £9'.. A. ■efforts of Mr. Charles Gibb, of Abbotsford, who devotes his time and means to the
e following H#advancement of our horticultural interests. The work of Mr. Gibb is of incalcul- 
,. . ^able benefit to the Province, and to the district of Quebec in particular, which

.Inch ripen * holds the older varieties of the Russian apples as being among those which can be 
■ties winch ^profitably grown here. This is the solution of a problem of the greatest import- 
■ate further Bance to our regions least favorable to a certain and profitable culture of fruit, 
hut simply m We would include in our thanks the members of the Montreal Horticultural 
last fifteen «Society who have chosen Quebec as the seat of their deliberations this year.

This delicate attention is a convincing proof that your Association works for the 
general good and that it nobly pursues the realization of the words “ Miscuit 
utile dulei.”
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The Secretary read the following paper by Mr. D. Westover, Frelighsburg, 
Secretary of Missisquoi Horticultural Society. :—

NOTES ON APPLES IN MISSISQUOI COUNTY.

The following notes are given as the result of careful observation and prac
tical experience with the varieties nauled, under ordinary orchard cultivation,orchards.

t
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extending over ft period of more than twenty years. Our object is to furnish a 
^111 e 11 nr<'wers m our immediate vicinity and possibly to others Soil ami exposure must be considered in the cultivation of the Lie, and ' hence th2 
need of judicious selections in different parts of the Province

for T"* lmr,ly' *** «» **
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Pomme de Fer.—This is often mistaken for Canada Baldwin. The fruit is 
ÿ much the same in color and form. It is a really good keeper and of good quality. 
* Tree fairly hardy and fairly good bearer.

Pomme Grise.—A favorite dessert apple. Tree is hardy, shy bearer, and fruit 
|| too small for profit.

Pound Sweet.-r-Does well as a top-graft, but too tender when on its own

i of the best

. ft
rays smooth 
ig generally 
three heavy 
>r profit.
- of a mild 
A very nice

stock.
P'd Ast radian.—Fifty trees eighteen years planted of this variety, have 

|v; given me the highest average profit. It is the earliest in market, therefore com- 
“ mands a good price and ready sale.

Rhode Island Greening.—Have tried this in orchard and nursery. Invari
ably kills back or dies outright before bearing.

Scott’s Winter.—Has been extensively planted and used for top-grafting 
1/ within a few years. It is a strong grower and apparently hardy.

St. Lawrence.—Although this tree is quite hardy and bears fairly well, it has 
proved unprofitable, its fruit being unmarketable from cracking and spotting so 
badly. I must qualify this however by adding that in other sites and on stronger 
soil it is much better.

Strawberry (Chenango).—As a top-graft it succeeds well. Three trees in a 
rather favorable location, eight years planted, are sound and healthy. A rich and 
high flavored apple, too delicate except for home market.

Tetofsky.—An ironclad of compact and upright growth. Ripens with Red 
Astrakhan, not so large and milder in flavor. A good variety where economy of 
space is necessary.

Talma n Sweet,—Is to be found in every orchard in this vicinity and invari
ably called hardy. It is no unusual thing to find trees twenty or thirty years 
old in good preservation and bearing fair crops nearly every year. Fruit of fair- 
size, light green when gathered, but turns yellow in the winter. Keeps till May. 
An excellent baking apple ; worthy of cultivation.

Walbridge —Two trees, eight years planted. Tall, irregular headed trees. 
Fruit small—altogether disappointing.

Wealthy.—One of our most promising varieties. An early prolific bearer of 
good sized and attractive red colored fruit. Drops badly before ripening ; will 
keep same as Fameuse.

White Astrachan.—A hardy tree ; fruit water cores badly, often mistaken for 
Peach but not as good.

White Winter Colville (of Abbotsford.)—Several trees of this ; are compact, 
upright growers ; have not borne much. Fruit small and inclined to spot. Drops 
some ; will keep till February.
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Mr. X. C. Fisk, Abbotsford, read the following paper Oil

in : highly 

it arrives
AN APPLE ORCHARD AS A COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE.

I think we must admit that apple culture is an industry belonging to the 
farm, and that the bulk of the apples must lie grown by the farmer.

To the farmer who has land suitable for an orchard, and who is desirous of 
entering into fruit culture, the question naturally arises, which is most profitable, 
to grow apples or cereals ? He may read the different horticultural reports of the 
Provinces and States, and in almost all of them he may find reports on fruit cul-
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tuiv liy different men who assert that orcharding is 
grain. Lut as to what per cent, it is 
conclusions.

Y0U„tt™ 4th« far?,er what >s the net profit on an acre of oats or barley he 1 ,Prot 
1 hf ,leP?f1,ls a pat «led «>n the season.” It varies all the way from I ment? *" 

f ' aVd S""":tl,UVS there no profit. And so it is in all agricultural and I °?!' 'I* P
lmticultuial pursuits. It is impossil-le to say what percentage an orchard will CO <. stx*8

yield, or what net profit an acre of oats or liarley will yield. The majority of pair's th
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' **m or bet. th.Z | SStaS 
an apple orchard as a |

Mr. ] 
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profitable than growing ■ jjr 
more profitable he is left to draw his own V tion W

more

Would the orchardist feel contented to realize that 
the same ratio for the amount per acre, or in

XT , money invested ? I think not !
that wôSdren«M0Iî-CUliU1’iS- n°rihe fanner- as a ™le- keeps an account-book, 
that "ould enable linn to give the amount of expendi
orchard. Hence the reason why it is we so seldom see an 
would enable us to come to a conclusion ns to the result of 
commercial enterprise.

, ,I,have mamtained for the last 80 years that the Province of Quebec can and 
should, grow its own apples, and I have seen no reason to change mv mind It 
m true there has been no united effort until the last few years. "But recently the 1 
Montreal Horticultural Society has published some valuable reports and one can
Xh wm k °f Varieties ot' fluit «mil plttntmi orchard "
former years * ««ccessful as an investment than those so planted in

For the benefit of those who are seeking information, and would like facts
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Mr. Barnard said the great difficulty to overcome was the cold storage ques
tion. We should be able to ship to the English market at all seasons.

>r harle lie f Prof. Penhallow—That is a very important point. The result of the sliip- 
le wa ' fron If men*is London Exhibition show it is quite possible to send our earlier fruits
"ultural and' $ °Ver *" Per^ec* con(lition. The question is simply whether the steamers will give 
orchard "|| I ®°^ storage or not. The Association should so represent the matter to the com-
ma'orit < f panics that they will feel obliged to provide the same storage for fruits as they 
its or b ' 1 ° ■ do for other perishable forms of merchandise. I am very glad Mr. Fisk has pre-

s or ar ey the matter he has given us in his paper. I only wish he had gone a little
more into his figures, because they illustrate very well what I have been always 
aiming at. I have always felt that agriculturists should adopt some system of 
accounts. Every farmer should know whether his business is a paying one or 
not. No merchant, however humble, thinks of running his business without a

acre, or in

icount-book, I 
ceipts of his | 
!■ facts that 
rcliard as a

system of accounts, and a farmer, whose business is as important and far more 
complicated, should feel the necessity of at least having a simple system of 
accounts, so that at the end of the year lie would know exactly how he stood.

Mr. Dupuis—What variety is the most profitable ?
M. Fisk—The most profitable variety in my orchard is the Fameuse. For a 

fall apple the Fameuse is the most profitable ; for an early apple, the Duchess.
Mr. Dupuis—It gives you about 50c. a bushel ; that is very low.
Mr. Fisk—You must understand this is the whole of the sales, and not the 

sales of a few bushels. I have sold at from 25e. to $3 a barrel.
Mr. Dupuis—On one acre of Fameuse last year, on which the trees were only 

ten years old, the harvest was worth $57. In that acre I had about two-thirds 
Fameuse, the rest lieing Crabs which we sold very cheap.

Mr. Barnard—Ten years from the seedling ?
Mr. Dupuis—Ten years from the nursery and thirteen from the seed. Before 

last year, we were of opinion that the Duchess of Oldenberg was more profitable 
than the Fameuse, and the trees four years planted are, but the Fameuse pay 
better when they get older.

Mr. Fisk—The Duchess of Oldenberg is a new apple with us, and we have 
not got any trees as old as the Fameuse, so that we cannot make a comparison. 
The Oldenberg begins to bear early, and I am inclined to think it will never reach 
the age of the Fameuse. The Fameuse, for a fall apple, is ahead of anything we 
have got. It takes about eight years from planting before fruiting.

Mr. Barnard—While the Oldenberg gives fruit the second year.
Mr. Dupuis—Yes, but nothing of consequence before it is four years planted. 
The Chairman—The actual President, Professor Penhallow—for I am Presi

dent only pro forma of this meeting—has to catch the train at ten o’clock, and 
before he leaves he would like to address a few words to this meeting.

Prof. Penhallow—I will ask your indulgence for a moment, as I am obliged 
to return to Montreal to-night and, as President of this Association, I cannot 
leave without saying a few words with reference to this meeting. You are aware, 
of course, that the holding of a meeting here this winter was an experiment with 
us ; but I am quite safe in saying on behalf of my colleagues, that the result of 
the meeting has justified the experiment, and I feel quite satisfied, from the suc
cess which has attended these proceedings, that another convention will prove 
equally successful. If any thing were needed to make us appreciate the import
ance of such work, it would be the fact that such a gentleman as our esteemed 
colleague, Mr. Dupuis, has made the strenuous effort lie did to come here, having 
travelled five miles on snowshoes to reach the railway station.
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Provincial work ofthe Asswin'ti^n 7 \ ^ L°? P"* Mr Jjllrunrll concerning the 

tlie views entertained l»y the Board r a"i 9ujte 1,1 harmony with
them that if they will only co^te L 1 fticl, sftf“ »> during |
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whole meeting,"and hi^depart’ure'frri1 m" S“,r,e’ 1,as expressed the feeling of this 

present can replace. We have found* ôn "I -T i m‘tn!n,.v lu‘ “loss which no one 
of a superior education on the subiect su'^ra) occasions to-night the advantage 
deal of practical knowledge^and ex^rience u T “ ^ We have a |
ot superior education, such as n vrofessor of t Ü t‘ P?,1,11*8 0,1 which “ man 
new light and lead us out of ,«£17 tL Po7 “ ^ ““ thr»w
to-day shown the abundance “iwîerlïï be n °n 'SeVvml casions
beg to return him the thanks of the ... ,t P"SSI‘SS,‘S as a scientific man. I 
he is obliged to shorten bhj stay. g’ M,‘l mU8t exPress regret that

tl. o'khu !'us! î,. r Vu V lex perioricëlaik 'Vj" m“!ivks al,,,ut the Duchess and
profit. Mr. Fisk places theTanieuJé firS Of ! ^ ^ ,°n thti '»* for 

tlie proximity of your orchard to tl„. . ,i. I '• "mit deal depends onmiles from Montreal so that in tl,.-, I arkTet- M,ne is situated at Como, 30 
and I have derived a miater nmtit IT u ca»P'fce on the market,
variety. I market all the I . • , lll,ln Duel less than from any other
Indian village of Oka nceordii'er' to n", Tket8f?f ''7 a bllsrhel each, made at the 
up and labelled, and sent to first ,1 f ttern t,lat 1Kave- They are neatly done

Profit of 60c. There are seven baskets , / ’"'.t cost about 15c„ thus leaving 
first quality of Fameuse I sold , barrel making 84.20 per barrel. The
barrel, only left 83.25 net You lit \ 1 which deducting the price of the 
larger quantity of seconds Mv ,,2./ , a,lger croP of Fameuse, but you get a 
of seconds as firsts; with the Duché "h * 'ave Produced about the same quantity ?»d nt‘arI.v all, if 7?" '* 'econ<K

s; ,.f«wr j e tkdw^r:1,t,un’ -* *» «"**»».
lad „>i»u very ni«7iS '"'H^iT 15-,C't "l",'1- »"'i I found the «econd year I

dyrr* 1 ... ^
Lrtw C '.V I*». .*need not stir the orchard very often Plant el s P " P°î' but the fruit and 

be too close, remove all those^ou can wit f n «i “î" P R“n /‘e troes begii 
after ten or fifteen years will haveTâid tl e f j l ! 1‘T' The Due!

Mr. Bn «lie—My experience with tl„ Tl, i p antatlon of the orchard, 
herd 1 sold them in baskets and they netted meVZl "7 H?4 ? Mr‘ «hep- 
I sent to Quebec and they netted about 83 20 ,1 1 ’’arrel. My first Fameuse
the culls for which I could not get any ^ bt *2’
per barrel. One of my neighbors made a ' i Montreal, brought me about 81 
first sales netted about 83 a barrel and the next 82 ïtTro i? 4"* °ld c,>untry- The 
mg to ship to the old country as to Quebec ft 1 ’ Sl> ]t NVas n°t as encourag- 
tipples to Liverpool to lie sold on commission. ' ‘ Veiy unsa*isfactory to send

A shipper in Montreal bought 30 barrels tv,,,,. , .
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nnonv^with B procured elsewhere the balance to make up 200 barrels, which he sent home
in assurkn» I un<^er *'*s own *'rand, f°r he would not allow me to use mine, and he lost #1 a
their Si Urrvl on the wh,)le shipment.

Mr. Jack—I think the most profitable apple is the Duchess.
Rev. Canon Fulton—The figures just given would lie very misleading to any 
who has to pay, as 1 have, cartage to the railway station and freight from 

[ Huntingdon to Montreal. I have had experience in shipping to England for the 
I I»8* twenty years. The first shipments were well, but of late years they have 

not been so satisfactory, and I think it is very important we should have an agent 
I ™ England and a depot for the storage and sale of our fruit. Let each fruit 
| grower brand whatever he sends, and let him be responsible if the goods are not 

up to the average. The agent ought to be able to guarantee that the goods are 
true to the name and according to the brand. Unless we co-operate and establish 

I a depot as the Americans have done, we will never succeed in making our ship- 
; ments profitable. I know a neighbor of mine who will tell a different tale from 

those we have heard to-night about the returns of shipping Fameuse to Mont
real. They have really had to cease shipping there. So far as I am concerned, 
I have never lost anything by shipping either to London or Glasgow. When I 

; was over about nine years ago, I noticed that from Paris the apples were sent in 
boxes, and I think I rather improved upon the 1 sixes. They hold a bushel and a 
half and are made tight, and all you have to do is to nail them up. They are 
handy to put in waggons and must be handled instead of being rolled, so that I 

i never lose anything by damage. There is not the distinction made on the other
side that ought to be made with regard to really first-class apples. Other shipp.....

! " ill send ordinary apples in barrels, and realize, no doubt, more than I would, 
after the trouble I have taken. I am satisfied there ought to lie co-operation 

1 amongst the large growers to place an accredited agent on the other side who 
t<> the proper sales of our apples and not put them under the hammer.

Mr. Barnard suggested that representations be made to the Government in 
order that this subject might be taken up as a Government matter. The Govern
ment agents on the other side might be utilized in this connection.

-Mr. Dupuis—Have you tried to sell the Fameuse in baskets ?
Mr. Shepherd—Not to any extent. I sell the Fameuse in the fall at first in 

baskets. Most of my orchard is in grass, heavy clover, and when the apples fall 
they do not get much injury. They are sold in baskets, and sell at the same rates 
as the Duchess. The Fameuse are too plentiful to sell in baskets during the 
season. The Duchess come at the beginning of September when apples are in 
demand, and as yet we have not been able to Hood the market.

Mr. Fisk—I believe that the Duchess for the season of the year is more 
profitable than any apple we have. Mr. Shepherd, by his mode of shipping in 
baskets, has an advantage over those who are further away from the market. I 
shipped a number of barrels of apples to the Montreal market this year, and I did 
not realize S2 a barrel. When I was speaking of the Duchess and the Fameuse, 
1 was speaking of them from a commercial point of view. The season of the' 
Duchess is only about a fortnight or three weeks, whereas the season of the 
Fameuse is about three months, so you see that a man whoplants an orchard, not only 
wants the Duchess, but the Fameuse and the Wealthy as well. Where we ought 
all to put in our liest oar is to search for a late keeping apple, something that will 
produce heavily and give good fruit. When I first introduced the Canada Baldwin,
1 thought I had got what the country wanted. In many places it is doing well, 
but there is a blight peculiar to that tree, and on early soil it is not a success.
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winter. Near cities it pays better to 1 , f hU.“",‘ler’ hut not in the fall or
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RUSSIAN APPLES FOR THE COLDER PARTS OF THE

natives SthiLTontinent^ wTh*8’’’ th‘lt is’,fruit faring trees- 
scented crab of the South and West. No pear InTh.n ’ aPP °’ eX?'pt thu sweet i 
have the wild plums of Canada and the North-W.I.P i.u Wt' aru hotter off; we 
the West and South, and the Beech Plum of tin T T* tlu‘ Chickasaws of
Choke Cherry, Bird Cherry aVd the W ld BWk W * cherriliS’ w" Imve the 
approach in quality to those of the old world Pe, " ^ mulL«™s, but no *
Kaki of Japan. We have a bitter om^ uTT'"4»» c'l«al to the 
nectarine, quince or apricot. While the cm,,’ „ 1 ? T”*’ pomegranate, peach, 
and other early peoples in the old world Jo JTule*s an<1 the Romans
their wild forinsfwe had'an Indian ponulaiiïtm8wlî ^1.< e^e^ IJ*ug these fruits from 
Had there been an aboriginal population like th "(V'<'< *y hsdiing and hunting, 
tural in their tastes, then our wiW grapës wTÎd hSê^ °J h^ticul-
the world ; our crab apple at least better than it ; Kal1, tally equal to any in 
apples; our choke cherry free from astrirnmnev • ,'s; our haws the size of small 
as Spanish walnuts ; wild black cherries equalT, the Hi'"t ^ "hvlls as thhl 
plums fully equal to the Washington and the Green GaJ' k Urtttrian' H,1,J wild
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Where did our fruits come from ? Where originally from, I will not enter 
into. Let us go hack to the time when the peasants of Normandy and Brittany 
were gathering the seeds and perhaps the scions of the fruits they loved most iii 
their native land before embarking on their long and perilous journey to New 
France. Later on the Englishman introduced his favorite fruits, the Scotchman 
his, and we soon had in New England and in Canada the fruits of the mild 
71I/Otnt portion of Western Europe. The uncertainty of these fruits of Western 
Europe in the colder parts of this continent, both in the Eastern States and on 
the Western prairies directed attention to the colder districts of Eastern Europe. 
The V. S. Department of Agriculture at Washington imported from Dr. Regel of 
St. Petersburg, in 1*70, 252 varieties of apples. These were planted and fruited 
upon the department grounds, but the climate of Washington was such that the 
latest of them ripened and dropped from the tree by August 4th. They 
however, widely distributed for six years, and in one year 100,000 packets were 
sent out. Many varieties proved to be Duchess. There were evidently many 
mistakes, attributed in the west to the carelessness ot the Department, which, 
however, was not so. The collection at that time rather fell into disfavor. I 
will allude to this again.

Prof. Budd, of the Iowa State Agricultural College, in 1879 imported from 
Dr. Regel, St. Petersburg, 7-1 varieties, and from Dr. Shroeder, of the Agricultural 
Academy of Petrovskoe Rasumovskoe, near Moscow, about 154 varieties. Exact 
information about these apples
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,n 1882. We found the Russian fruits not looked up by the Russians as we 
; had expected. We found St. Petersburg and Moscow not specially favorable to 
I orcharding, but 480 miles to the east of Moscow, in latitude 54°, 600 miles nearer 

the North Pole than Quebec, we found apple growing the great commercial 
industry of the people. We wandered from village to village along the Volga in 
a little sail boat, then in a tarantass, a basket on wheels without springs, with 
hay on the bottom, driven by three horses abreast ; sometimes living on’black- 
bread and sleeping on a bundle of hay. Here the winter temperature for the 
three months is 9° above zero, which is the mean for the winter quarter for a 
period of no less than 59 years.
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I first report in 1847, in the library of the Montreal Horticultural Society.) Of late 
I years State Experimental stations, ofter under the State Agricultural Colleges, 
* each taking a line of its own, are doing a grand, good work now, since the passage 

of the “ Hatch Bill ’ by Congress, allowing $15,000 per annum to each State Agri
cultural College for such special work, we may expect still more important results. 
I said that the East ami West Indies had interchanged their products for over 100 
years, but it was not till 1870 that a collection of the apples was sent from our 
like climate in the old world, viz., Russia, and then imported, not by us, but by 
the l .S. ( lovernment. 1 his importation by the Department at Washington was 
received by Dr. Regel from many different places in Russia. Between 1861 and 
1870 Dr. Regel had been receiving scions and samples of fruit from 89 sources, 
though sometimes two or more in one place, and although not so thought at the 
time, this collection contained the greater part of the best apples of the collier 
parts of Russia. Prof. Build, at the Iowa State Agricultural College, has been 
importing ever since, gathering in quantity, propagating and scattering in all 
directions. Thousands of growers are testing these Russian fruits, and it is a 
comfort to feel that one is not working alone but that all are co-workers in a 

-s commo.n pfl'Use. 1 have over 100 varieties of Russian and German apples on trial ; 
; 75 varieties I have already planted into orchard, each tree labelled and in my 
| orchard book, a note as to place from which each tree was received, so that wliat- 

should happen my link in the chain should still hold good.
I he introduction of these Russian apples has been beset with drawbacks» 

i. nomenclature is uncertain in Russia, and varieties have been propagated by Rus- 
r sian names spelled in all sorts of queer ways, or by translation either unmusical 
I or wholly wrong.
| The last report of the American Pomological Society contains lists of these 

fruits imported from Russia and Germany, written by me. This work was under- 
r taken at the request of that Society and appears as a Huggestion to our authori- 
I tative body. A similar report, but in alphabetical order, has been made out by 
I -Hon. T. T. Lyon, President of the Michigan State Horticultural Society, for the 
I report of the Division of Pomology of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Thus 
I my suggestions have become fixed and unchangeable ; that is, owing to their 
I appearance in the Am. Pom. Soc.’s report and at the same time by Mr. Lyon in 
I U.S. report, it will lie found unadvisable to make any changes except for 
I glaring mistake. Thus another drawback is being removed.

As to varieties, I shall refer to my remarks in the 12th report of this Society 
p. 14. I am, I find, specially asked for a short list best adapted to our colder 

climates. I give this with a good deal of hesitation, from unripe experience, but 
give it in part from their behavior in my own orchard, and in part from trees I 
have seen in fruiting in Wisconsin and elsewhere in the U.S. In order of ripen
ing, (i) either Yellow Transparent, or Thaler (Charlotlenthaler) ; (ii) Raspberry 
(Malinovka) ; (iii) Titovka ; (iv) Golden White ; (v) Longtield ; (vi) Arabka (of 
Ellwanger and Barry.)

The Chairman congratulated the Society on having brought out, as was 
evident by the paper just read, a specialist on the subject of the growth of fruit. 
He dwelt on the benefit to be derived by the country from the labors of its young 
men who devoted their energies to striking out a path for themselves and obtain
ing knowledge on some particular branch of great utility to the whole community. 
Mr. Gibb’s trip to Russia was one which could not fail to be fraught with great 
advantage to Canada. In scientific circles in Russia, considerable surprise
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felt that a remote country like ours should have sent a traveller through the e
northern part of Russia in order to see if any thing might he obtained there ■ ,, .1 '
which would he of advantage to Canada. Mr. Gibb has fulfilled his mission, at *v “ • 
considerable risk and inconvenience, very successfully. He is now a specialist on ,.<>u 1 n.lst 
this subject, and it is much to the credit of this Society and to the advantage of K H *5', ,ls a 
the whole Dominion that we should possess in our ranks a gentleman of his ». co,V 1 1 ?nr 
calibre and attainments. He would therefore move a vote of thanks to Mr Gibb ! sPlinS 
for the work he has done. Plant a tr(

Hon. Mr. Joly said : 1 here are few men in Canada better entitled to the
gratitude of the people. When I heard the simple language in which he told us S C°ln m 1 
what he had done, when I just heard him say : “ Somebody had to go to Russia ,Mr- C
and 1 wont, I thought that showed the whole character of the mail. We could |E; Quebec, 
judge of his modesty, devotion and courage just by those simple words. This is M. ?n<1 .wi.tho
one of those occasions when perhaps, in a small way, we are trying to express to ,ut ^ 18 T
Mr. Gibb the gratitude we feel, but I know that gratitude will be expressed in a E A1J.the
more practical manner before long. In the meantime Mr. Gibb enjoys the con- M spht’ aml 1
sciousness of having done his duty faithfully to the country and at the same time M n< y^ur 
fur thi amP 6 WhicH wU1 encoura8® others to walk in the path he has opened out ■ sun ™ \
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SECOND DAY.
The Convention met at 9.30 a.m., Mr. Charles Gibb, Vice-President in the 

,UbmUH by Mr- ”1* ™«‘. at the p,„vi„„s' sitting

1st Question—What is the best time for the planting of trees ?

Mr. Brodie—I have always planted in the spring. I have been nrettv

is‘fSiraa |
, Fl*—H I)eoPle who plant trees in the spring would order them in

the fall, it would prevent the rise in sap which is often complained of If you
yTruVTgStï. “ ^ ™y th« ^ then transplant^

of season you have. W Imx^^s'f^eïandtlmw'ihlrîng ‘ti wbteS.^ 1

Mi. Auguste Dupuis, L Islet, put the following questions, and on motion of 
Mr. Barnard it was decided to adjourn until the following morning for the dis
cussion of these questions.

QUESTIONS.

1. What is the best time for the planting of trees ?
2. At what depth shall we plant in sandy soil, and in clay soil ?
3. What is the most economical method of draining orchards ?
4. What is the best way to preserve orchards against the wind and cold ? 
o. At what distance apart should apple trees be planted >.
6. What is the best time to prune trees ?
7. What is the best 
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through the 
tained there Mr. Shepherd—I recommend all those who purchase trees from me to get 

them in the fall, heel them in and have them on their farm to plant in the spring. 
You raise a tree from the nursery in the fall and you heel it in for the winter ; 
there is a healing process goes on during the winter, and that tree is in better 
condition to grow than if raised in the spring. The shock a tree gets in the 
spring by its roots being torn is never recovered from during the summer. Never 
plant a tree in this climate without mulching it well. Frequently June is a dry 
month, and the tree planted without being mulched is done for. Planting Indi 

! corn in the orchard the first year will protect the trees.
£ Mr. Chapais—I have made experiments in the fall and spring 90 miles below 

E| Quebec. I find that if I could take out a tree without breaking any of the roots 
Band without being obliged to cut any of the branches, I would plant in the fall ; 
H but it is quite impossible to take a tree out without breaking any of the roots.
■ All the trees I planted in the fall did badly. In the spring the wood and bark
■ split, and they never heal during the summer, but the bark gets rotten and the 
IE next year the tree dies. The rain we have in the fall followed by the heat of the 
B sun dries the wood ami causes it to split, and the frost finishes the work.
B Mr. N. C. Fisk—If planting is done properly, the fall is the time to do it, 
B hut in most instances the work is Wily done. As far as my experience goes, it
■ is better for most people to order their trees in the winter, let the nurserymen
■ have time to take them out before the sap starts and plant them as early as they 
H can. If I were going to plant myself, I should plant as soon as the leaves fall, 
H and by doing the work properly the percentage of loss is very small.

Mr. Jack—Describe the proper mode of fall planting.
Mr. N. C. Fisk—It is the same as the proper mode in the spring. You must 

I plant your tree about two inches lower than it was in the nursery. Have at 
I least two inches of solid earth above the top root after you have done planting, 

1 intermix the soil thoroughly with the roots. Do not dump the soil and put 
R it in a heap, but spread the roots as naturally as they would be when in.growth. 

Mr. Dupuis—Is two inches enough in the fall when the ground has been
■ loosened and exposed to the frost.
I M. N. C. Fisk—When in the nursery the highest root is generally about two 
I inches below the surface of the earth. You require to plant so that you will have 
B at least two inches of packed earth above the highest root, and therefore you will
■ have to use more earth.
I Mr. Shepherd—I have tried fall planting but have not succeeded as well as 
K in the spring. I have planted as carefully as Mr. Fisk says, and heaped more 
R earth than two inches over the roots, because I reasoned that when the earth was 
I loosened the frost would penetrate, but the trees did not succeed. I lift the trees 
I out of my nursery in the fall, heel them in and take them out ready to plant in 

■ the spring.
Mr. J. M. Fisk—A good deal depends on the 

to make growth late in the season, the wood is not sufficiently ripe to stand trans
planting successfully. One season may be favorable for planting in the fall, 
whereas a wet season may be unfavorable. In our climate spring planting is the 
safest.
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Mr. Shepherd—As soon as you take the trees mt of the nursery. Make a 

trench deep enough to take the roots, and incline the trees at an angle of alxmt 45‘. 
Do not put them on top of one another. Heap up the earth leaving the branches 
out.
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the tree shoul 
soil is suitabli 

Mr. Brod
Mr. Jack—What Mr. Brodie has advanced in regard to biking up the trees in 

the fall and putting them in a trench is certainly correct ; even if you put them m 
the cellar they will do equally well. But to what he has said touching planting 
in the spring I would add : prepare your land in the fall ; dig the spots where 
you are going to put your trees. In the spring the earth taken from the holes 
will have become mellow, and a shovelful will fall around the roots and make a 
perfect covering. When I commenced to plant, my hands struck after the first 
day’s work, on the first ten acres I set out, and I determined I would not be 
caught the same way again. In the fall of the year, therefore, I took a double 
mould-board plough and laid off my land ; as soon as I did that I put the land 
horse in the furrow ami ploughed three furrows on each side, which left the centre 
deep enough to plant my trees. Here was nice mellow earth, just the thing 
«'anted to put around the roots, when I planted in the spring.

Mr. Gibb—When planted in the fal’, the tree has to stand two shocks, the 
shock of winter and that of transplants lg, and it has to stand both in the

I find that the trees planted in the fall will shiver during the winter, 
and the warm sun of the spring does not start them into rapid growth. My plan 
has been to get my trees in the fall, heel them in, and plant them in the spring. 
Ï once planted 144 trees one afternoon and all did well except one, which was a 
doubtful one at the outset. They were budded trees, and therefore the stems 
were slightly curved and this curve was an index as to which side of the tree was 
up and which down when “ heeled in,” and for two years in my orchard you 
could tell which side of each tree had been nearest the ground when “ heeled in ” 
for that side made double the growth the other did.

Mr. Shepherd—They were not properly heeled in.
Mr. Gibb—Only the branches were above the snow. In Minnesota, where 

the winter is colder than ours, the plan is to cover even the tops of the trees when 
heeling in.
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2nd.Question—At what depth shall we plant in sandy soil and in clay soil ?
Mr. Gibb—My idea would be to plant perhaps a couple of inches deeper than 

the trees grow in the nursery.
Mr. Shepherd—I would not plant at all in clay soil. I never saw a success

ful orchard in clay soil yet.
Mr. Brodie—I have seen a very fair orchard in clay soil, but it was drained 

under each row of trees.
Mr. Barnard—How old was it ?
Mr. Brodie—It hail some trees 25 years old and some only 5 years.
Mr. Moore—In the counties of England the orchards are generally on clay 

soil, so to condemn it entirely for the growth of apples is wrong. The difficulty 
is, it is not well drained.

Mr. Jack—Probably one-half of my orchard is in clay. It has been planted 
over 30 years, and the portion in clay is the best part of it.

Mr. Barnard—Is it drained ?
Mr. Jack—Only partially.
Mr. Shepherd—Is it on a slope ?
Mr. Jack—No, as flat as the floor here. Just the same clay as on the banks 

of the St. Lawrence from here to Montreal. There is no better soil to plant 
apples in, if not wet, than that clay soil.

Mr. Fisk—My experience is that the apple can be grown on any soil, provi
ded that there is natural or artificial drainage. As for planting, the top root of

H
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it was in the nursery, when theshould be about two inches lower thanthe tree 
soil is suitable.
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3rd Question—What is the most economic
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Col. Rhodes—But they bring a large quantity of insects.
Mr. Chapais—The willow will exhaust the soil for fifty feet from the tree. 

I found the roots growing as far as fifty feet from the tree.
Mr. Shepherd—Mr. Jack s theory as to planting in alternate rows may be 

very good, but I question whether he would care to remove his rows of Duchess 
at the end of fifteen years. He would probably find the Duchess the healthiest 
tree in the orchard. • I never plant to remove any.

Mr. Jack—I have set out three acres in the way I have said, and I do not 
think there is the slightest objection, when the trees are in alternate rows, to go 
into the orchard in gathering the fruit. As to planting willows, I do not do it • 
the roots spread too much.

Mr. Fisk—The further you get the willows from the orchard the better.
Mr. Gibb—It seems to me
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the distance at which you plant trees from each 
other depends partly on climate and partly on variety. The Fameuse in exposed 
places at Abbotsford will not grow to the same size as those in the sheltered gar
dens of Montreal. If we are going to plant trees in mixed orchards as Mr. Jack 
suggested, we might plant such varieties as the Foundling between the Fameuse. 
The Foundling will bear early and heavily and be sure to die before the Fameuse 
requires all the space.
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6th Question—What is the best time to prune trees ?

Mr. N. C. Fisk—I believe in pruning at any time after the leaf falls and 
before the month of April.

Mr. Shepherd—I cannot agree with Mr. Fisk. Any time after the leaf falls 
is rather too much. I have tested this question carefully, and have concluded 
that the best time to prune is in the early part of April, before the sap begins to 
run—when the ground is frozen and there is some snow on it. That is a better 
time to prune than in June, because you can then take in the symmetry of the 
tree by moving around on the crust, and there are no leaves on the tree. Never 
cut a branch without covering the wound with some paint. I use shellac dis
solved in alcohol to the consistency of paint. I never prune in the fall ; I often 
prune in June when the men have neglected their work in the spring. June is a 
very good month ; the sap is in flow and the tree is making rapid growth and the 
wound heals over at once, but to my mind April is the best month.

Mr. J. M. Fisk—My experience is that April is about the best month. I have 
had some experience in winter pruning and I found in the wounds made in 
January about one-eighth of an inch of the bark was completely killed, whereas 
the wounds made in April Itegan to heal at the edge. It is a mistake to do much 
heavy pruning at any time.

Mr. Brodie—I get my orchard pruned every spring before the leaves come 
out, generally the month of April ; but I find I can cut out dead branches at any 
time. By attending to your orchard every year I do not think you need cut out 
large branches.

Col. Rhodes—I have had some experience with Hawthorn hedges. We let 
the hedge make all its growth, and after that we prune. The plant has some 
growth left, enough to cover over the wounds made in the pruning process.

Mr. Dupuis—Pruning a plum tree does not injure it when done early in the 
spring. We are obliged to prune the plum when a branch does not give fruit. I 
am now speaking specially of the Damson.

Mr. Chapais—At 1)0 miles lielow Quebec I find that each time I prune, either 
in summer or early fall, in fact in any month except April, I always get a gigot,
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7th Question—What is the best 
and preventing its ravages ?

of destroying the borer in apple treesmeans

Col. Rhodes—-I have been trying to prevent the ravages of the borer in my 
gaidens and have had no success at all. In this section we have these insects in 
great abundance in our forests. Our forests 
in the orchard is 
insects. I have not

in-
very mixed. Every tree grown 

all infested by these
are

state, and they are
„ pple tree in this district for the last thirty 

years. I he mountain ash, which belongs to the apple family, is full of these 
insects, and the mountain ash is abundant in our forests. Some years aim we 
grew a very good cherry called the “Cerise de France,” but these trees have now 
got what is commonly called the “blackknot1" and you will find the same disease

grown 
seen ato

in the wild cherry. It is the same way with plum trees. I shall be glad if any 
gentleman can give me a word of encouragement as to the getting rid of this

Mr. Moore—I hope to be able to assist Col. Rhodes a little on this subject. 
Some years ago, in the United States, I was in a place where apple trees were 
grown and they were attacked very largely by borers. The experiment was tried 
ot using tlie gum that exudes from the balsam fir, and painting the tree with it 
two or three inches below the surface of the earth. In the spring we painted 
these trees, digging three inches into the earth and painting them six above it. 
When we found this coating of paint was destroyed by any means, we renewed it 
until June or July. This was done during two or three years, and the result 
that the trees escaped the borers. The experiment is worth trying here.

Mr. Chapais—We would require to make the experiment in the nursery, be
cause I have often bought trees three or four years old that had borers in them.

Mr. Shepherd—I have had some experience with the borers. Every orchard 
I have has a natural hedge or shelter of forest trees, and of course they are a 
harbor for borers. They attack the trees just below the surface of the ground, 
and I lost a great many young trees. I procured great quantities of wood ashes 
and adopted the plan of examining every tree once a year. If the borer is in a 
young tree we can easily see where it is and witl "re pull it out. Just put a 
handful of ashes around the trunk, touching it on the surface of the ground. 
Then get a barrel of soft soap and wash the trunk of every tree. After doing 
that I had no trouble with borers, but as my trees became older my man neglect
ed to examine them every year, because he thought the borers would not attack 
the older trees. They did however attack the older trees, hut did not injure them 
much. Last year I was troubled with a new borer, a black beetle, which attacks 
the branches, and I attribute its presence to the fact that we had not washed the 
l>ark of the older trees. By placing a little ashes around the trunk I do not think 
you will have any trouble with the borer.

Col. Rhodes—The difficulty I find is with the native woods. I would have 
to cut down the mountain ash, of which my neighbors over the hedge have a tine 
crop, but in this section we do not control our neighbors. It is useless to plant 
apple trees alongside the mountain ash. The gum to which Mr. Moore referred 
becomes dissolved with water, and we will have to apply it once a month in the 
rainy season when the borer is most active. I have scraped the tree and used 
lime and used tar, but in a short time the borer was as active as ever.

Mr. Fisk—In our section we are not troubled a great deal with borers, bub 
they go in just at the edge of the ground, and lime and ashes piled up six or 
eight inches around the tree is a great preventive.
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'■cause it is

,mi tïTd.” »“Uï£pe“^rt°ÜVrLCi“lly ........ .. f”r winter
Instead of having a surplus of winter apples as our sister Provinces, Ontario 

and Nova Scotia we have to import the most of our winter fruit at a cost 
ot several thousand dollars each year, when this money ought to be going into 
the pockets ot our own fruit growers. h 5
it i t,',e,neiW Jiussian importations, of which we have many on trial at 
Abbotsford, but a few as yet have fruited, and none that proved to be late keep-
U • n-M -if; ,nd ^/"PPiyour need, then we shall have found a treasure, and 
Mr. Gibb will feel amply repaid tor Ins researches in that direction

As a rule the Russian apple does not excel in quality, but for hardiness 
must prove ot great value to us, especially to the northern parts of our Province ; 
and the late importations promise to add largely to our present small list of per
fectly hardy and productive varieties. 1

If one of the best of these, like Duchess, 
like Northern Spy, we might expect grand results.

Here is an instance in which we feel the need of a Provincial Experimental 
station, and it is to be hoped that some day the Government or some patriotic 
individual will take the work in hand.

We are in need of a hardy, productive, long-keeping apple, of good quality. 
cowtvy has been greatly benetitted by the introduction of the Duchess and 

W ealthy and other varieties of equal value will soon follow ; let us aim to secure 
among these, varieties to supply the wants of our people, and we shall have done a 
good work.

Mr. Shepherd—I quite agree with Mr. Fisk that our greatest want is a hardy 
late keeping winter variety of apple. I do not think we have got that among the 
Russians, and it struck me that our friend Mr. Dupuis, who spoke yesterday of 
orchards planted 150 years ago, might find among those orchards some seedlings 
winch are good enough to be propagated. We have to fall back on our native 

■ seedlings for fall keeping apples. We cannot grow the American Baldwin, North- 
Spy or Spitzenburg, and therefore we have to discover a hardy late keeping 

apple. If Mr. Dupuis can find promising seedlings, trees 50 years of age which 
have stood the rough winters of his district and yet remain perfectly healthy, 
with fruit of good appearance and size and quality, they ought to be brought to

Mr. Gibb then brought some Minnesota experience to bear upon this ques
tion of hardiness by reading the following letter addressed to himself :—
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Deab Sib,—Sometime since W. H. Eagan, Secretary American Horticultural Society, 
requested me as Chairman of the Committee on Russian fruits, to put myself in corres
pondence with you.

M e are too young in our experience with the newer Russian fruits to make any really 
definite report upon them. The Duchess of Oldenburg has been in cultivation long 
enough here to establish its value for this region, and we make it the base or standard in 
comparing degrees of hardiness, and anything much less hardy is not adapted for general 
cultivation with us. So far, on my place, Hibernal, Ostrokoff, Pelikanoff, Red Cheek, 
Gipsy Girl, Antonovka, and the whole of the Anis family are doing well ; and I think 
that most, if not all of them, are as hardy as the Duchess. At other places I have seen 
tlie Green Streaked, White Pigeon, and a few others looking all right. At Andrew 
Peterson’s, at Wacona, the Hibernal, Ostrokoff, Pelikanoff and Red Sided are perfect.
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Col. Rhodes moved the f, 11 ■ JOHX S. HARRIS.

The Coi[«cntimethm l̂l%™ie,rhlCh ““ un"im,'"«ly adopted. I

The Convention reassembled at :{

Proceedings began with a
the chair. p.m, Mr. Charles (<ibb, Vice-President, in 

l»p.-r by Mr. Robe,* J,«k. of c,,„tolagu.y
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in the English market, and our apples are not equalled in any country ; yet a great 
improvement could be made in the packing and shipping of them. It is not any 
wonder that shippers make great losses m their slrpmcnts when we consider the 
careless way the apples are packed, and the rough handling they get from the 
tune they are picked till they reach their destination. I have seen barrels of 
apples unloaded off trucks on the wharf and pitched about with such violence as 
to knock the heads out of the barrels and scatter the apples about. They 
shovelled into the ban-els, minus a few dozen, and coopered up.

It is almost impossible to get a No. I quality of apple out of an orchard that 
has been neglected in manuring and pruning. We noticed when picking our 
apples this tall, that where we had applied hard wood ashes to our trees in the 
spring as soon as the snow was off, the apples were large and well colored, but on 
other trees where we had applied rotten barn-yard manure one-third of the 
apples were crooked, wormy and not well colored ; it looked as if the manure had 
been a harbor for the codling moth and other insects. It is a great pity that so 
valuable a fertilizer as hard wood ashes should lie sent out of the country to 
enrich the farms of our neighboring Republic, when so many farms are run out 
and exhausted in our own country.

Ticking apples for market may be done in the following manner : Pro
vide good new barrels, with nice clean heads that can be branded ; hard 
wood heads are preferable, as they can stand the pressure best Some 
packeis use barrels with a very little bulge, the staves being almost straight, that 
hold about a peek less than the ordinary flour barrel. I should very much like 
to have the opinion of this convention on the right size of an apple barrel. In 
coopering the barrels, use barrel or lath nails ; the ordinary shingle nails used by 
many fanners are too long, and penetrate into tile fruit and cause it to decay, 
also in nailing on the line hoop cause injury to the hands and clothes of those who 
handle the barrels.
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Have step ladders to reach the sides of the trees, and get baskets with 
s attached to the handles, made of tine wire or wood. Begin pulling the 

apples on the outside branches of the tree before climbing into it, as you are not 
likely to shake so many down this way. In pulling give the apple an upward 
turn, it breaks off quite easily, while giving it a jerk off, it often breaks off the 
bud also, causing the tree not to have fruit for a year or two. Have 1 toys with 
moccasins or rubbers on to climb the trees, as boots bruise the liark and injure 
the tree. Put the apples gently in a basket and empty them carefully on a 
sheet spread on the ground. Tender varieties like our Fameuse and Duchess 
need to be as carefully handled as eggs, even a slight thumb mark causing them 
injury. The windfalls should be put in a separate pile, and disposed of as soon as 
possible. The barrels should be placed on a plank so that they can be shaken 
easily, and this prevents the heads of the barrels from being soiled by the ground. 
In sorting, have one barrel for first and another for second quality ; the culls may 
be sold for cider or jelly. Begin tilling the barrel by putting a row of apples stem 
downwards, and have a basket that will reach the bottom of the barrel, so as not 
to bruise the fruit by emptying from the top. Give the barrel a little shake after 
each basket is emptied and till it about a half an inch aljove the rim ; all 
depends on the variety of apple, Fameuse can be pressed into the barrel 
inch or more, while Golden Russet can hardly be pressed at all. We use a 
lever press that we force down with our feet. Keep the barrels on the side till 
they are disposed of. Always use a spring waggon for carting them. I know a 
farmer who made a loss of $20 on a load of Duchess of Olden berg apples ; he had
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? apÇIeS °f™ri,,r '<u,Uity- 1 ,lid «are about the price provided 
1 got the best apples, yet I have never been able to get them in a condition tit to
intm sts','fTlthfUt-fCrtr,'fU Sdvct,,m ,u"1 recking. 1 think it would be 
interests of the fruit growers to semi their apples for si.
they would turn out satisfactory to the purchaser.

Rev. Canon Fulton—All we have to do is to get „ 
each grower label his barrels and be held accountable if 
mark.
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they are. not up to the

an

not tnrtl8h?h!ird7I Wl,ul,|1 recommend Col. Rhodes to apply to the grower and 
he can get. ’ ^ fl,e latter htts U> W indifferent fruits and take what

Br«).lie-We are shipping apples every year to the old country. Some-
the anÏL Fr™6” VmT1V,e v ^7 or,lvl'; but "®ietiiues on the other side 

7*1 httie slock, and they are sold as slack packed, though every
liarrel is as good as tightly packed. It would only take half a dozen apples to fill

ÏSst ve o w' S’ y t h7 8! /?*' tive "hilli"nrs to ten shillings less than the others. Last year we sent apples to Liverpool, and although not first-class, they brought

Î,nlesavn FT* 1 'ln< woof ftpfeS "’,ith our own ““'ne o'* the barrels first-classapp!es, yet they brought i#2 less than the poor stuff.
Mr. Dupuis—Are those cases Mr. Shepherd speaks of very expensive ?
Mr. Shepherd— I hey are patented eases, Mr. Cochrane’s patent. The com

pany laded, and I secured a couple of hundred of them at auction. They cost 
the company 50 to GO cents a piece. I put the extra No. 1 apples into these

it t«kM;toBStt7;E/^^h“““d Wl" * '“s wo,id
Mi Shepherd Not long. I take the case into the orchard and when I ret 

an extra hue Fameuse I just put it aside and till up the case before C 
«lone. Y ou might not get more than one case in one row of trees, but 
CAse y°n g‘‘t a dollar more than you would if the apples were barrelled.

Mr. Brodie—I have asked in my paper the opinion of the meeting as to the 
size of an apple barrel.

Mr. Jack—A liarrel should hold 120 quarts.
Mi Gibb—In many parts of the country it is a common practice to use the 

ordinary flour barrel. Does that contain the proper quantity ?
Mr. Jack—Yes. J
Mr. Shepherd—A great many growers do not understand how to pack 

their fruit. they buy a lot of old flour barrels and think they save money 
«ecau.se they save ten or fifteen cents a barrel ; but the result is they get fifty 

cents a barrel less than they otherwise would. A man ought never to put No. 1 
quality truit into any thing but anew barrel.

Mr. Gibb-Several points have come up in this discussion. First, regarding 
the color of fruits. As Col. Rhodes says, the fruits in this Province are noted for 
their color. At the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in London, our fruits took 
the palm in this respect. With regard to the question of cold storage, I am afraid 
it will hardly pay, but the fruits thus sent should arrive in prime order. I have 
tasted apples in London which came from Australia in this way and found they 
had lost none of their flavor.

Mr. Jack—Fresh meat is carried from Chicago to the Liverpool market in 
cold storage and I do not see why our fruits would not pay, if carried in the 
same way, when they have only half the distance to go.
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cure«iMfrmnCStFiHil«;vli'me,i 0Zt,lis ®PP1» »e has but one tree, pro-
, 1 from ht Hilane .10 years ago, and has never propagated from it It is a

sl-w and tedious grower, needs about as much pruning as Fameuse and has 
suffered somewhat from sunscald : a medium bearer, bearing most alternate years 

he fruit averages a little larger than Fameuse, is quite as red, but is a dulf not
£iS£,r ' h*' “““ light ** !" it 6 Zewto Lt

Mr. Fisk directed attention to its good keeping qualities
u 1 ij-ïe- keepers W1®hed to find out its record with those 
hL Hilaire.
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07
lairymen, 
ys obtain known varieties of fruits hardy enough to resist our severe climate, and of good 

quality at the same tune. I anticipate very beneficial results from your valuable 
discussions, for the Eastern Province and for the County of L’Islet which 1 have 
the honor to represent.

If 1 can be useful to your Association in Parliament, I will do my best to 
advocate its cause and to demonstrate your noble efforts to promote the horticul
tural interests ot this Province.

I have received some notes from M. Lavallé, dealer in fruit, which 
interest you : . may

He purchased in 1885 300 barrels plums, 
in 188(1 150 
in 1887 100 “ “

He calculates that about 400 barrels are grown annually in L’Islet Co this 
at $7.50 gives $3,000. The price in 1886 was from $12 to $15 per barrel.

Mr. Auguste Dupuis recommended the cultivation, in the Eastern part of the 
1 rovmce, of the old varieties of the Damson or Orleans, blue and white • and of 
foreign varieties, Lombard, Imperial Gage and Bleeker’s Gage, and suggested the 
use ot crates containing four to eight gallons, instead of barrels, for shipment to 
market. 1

Mr. Brodie—How many plum trees produce fruit of the value of $100 ?
Mr. Déchesiie—About 200 trees.
Mr Dupuis—It would be a good thing to have a separate exhibition for 

1 hree Rivers, L Islet and the Quebec District, and to have special pilzes for collec
tions from these districts. We cannot compete with the upper part of the Province 
because our fruits do not ripen in time. At the exhibition time your fruits are 
perfectly colored when our Fameuse is still green. The same remark applies to 
plums. 1 v

ree, pro- 
It is a 

and has 
te years, 
lull, not 
t like a

Mr. Shepherd—It surprises me you can grow with success such plums as the 
Lombard and Magnum Bonuin. In my county I have not been able to grow 
I-orchard or Magnum Bonum with any success. I find they grow so much in the 
summer they are killed in the winter. Perhaps in your case they grow 
land. on poorr search 

m it at Mr. Dupuis—Our soil is sandy. The Lombard sometimes sends shoots „„ 
high that we have to pinch in summer. The trees are on sandy soil and we do 
not manure them much.

Mr. Jack—Are these Lombards budded on the native plums ?
Mr. Dupuis—Yes, on the wild plums.

Mr. Gibb read the following paper on

so
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THE NATIVE PLUMS OF THE NORTH-WESTERN STATES.

My first efforts to grow plums proved failures, I now 
crop every year.

I liegan in 1872 by planting those varieties of the European plum which had 
done the best (and that means only fairly well) in the sheltered city gardens of 
Montreal. Lombard bore one glorious crop ; Bradshaw a few now and then ; 
Washington bore a few and died. A largo black, like Quackenlioss, also bore a few 
specimens several years. So has another like Coe’s Golden Drop. A large number 
of varieties died before fruiting, but as many I had were not true to name, these 
may not have been the kinds I bought them for. Rev. Canon Fulton, of Mari tana, 
Huntingdon, sent me a variety of Damson, it bore a few and died. Later Mr.
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ini (is

k,,xmf Mf°rtrea1, 8c?t “e Cotoe 8 Nota which has borne but one 
“* h,yf much lo»g«- He also sent me Dictator and Cork’s 

unthrifH n m,V ,ey ,1(l,not se.em to ihrive- 1 have Moore’s Arctic, but their 
the.n ^f ,COndlt!°n “laynbe °wmg to the dried state of the trees when I received 
r,!i ; , 1 have also the Prunus Simonii, of China, a fruit Hat like a nomine arise 
i tleL‘.ls not har, y enough. Two years ago I imported from Europe a number
W,d to b?' °f Ï6 P,rUne of plum, L in some Zsïhe pro” is
mind to bt harder than the plum ; tor let me remark that in Europe men niant

eu gardens or roadsides with “prunes” or plums, just as in California thev niant

P.! ulThe T.riV* rin\ ;:r ^1 ^ ^,,al^sras1,!:*
Petersburg, has sent out three varieties to this country, from where Sine S 
was not able to say and beyond this but one really Russian variety from Central 
Russia has yet reached us and that is the Moldavka of Vorouodi ' h ; ^ ,
* n-grc-tt,,! ,"„t the pl„n„ „r V.,|.„ „„ „ot Ito?„lèï« L „ mT, 5 

rn !'.‘u< ,? found <>nhr in little out-ot-the-wav villages like Kludnchi an 1

Se”ht.Prov““ Kl”1' * llm»y long y«, blrre w”“ M»

ZL0' h.*™ proved « decide
Western and North^Z StaZ th«»ative plums of the
which were the roots of root grafts plantedhi IHtT T]11 VVlsco”sm. Plum trees

eheëB"ËHbsbe:yearly crops without any failure for at 110,1 ha' e bome moderate or light, but 
large, dark .lull Za,!d Ls a Hnv " 1U * 'Z ,>’ears’ Thl’ fruit is rather 
and keeps till November 1st 1 In 1 i' s a.n,uskmelon. It ripens October 1st lateness ^t sells S'^*0 Us 1 £1? btSd^ T" ^ ^

I find Weaver spoken of aîdoi™ woZ m"1*' W‘? hea,7, ra,lk fo,ia£e- 0f others 
.nd Rollingstont well ,mÏÏ 5,,!™!.”™'.^"^ W*

SotoMI?3rfu7oI,?i“£“*nti“ Mr' Bilb **' », De
about 15 or 20 trees. The tree hears the nevf v* "•' fC “tisfaction. I have
wonderfully heavy crops for the size of th 'Yi™ “ttr7-'t *S Planteci’ and lwars
^ The fruit is exccLt for pre^,
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.il. JM. b isk- Die DeSoto ripens just after the ordinary red plum, so that 
you can bring it to market late in the

Mr. N O. Fisk—No one has said a word about the Pond’s seedling, yet it 
too the first prize at a show in Montreal as the best plate. It is a'large 
phi as large as a hen’s egg, and perfect in color. I have u few trees of it. and 
it, is the only plum I can fruit. It ripens about the 15th of September.

Mr. Dupuis—On what stock ?
Mr. Fisk—Common red plum stock.
Mr Fulton—I can speak feelingly about the black knot. I lost about an
of nice thrifty trees by it, from which the previous year I had a very good 

I had to cut them down ami bum them. That is the only remedy I 
know of. The black knot has now attacked the Green Gage and Lombard. 
Wdl any gentleman tell me whether it is an insect or a fungus. I would 
like to know which it is and how it is treated.

Mr. Brodie- I can endorse the Pond s needling. I believe it is an English 
variety. The only trouble with it is that it is apt to overbear and kill itself” As 
to black knot, you must only plant varieties that are not subject to it. I have 
yellow egg plums which grew' side by side w-ith the ordinary blue plum. I had 
to chop dow'n the blue plums on account of the black knot which the others 
escaped.

Rev. Canon Fulton—For many years the Green Gage w'as not affected, but 
now the black knot is indiscriminate in its attacks.

Mr. Moore.—In the grounds of Mr. \\ illiam Evans, near Montreal, during the 
last four years, a number of Moore’s Arctic have been grown with success, 
a single branch has been killed by frost, and the trees are now looking in a 
healthy condition. There has been no appearance of black knot on them, and the 

>p has been most abundant. The flavor of the plum is delicious, the skin is 
thin, and tin- color, after preserving, equal to that of the English damson.

Mr. Shepherd—In LS8ti I visited Mr. Evans’ place, and I wTas very much 
struck with the abundant crop of that variety, but they wrere growing in the 
nursery row. It was a remarkable sight to see these trees. They were bent to 
the ground' with the weight of the fruit I am glad to hear Mr. Moore speak so 
highly of the quality of the fruit. When I was at Mr. Evans’ they were not ripe 
enough to be tasted. The question is whether they would be as hardy in the 
orchard as they appeared to be in the nursery.

Mr. Moore—When first received, a number of the plums were planted in the 
nursery row and a certain quantity in the orchard. Those in the nursery rows 
Mr. Shepherd saw, and I do not know how it wras he did not observe those in the 
orchard, because they were also as heavily laden w'itli fruit, and had not suffered 
from the frost, but those in the nursery suffered from the weight of the snow 
which smashed down several of the rows.

Mr. Gibb—I am glad the Moore’s Arctic has been mentioned as I have heard 
of the plums and their enormous fruitfulness at Mr. Evans’ in Montreal. As 
regards the Pond’s Seedling, it is a very beautiful plum ; it is very large, and the 
quality by no means coarse. I know tlmt at Capt. Raynes’ and at other places in 
Montreal it has proved about th< hardiest of the European plums. As regards 
the black knot, I drove w'ith Mr. A. Lemoine to his place in Chateau Richer, 
through the plum district, and I saw the black knot had worked into the plums 
from the wild cherry. I advised the people to cut down these cherry trees as 
much as possible. If Prof. Penhallow were here, he would tell us whether it 
is a fungus or caused by some insect. 1 have always looked upon it as a fun-
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gus, and I am inclined to think that is Prof. Penhallow’s 
remedy I know of is to cut it out. If you have an acre or ' 
knot, burn them out and start afresh. As regards 
have seen no sign of black knot 
day.

opinion. The onlI
any of them, but it may get intoOil some

Mr. Dupuis read the following paj

CHERRIES IN THE COUNTY OF L’iSLET.

w s- - yas srstf
t ees and we are awn.tmg with interest the result of their trial in these rices

ÜSsIfFsSE-HSiE
iiFeSS i^EEEEEï
-Ï.ÎSStï ÏÆttïïSÆs tsver st r-
Pi«- ™nf"“......... . h "■! yt

jOkot» in the market at Quebec varies’fr,',iî, Msôto «Too y”“ï îh,C

S ':t K'V'T’ r™ I«fÿS
singleday 112 bushels to forwtu‘,1 t,!^ QuekcTnd to Frlttdle^1 “ “

1 he parishes of ht. Jean, Port Joli and LTslet send about as much
deep fe™ ju™y a'Lr,mf iîltlnl '-«**“>)> *» much too'lmp. and 
Horticultural .tity là d“l™ TEwnE* ”*'• Tl'ï W
economical style of box or basket for H,,. ,, ® . 1C 1 ls ~ let ,ll(iHfc convenient and 
Mr. Gibb has been solicited to inform on'cyttnce of cherries to market, and 
in use at Montreal and in Russia. ' S ° * 'L‘ sty es 0 ^e baskets or boxes
which are emitted^rom theTc^^^tvro to’th1”11 the.,East the suckers
l>ear fruit, and this variety is now so acclimation? years,th.c trees commence to 
that we should deem it inmnnh'nt t Z Z ^ SUch ^ fruit

Of twelve varieties which T bn, .h? 1 • i Z ^ V>y, ^rieties.
one which has survived and (1,1 L'; m l sO the Early Kichmond is the only
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The only 
ith black

attained an age of 2 to 3 years, so that they may form a round top, not exceeding 
7 to 8 feet m height (for facility in gathering the fruit), proceed in the following 
manner: Shorten the 3 or 4 branches which form the head of your little tree to 
the 4th or 5th eye or bud ; this should be done in the spring ; these buds will 
emit laterals which will make the form of the tree. — 
the branches which tend to grow upwards instead < 
not require any further pruning.

From Mr. Gibb we learn of a race of cherries cultivated in the form of 
bushes. I should be glad to learn of the advantage which 
cultivating these dwarf trees.

Of the gum exuding from our cherry trees it is pretended that it is due to 
severe pruning, but it should not be necessary to remove large branches. A 
branch broken by the snow or wind should not be sacrificed in consequence. 
Raise the branch, bring the broken parts together carefully and with the aid of 

or two iron bolts secure it firmly in position, cover the; wound immediately 
with grafting wax and it will soon heal and the branch give you as good fruit as 
the others, I or a branch of from one to two inches in diameter a screw will 
suffice.
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llie black knot is a great evil which is spreading rapidly in our orchards of 
cherries ami plums. It has devastated the fine and productive orchards of the 
Gotc de Beaupré and has extended on the south side of the river to Beaumont, St. 
Michel and Montmagny. In these large plantations of cherries there is not a tree 
which is not affected. The disease lias appeared in the counties of L’lslet and 
Kamouraska notwithstanding the advice given in the journals to cut off 
and bum the branches affected, and the proprietors 
consequence.

If the L’lslet Horticultural Society had more funds at its disposal the direc
tors would be disposed to offer a large prize for the greatest quantity of branches 
of the cherry and plum affected with this disease which would be brought to 
their exhibition and burned in the presence of the public.

The directors are of the opinion that the serious damage with which 
threatened by the spread of this fungus should receive the most serious consid
eration of the proprietors.

We receive a grant of only $100, we disposed of $20 in prizes this autumn. 
To reduce this evil we await a larger grant.

The Horticultural Societies count on the patriotism of the members >f the 
Council of Agriculture and on the liberality of the Provincial Government for 
more efficient aid so that they may be enabled to benefit the consumers and pro
ducers of fruit in the Province of Quebec.
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Mr. Brodie—We do not have a crop of cherries one year in five, and when 
we do the English sparrows eat them all. Now that the black knot has got 
into the trees I have to chop them all down.

Mr. Dupuis—We buy fish nets from the stores, which we throw over the 
trees and we are not troubled by the birds. It does not cost 25 cents per tree.

Mr. Shepherd—My experience is precisely that of Mr. Brodie. If you plant 
cherries, you plant them for the birds. I have given up planting cherries. My 
great hope is that the Dwarf Russian Cherry will meet our requirements. If 
we have a dwarf cherry we can always stretch a net over the tree and protect the 
fruit from the birds.
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Col. Rhodes said he felt quite a personal interest in the sparrows, from the 
tact that he had something to do with their introduction here. It was true 
that they sometimes helped themselves to cherries, but growers could protect 
their fruits as they did m England by covering the trees with a cheap net. In 
Boston they wore introduced in the early part of the century for the purpose of 
consuming the caterpillars which threatened the destruction of the celebrated 
elms on Boston Common. It had been noticed too that they were fond of picking 
the caterpillars oft the birch, and also of chasing the white butterfly. Of course 
he admitted that the sparrows were regular little John Bulls in their manners, 
they v ere always pugnacious, and just as much at home in the worst parts of 
the eity as anywhere else. If they became too numerous or too depredatory in 
their habits, it was not difficult to remove the objection. By sprinkling a quan
tity ot ashes upon the snow and placing some corn thereon, the sparrows can be 
induced to congregate in great numbers, and it is then not difficult for a boy with 
a shot gun to kill a couple of dozen at a shot. They thus afford good sport for 
hoys- and as they weigh about an ounce each and are finely flavored, they make 
very good pies. ,Laughter.) Or they may be roasted on a string in front of a

, , , serl0l}sly hti thought that the world was so large that there ought to be
plenty ot room in it for the sparrows.

Canon Fulton—Hear, hear.
Mr. Moore, of Montreal, credited the sparrows with destroying the canker 

worm. He thought they should not be begrudged a little dessert in the shape of 
a few cherries. He agreed with Col. Rhodes that sparrow pie was exceedingly 
good, especially if well filled up with beefsteak.

Mr. Brodie—I admit that the sparrows are quite friendly in their ways.
7ïrr: m my ,u‘n lll"Us,‘ tt,M* «‘ten up my chicken feed along with the 

lest of the fowls I rue. they destroy the caterpillars, but I find Paris green a far
I.n-ticed the caterpillars were increasing, but by£*»£& teïÆrcî ïi.™

Mr. Gibb—l nfortuiiately when one or two men in the community grow a 
lot ot cherries, the sparrows ot the neighborhcxl go to them. Russian cherries 
arc rVr' P!i ' nnt ,.t !,cy have tllls weak point that they liegin to color three
tiesektUXSliïIt T TrW(‘ years ft«<) 1 Pi-mted a number of varie- 
v ’ ’ , " J‘ ,lV,orcllo, the Kentish, common Canadian Morello, the cherry Mr
th'Z. ,m T t* I:ac ilI.le’ ',l *<**» from Rev- Canon Fulton, of Huntingdon?^ All 

ese giew to be fair sized trees, but they did not bear to any extent. The English
vv^‘th?clÎm^tL fi"!' rh"v], The M^>*‘nre»cy Ordinaire

tlu the ny the finding of which repaid the planting of the others • it is a
good fan sized cherry for a Morello, pale in flesh, and a heavy bearer I then
began to get a number of cherries from Germany and Russia, ‘in Russia in the
hidi I hdavtn-li aDd-t?e PP''1- Vo.'ga, the cherry trees are only about three feet 
high. I have 38 varieties, mostly from Eastern Europe, and 1 am planting into 
orchards as fast as 1 can One or two blossomed when 18 inches high amtonany 
have fruited when three feet high. . If course they will be sublet to bS knot
timTs known nsOrZ S"’**'* ^W* HeslJ.l Morellos sonï

Mr. j. ,o" "i,'ri'"n‘

X01ES ON GRAPES, RASPBERRIES, STRAWBERRIES

the 30th that 7To '""l It was only on the evening of January•Kith that I imoved iron, Mr, Dunlop, Secretary of the Montreal Horticul
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tural Society, a letter dated January 26th, inviting me to make known to you. at 
this Convention, the little experience I have in outdoor grape culture. It is need
less to say that, on so short a notice, it lias been impossible for me to prepare 
anything else than the few notes I am going to read.

As to grape culture, I beg to say that l made that culture a success at 
Varennes, fifteen miles below Montreal, during five years. The varieties that have 
given the best results, under my care, are the Hartford Prolific, Champion, Con
cord and Isabella vines. I convinced myself, by experience, that the 
proper method of pruning the vine in our Province consists in cultivating 
it in order to have, after the third year of its growth, a plant on a single 
stem bearing two lateral shoots of five feet each in length. From those two 
lateral shoots, cut off in the fall of the third year all the new wood of the year, in 
order to let them, in the following spring, bear each five branches of new wood, 
which are the fruit-bearing branches. Every year, in the fall, cut those fruit
hearing branches from the two main lateral shoots, to make room for new ones in 
the following spring. The idea is to make the vine bear its fruit as near the sur
face of the soil as possible, so that the bunches may have the benefit of the light 
and heat of the sun, radiating frani the earth. Leave on each fruit-bearing 
from two to four bunches, according to the strength of the vine, and, by that 
method, you can obtain as much as thirty pounds of grapes from four year old 
vines.

cane

anker 
ape of 
lingly 1 have tried to cultivate the vine at St. Denis, Kamouraska County, 

ninety miles below Quebec, but with no success. I firmly believe that it is quite 
useless to undertake outdoor grape culture farther than St. Koch des Aulnaies, 
seventy miles below Quebec. Mr. Eugène Casgraln, President of the Horticultural 
Society of L’lslet County, has cultivated the vine at L’lslet with success, follow
ing my direction as regards the method of pruning just mentioned. He has the 
satisfaction of seeing his grapes coming to maturity almost every year. I regret 
to hear that Mr. Casgrain has been prevented, through sickness, from preparing 
the paper on outdoor grape culture lie had promised for the Convention. I will not 
close the subject of the vim1 without saying that its culture will never be, below 
Quebec, anything else than an amateur culture, as success is only attained with 
much work and care, and that the only varieties ripening their fruit there are the 
Hartford Prolific and the Champion.

I wish to speak to you specially now, Mr. Chairman anil gentlemen, of two 
small fruits under cultivation for a very long time, below Quebec, and bearing 
perfectly well the cold climate of that region. 1 understand that the Montreal 
Horticultural Society, in coming here to hold the present Convention, is willing 
to "discuss with us what are the most suitable varieties of fruits for the eastern 
part of the Province. 1 then concur in the views of the Society when I speak of 
those two small fruits that 1 wish to see better known, being convinced of their 
value for the coldest districts of our Province. They are the White (Orange ?) 
Raspberry and the White Alpine Strawberry, under cultivation in our gardens 
for more than a hundred years.

As to the White Orange Raspberry, 1 had occasion to mention it in an 
article I wrote last year for the Journal it’Ai/rirulture IUuxtré. Allow me to 
quote it here, as it contains all I have to say on the subject :

“ We have here, ninety miles below Quebec, in 47 latitude, a white rasp- 
“ berry, apparently of the ‘Orange variety, which has been under culture from 
“ time immemorial, without mulching of any kind during winter, and that has 

never been injured by cold, though we often experience a temperature
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Tt is 80 hardy that it looks almost as if it was indigenous 

iiirgu a.
hUC rd -t aS t0,,|U,llity’ 0,10 of the best raspberries we ever iS The 

F! f haavs heavily, and gives a succession of fruit from July the 15th till Sen-
-- It T’ “Y '"irruption. As this raspberry (the fruit) is verv tenderit is marketable only when cultivated near towns where it can Ik- sold hut
-quality profitable,on «com,t„f the

The White Alpine Strawberry has probably been imported from France bv 
our ancestors the French settlers, and has since been cultivate,! in ourZlens 
ÎÎL* hardy, resists our lowest temperature without any mulching «ôves a heavy 
crop ot excellent fruit, and bears with every kind of liardsldn /size, is a little below the average, but, on L otherhîïï
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and Blue Ori,'ans Pbim* (îïrs^i T S°'lt ^(hout saying a word of our White 

do. Neverthelei I nmst teuTonT "r W? T't ? them hM"'th-1" 1 <=»»
is for us the most profitable. I ca.... this year by chanc^T Cultlv,l.te- tile Plum
plum orchard planted more than forty years S"- Ult<'P<)ssessi,,n ot an old 
crowded, badly pruned have never I,,..,,, . iV . trees m it are too much
drawbacks, and though the orchard is only tlieVfH “otwit,lstanding all these 
given me this year a profit of twl, L-fJ fl -0t 1" a<SI0 111 ^c, it has 
given such a tine income what iiiusHh H, 'nr' ^ suc 1 11 PCK)r orc,lard has 
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Mr. W. W. Dunlop, Outremont, read the following paper on

THE CULTURE Of THE RASPBERRY
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ture of this delicious fruit, the better varieties of which cannot be imported from 
a distance, and the grower situated in proximity to a market need not fear that 
competition from the West which he has to contend with in growing other fruits.

Our climate, although severe, is not unfavorable to the raspberry, and varie
ties of European origin stand the rigor of our Canadian winters better than the 
summer heat of the Eastern States, where they become enfeebled and winter-kill 
unless protected.

The fear of climate has, no doubt, deterred many from undertaking this 
branch of fruit culture as the varieties which are termed iron-clad, are few, even 
in more southern districts. We cannot, however, by latitude, or extremes of win
ter temperature, fix upon the limits where certain varieties of the raspberry can 
lee successfully grown, as with the apple. The depth of snow is a more import
ant consideration, and happily in this Province we usually have a sufficient quan
tity to enable us to grow tender varieties like Brinckle’s Orange and others, in 
sheltered locations without protection. In exposed places the snow may not lie 
deep enough to protect the canes if left standing, but it is seldom we do not have 
a covering of at least a few inches throughout the winter, sufficient to cover the 
canes if laid down, and this forms a safe and economical protection.

Upright or (flickering Varieties.
The varieties of this class reproduce themselves from suckers, some very 

sparingly, as the Philadelphia, others, as the Cuthbert and Turner, producing an 
abundance of plants. They may also be propagated in other ways, but as this 
system of natural propagation usually furnishes a sufficient number of plants to 
the growers of fruit, other means are seldom resorted to except by the nursery
men.

The greater number of the varieties of this species require a deep moist soil, 
and the best results are obtained from a clay or clayey loam which must be 
thoroughly drained.

Before planting, the ground should be thoroughly prepared as for any other 
field crop, and free from all perennial weeds. Select good strong plants, suckers of 
the preceding spring. The rows should be not less than six feet apart and plants 
3 feet in rows. If the field is not too large a line may be used to mark rows and 
openings made for the plants with a spade. If, however, a large extent of ground is 
to lie planted the most economical way will be to open up a furrow in lineof row, into 
which place the plants at the proper distance and cover to the same depth as they 
originally stood, pressing the earth firmly about the roots. Whichever system is 
adopted the rows should be perfectly straight and at uniform distances from each 
other as, though not absolutely necessary to success, a little care in this respect 
will render possible the prospect of having an ideal raspberry plantation.

As soon as planted, cut the canes down to within an inch or two of the 
ground in order that the whole force of the plant may be expended in producing 
new canes, from which a fair crop of fruit may lie expected the following season. 
Neglect in this particular results in a diminished vigor of the new cane ; some
times if unfavorable weather follows planting, in no new canes being produced, 
and consequently in a partial or total loss of crop the following

The rows should run as nearly north and south as possible, as the prevailing 
winds are from the west, and rows thus planted catch and retain the snow, which 
ill general culture is sometimes the only protection afforded them.

If planted on a large scale a great part of the work can be done with a horse 
and cultivator. The rows should be long enough to avoid too frequent turning,
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a road for which should he left at each end. Much labor may be saved bv divid-

ri F s istw MtetStelength ot the rows, for conveying manure and other purposes. The spaces so left 
may he used tor annual crops, and in time new plantations be made on them as 
the old ones are removed.

Clean cultivation is necessary with this as with any other crop The sp 
between the rows may be kept clean with a horse and cultivator.

After the first year the rows will be so filled with plants that the weeds will 
not give much trouble.

Well decayed barnyard manure is one of the best fertilizers and should l,e

* eeb e gr°wmg va.n6t!es rt;(luil'e a quantity which would make those of more vitro. - 
ous growth nnprotluctive, but the cultivator of acros is not likely to make the mis- 
take ot giving too much. I lie cuttings from the canes, and weeds gathered from 
the plantation should not be burned but made into a compost with barnyard 
manure, and when thoroughly decayed used as a manure. In this way much 
valuable matter is returned to the soil. y lnUcn
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1 lie first summer it will be necessary to pinch the young canes when thev 
not be tlïT a heLg!‘\f Rbout *7° feet- “ if allowed to grow too high they wifi
Sptte’owtb°fg^ln r°T h',*' se|f"suPP01'ting. In afteryears, as the rows till 

P, Oro\uh ot the canes should not be restricted in summer as pinching the 
ends promotes the development of too many lateral branches. Where no stakes 
or supports are used, however, it will be found 
very vigorous growing varieties before the 
to be lieaten to the ground.

1 he rows may be allowed to extend to about 2 feet in width the cultivator
dlowed fotbin^ rtnrfc th,dpl:Vlts fc,0 tllis space, and the canes ’should not be 
allowed to stand closer to each other than from 9 to 10 inches. The final pruning of
ti from d to1?'I'"" SVvM U' 'il,nv ^arI.v spring by shortening the main cane 
6 toTnehe- ri, acc"r, "lg fj’.fhe vigor of the variety, and the laterals to from 
n • o 1 ,le most Usvhl1 implement for this purpose I have found to be a
and ronlah! on^ Thi iart’ °f 7hid! ai" Rusted on a spring handle
ana remain open. I his instrument is used with one haml and by a very slight
pressure on the handle the largest cane is cut with ease. ' y ' g
winte?profoctionS Tnfav grow“ i" this climate without some sort of

-ip -.1 . , favorable seasons, when the snow lies deep tender variets will withstand the rigor of winter and produce good crops’ while duriim

tionmZ v rietFes u1av . S ll,,pairo 1 In c,ty gardens and sheltered loca 
wons many varieties may be grown without protection, and should an unfavor
able season occur the loss of a crop does not involve i-erv -rrave results bu 7,
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are not inclined toplants remaining in a recumbent position during winter they 
stand upright after.

Single wires, strung on

by divid- 
ng inter
im whole 
es so left 
them as

furrings at convenient distances, at each side of 
rows, are all that is necessary. The cost of laying down anil of providing the 
supports will not exceed $10 per acre which, taking the risk of exposure into 
consideration, is but a small premium to pay for the certainty of obtaining a full
crop.le spaces Turner.—This is probably the hardiest raspberry of its class in cultivation. 
Berry of medium size, good color and flavor, but too soft except for a near mar
ket. Its propensity to sucker is so great that it is not a favorite with growers. 
One of the earliest to ripen.

Marlboro.—A new variety, fruit of large size and ripens early. Not 
thoroughly tested, but so far very promisiug. If found suitable it will be 
acquisition as we want a large early berry.

Philadelphia.—Vigorous and very productive, berry of a dark color and 
medium size. Requires protection in most localities.

Cuthbert.—A favorite berry for market wherever grown. Fruit of large 
size and very firm. Canes vigorous and productive when not injured by the cold. 
It is not as hardy as tin- Caroline and Shaffer, and except in sheltered situations 
should be laid down for the winter.

Golden Queen.—A variety of recent introduction, of the same general char
acter as the Cuthbert but with yellow fruit. Not fully tested here yet, but with 

the canes are of about the same hardiness as the Cuthbert.
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Co/. Varieties.
The varieties of this species do not sucker but are propagated from the tips. 

Early in September make small perpendicular holes in the earth, into which place 
the ends of the growing canes, about 2 inches deep. In from two to three weeks 
time the plants”will have become nicely rooted, but may be allowed to remain 
until the approach of winter, when they should be removed and heeled in.

These succeed in almost any well drained soil, but prefer a lighter soil than
the upright varieties. .

The same general rules for planting and culture as for the suckering varie
ties, but the rows should not he less than 71 to 8 feet apart and the plants from 
2! to 3 feet in row. Care must be taken not to plant too deeply or to press the 
earth too firmly alxmt the crowns of filants as the young canes are very tender 
and often fail to force their way through the earth when it has become compact. 
A good plan is to allow the tips to make a growth of 3 to 4 inches before 
planting.
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The tiret year the young canes should be nipped when they have attained a 
length of IS inches, and in after years if to be self-supporting, at a height of 2 
feet. If stakes or wires are used they may be allowed to grow longer.

lateral branches to be thrown out
which balance thc plant and" to a certain extent prevent its being blown about 
and broken by the wind. The main canes are. however, very easily detached from 
the root and a protection by stake or wire is desirable.

In s

The pinching of the main shoot causes

pring cut the main canes at middle of bend and shorten laterals to 1 foot. 
Do not allow more than four or five canes to grow from a plant, and m summer 
pinching remove only the extreme point of shoot, as with some varieties the 
removal of a large portion of the cane in the growing season causes the remainder 
to blacken and die. This is particularly noticeable with the Gregg.
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Soudan and Tyler..—These are so nearly identical that they can hardly 
'listinguisliv, m berry or bush. Hardy and productive. Fruit of «rood size 

and may be gathered in nliout three pickings. The earliest to ripen.
Mammoth Cluster.—A well-known variety, fruit larger and later than the 

Souhegan. Mot quite so hardy, productive.
Oregy.—This is the largest, firmest, and latest of the Black Caps, it is also the 

poorest in quality. >airly productive, and sell well on account of its large size 
and fine appearance. Mot thoroughly hardy ait does well when we have the 
usual covering ot snow in winter.

ripe. Sweet and pleasant to eat from the bush but lackin in flavor and will not 
become a popular market fruit on account of its color.

Vu rati ne. This is a peculiar variety reproducing itself both from tips and 
suckeis. It is a vigorous grower, very hardy and exceedingly productive. The
mudi moT ei 1 reH(;".lh}es.Bnnc^I('s Orange, in size, appearance and aroma, but is

! , l ro ,Uil trT 111 flTr that hne vllrH-ty. In the spring of 1886
I planted (.00 bushes ot this variety, not one of which failed to grow, and last
summer gathered from these over 700 quarts of fruit. The busies were very

ueh oreater T """'V tl,e prm',li,,K winter ,,r tll(' yield would have been
II l g ?- k I lus variety commences to ripen about when Souhegan is done 
and continues to give fruit tor a month. The fruit is very soft and must
be marketed the sa...... lay it is gathered. A valuable variety to grow in limited
quantity for a near market. ^ h w

Shinier.—A true Cap m habit. This berry has won its way into the front 
lank of raspberries. It is now a favorite in the home garden and for canning .1 poses is without a rival. The color is the only drawback for a market berry 
ait this may cease to be an objection when once properly introduced to our mar- 

kets and people become aware of its merits. The fruit is of the largest size and 
uhen ripe °t a .luM purple color covered with a heavy bloom ; sprightly
Si Tbtl ; 11,1,1 not unatt,'activ'‘ i" appearance when freshly
thinwi •' ' , r av,br"rous grower, productive and exceedingly hardy 'it s dh atil d d 10 °ne °f tht‘ cw,n,nercial raspberries of JL? future for

I have not enumerated 
cultivation. many varieties as few are adapted to general

Mr. Jack Do you prefer fall to spring planting ?

Y™ wi *
tcl. Rhodes— I have had some experience in the growth of raspberries and 

I am rather surprised to hear gentlemen talk of some raspberries Ling tender
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n hardly 
good sizv

than the

white raspberry in its wild state. Yon will find them on the granite formations 
in the Saguenay Mountains, on the clay land, as large as the garden berry. We 
protect our raspberries in a very simple way. The danger we have to guard 
against is the heavy snow which is apt to crush down the whole plant, when the 
snow is four or five feet over it. If you protect the plant with an upright pole, 
the frozen snow working down tlx- plant by degrees will strip it. The plan we 
have adopted is to give the plant the formation of an arch or bridge. Do not 
put your stakes where the roots meet, but place the plants three feet apart, and 
between the plants put your stake down. You thus give air to the new cane 
which is to grow up for the next year. If the arch is properly formed it will 
support the weight of nearly (>0 or 70 pounds.

Mr. Shepherd—How do you cultivate your strawberries ? I have seen your 
strawberries after the Montreal ones were finished.
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Col. Rhodes—In growing strawberries about Quebec, we take the latest 
kinds we can get, because when strawberries are abundant in Montreal and you 
are getting the refuse of the Toronto growers the price falls very low. There is 

profit in growing strawberries unless you can get IN or 20 cents a quart. I 
caution you against taking as mine all the strawberries that are called mine. I 
have not grown any for years, yet Rhodes’ strawberries are sold all over. The 
advantage we have here is that our market comes ten days later than the Mont
real market, and it is a curious fact that I can actually lay down Quebec straw
berries in better order in the Montreal market than in the Quebec maiket. You 
do not like to pick tin; fruit in the middle of the day when the sun is hot, because 
the berries become soit ; you wait until the afternoon. I he fruit is then cairied 
off and put on board the steamer in separate compartments, and it goes to Mont
real with the air of the river blowing through the boxes all night. Fanned by 
this cool air, it is, when landed in Montreal, in better order than what I can offer 
on the Quebec market. The freight to Montreal is oidy 30 cents a case, or a cent 
a box ; and the Montreal market is a good cash market. In growing these fruits 
on m v farm, I have remarked that after two or three years the land would not give 
you the same crop. I have gone all over my farm with strawberry culture, and 
1 have now given up growing the fruit, because I fourni the land, unless I gave 
it an enormous quantity of •manure, did not produce the same crop that it did 
originally, while neighbouring farmers who got the strawberry plants and put 
them on land which had never grown a strawberry, obtained fruit of an enor
mous size.
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eties by Mr. Shepherd—What varieties <
Col. Rhodes—'’The berries keep changing their names every year, but I do 

not think there is any great change in the fruit. There is one kind I have never 
grown, though I think it is quite profitable ; that is the Wilsons Albany. It is 
an acid fruit but it preserves its appearance for a sufficiently"long time to enable 
the trader to get rid of it. You will find the grocers prefer that variety, because 
it obliges purchasers to take more sugar for preserving than the others, and can 
lie kept three or four days in the store and still be presentable. 1 here is a good 
deal in the appearance of the stmwlierry. People want lag strawberries. I have 
grown strawberries in the winter, and amongst my purchasers were the nuns of 
the (lood Shepherd Convent. They would buy half a quart of strawberries at a 
time, and as we know they are not persons who spend a great deal on what they 
eat, 1 asked them how they came to buy this expensive fruit I hey said: We 
find them very useful in our hospital ; we take them among the sick people and
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Î£J?T aUMjU the "do1', Mid it .sets them all 
does them more good than the doctors, 

lie Convention then n<ljournée 1
talking about the month of July ami 

p.m.

8 l, m" Ml; Oh«rl«, Gibb, Vice-President, in

address by the Hon. H. G. Jol 

OK FOREST AND FRUIT TREES.

a* «■*» t., h»
perhaps attach more importance to it tlnmhis'lf ^ ‘7* !" "ninff- He might 
5>rcha!d trees, ha,I mainly * vLw tmerT f°'the ^ <* 
branches, while forestry sought to s„npl £ZLJZ'T'™4 °f ^«it-beming 
vigorous growth so as to secure long'd,,,,, st„|l|s'l> b,'a,,ches as compatible with

Omn, b,
consisted in a much more severe treatm.mt whi T mm}nwi with the old method 
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uf July uml He concluded by alluding to the protection against frost (so necessary in our 
climate) afforded by snow to the roots of young trees, especially in heavy soil, 
and produced a number of young black walnut trees, with the bark all lifted off 
the roots, which laid caused their death. He attributed that result to the ex
pansion of moisture caused by the early frosts and thought that he had suc
ceeded in preventing the recurrence of similar losses by placing obstructions, 
hedges, fences, stones, brushwood, or anything that would keep the early snow 
from being blown away by the wind, and force it to collect round the foot of the 
trees for the protection of the roots.
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Mr. Gibb—The fact of Mr. Joly growing the Black Walnut must be written 
down very plainly, or our friends to the south of us will not believe it.

Mr. Barnard—Twenty years ago 1 was in Europe, and at a great University 
in Germany, the teacher of forestry gave me just the lesson which Mr. Joly 
has given us as to cutting trees so that the bark would have no difficulty in cov
ering the wound.

Mr. Shepherd—It is impossible to take a tree out of the nursery with all its 
roots intact. Some of them must be torn or cut, and it is for the planter to 
understand that he must not plant the tree in that condition. He must take a 
sharp knife, and from the underside make a clean sloping cut of every root near 
the place where it has been cut by the spade. If you take up that tree a year 
or two afterwards, you will see where that clean cut has been made, and from 
the edges of the cut, numerous little rootlets have pushed out, and these are the 
feeding rootlets of the tree. It is a mistake to plant a tree as it comes from the 

All nurserymen ought to trim the roots before the tree is planted in

.
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Mr. Brodie—I had a similar experience to that of Mr. Joly. I have a young 
orchard, four acres in length by one acre broad. My father had a board fence 
erected, on each side of which the snow gathered, leaving a row of trees in the 

The two drifts almost met in the middle, and when the 
went away in the spring, the water kept running in towards this row of 

trees in the centre. The trees all died, though the tops seemed green, and I 
found, when the trees were dug out, that the roots were all dead. I do not 
know whether it was the quantity of water that killed them, but it looked very 
much like it.

Mr. Jack—I understood Mr. Joly to give us as his reason, that the roots
absorb the moisture. ,

Mr. Joly—I thought there was a good deal of water in the roots and m the 
ground, and when that water froze suddenly there must have been expansion 
which burst or lifted the bark.

Mr. Jack—Mr. Brodie attributes the cause in his case to the flow ot water
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in the spring.
Mr. Brodie—I took away the fence and let the wind have a lull sweep, so 

that the snow lies more evenly. This land was all under-drained, but the frost 
was not out of the soil, seemingly.

Mr. Joly—In my case I do not think you can account tor the lilting ot the 
I,ark from any other cause than the presence of water in the roots and its dilata
tion when frozen.

Mr. Jack—That is a natural supposition, no doubt.
Col. Rhodes—Mr. Shepherd has remarked that in trimming these roots, the 

cut should be made from below up to the surface and not from above. Coining 
from lielow up to the surface, the effect would be that where you cut the root, the

w
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Mr. Barnard—Dili those transplanted grow as fast as those from seed ?
Hon. Mr. Joly—No; those from seed grow better, only you cannot have 

them regular without transplanting.
Mr. Chapais—There is an easy way to treat trees with tap roots, in order to 

transplant them without damage. When they are in the nursery in the spring 
take a sharp spade and send it in a sloping manner through the soil where the 
root of the tree is ; you cut the tap root, then withdraw the spade, leaving 
the tree there ; you will not see any stoppage in the growth, and the next spring, 
where you cut the tap root, there will be a lot of tine rootlets growing. You can 
then transplant the tree without difficulty.

Mr. Gibb—The only question in transplanting the walnut is as to the ulti
mate growth. It is said if you wish to get the greatest growth from a tree of 
that kind, you must plant the seed where the tree has to grow.
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As the majority of tin- Montreal members of the Convention had to leave at 

this time to catch a train, Col. Rhodes proposed a vote of thanks, seconded by 
Hon. Mr. Joly.

Mr. Jack and Mr. Shepherd replied on
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. Mr. Charles Gibb read the following paper :

ORNAMENTAL TREE PLANTING.
Quebec is beautifully situated. A stranger is charmed by the views in all 

directions. You have many tine buildings, but no grand old avenues of trees. 
You have old historic buildings, but no historic trees. Hundreds of towns and 
villages on this Continent have no beauty of site, are as flat as pancakes, yet 
rendered lovely and attractive by their shaded avenues and park-like plantations. 
It was in 1779, in New Haven, Conn., Hon. G. B. Northrop tells us, that a 
village green association was formed, 81,500 subscribed, and the village planted 
with those elms which have made New Haven known and noted far and wide. 
The late M. de Vilmorin, in 1822, began his plantation at îles Barres, in France. 
Abut 117 varieties of conifers and 296 of deciduous trees were planted. 1 have 
walked through these plantations. M. de \ ilmorin began these experiments with 
the hope of growing, on French soil, the masts for the French navy. But this 
noble patriotism widened into a yet nobler universality, so that Ids experiments, 
now perfected by the lapse of time, are the grandest accumulation of toiestiy 
data that the temperate regions have ever seen. What noble specimens of the 
Cedar of Lebanon may be seen in England, over two centuries old. I believe it 
to be the grandest tree in England. Peter the Great, it is said, used to go about, 
with his pockets full of acorns, and I have seen many grand old oaks on the 
islands at the mouth of the Neva, said to have been planted by him.

Evelyn caused millions of trees to lie planted in England, about 1600, and 
Disraeli in his Cumodtie* of Literatim says that “the present navy of Great 
Britain has been constructed with the oaks which the genius of Evelyn had
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I have said that you had no tine avenues of trees. Let us see what has been 
done elsewhere; what in a more limited way we might do if we chose. In the 
City of Washington there are 59 miles of streets shaded by 25,895 maples 1 here 
are 13 miles of poplar, 10 miles of elm, 10 miles of basswood, &e., in all, up to 
June 1880, 120 miles of avenues and streets had been planted with 53,050 trees. 
There is an avenue four miles long, four trees abreast, of basswood ; two avenues,
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three miles long, of Silver Maple, about the same of Norway ami the ash-leaved
Ik 1U • 1 1 ?vi'nut‘ lvaill!lg tu t,u Department of Agriculture is of the Gingko,
the Maiden-hair-fern tree of China; others are of Kentucky Coffee tree, Tulip tree 
or Catalpa. I he avenues leading to the Capitol are planted with the Oriental 
1 lane>and the vou,1l alo"g ‘lie four sides of the District of Columbia, which is ten 
miles square was being planted with this tree, so that when finished there would 
oe a drive or 40 miles under the shade of this one variety of tree.

In avenue planting we need uniformity of size and'growth; and to insure 
this the city ot Washington has two nurseries, one at each end of the city and 
trees thus planted direct from the nursery seldom fail to grow. Now in Quebec 
wide avenues like the Grande Alice should be planted with the elm which 
Michaux, a native of 1 ranee, described as the most magnificent vegetable of the 
north temperate zone. ' It is rapid in growth, graceful and long-lived. Are your 
sugar maple and basswood long lived, or is fly ash a better tree ( These are the 
questions which need to lie answered by local experience. For avenue planting 
we should choose our few best and well-tried trees, but short streets, where wide 
enough nught be planted with such varieties as the Cut-leaved Weeping Birch 
Scotch Birch, Weirs < ut-leaved Maple, European Silver Poplar, and some of the 
balsa in Poplars of Siberia Hardly m any other way could we earn the grati
tude of posterity at so small a cost.

the grouping of trees in our gardens aud parks we need variety, strong 
contrasts in form and color. \\ e should contrast the formal with the ‘eccentric 
and wayward, the massive with the graceful and feathery, the rigid and upright 
2“ e drooping and weeping What varieties shall we select from Asia ami 
Europe, and from other parts of this continent ? Here is an interesting field for
varietiesTf t ‘ ,wTe’ or. lwve had- at Abbotsford, 187 species and
fXr I» ' ‘"'T "°,t mit,VeS of ‘his province. Some of course are
failures, others successes beyond my expectation. Of 25 varieties of maple I 
wish to call your attention to Fee’s Cat-leaved, a variety of the pleve or Silver 
b ,ve ^ an uccent7<: » wayward habit ; in outline quite unlike a maple. I
tell aî Ottawa". A,d-^>'’d- =* feet in height, and 1 have seen it doing
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Note the eccentric foliage of A dmy. hetero. lariniataa,, a variety of our soft 

napl. and yet not quite hardy. This very peculiar foliage is usually alorm the 
rgei branches, win le m Wens the most delicate tracery is always upon the" 

k10"'n' velX' ,S a,lotl!el: 1<,rn’ "ith small but ornamental foliage.
I heA urv'ay Maple is more dense and spreading than our sugar maple but 

often suffers from sunscald when it attains to five inches diameter of trunk A
rntr\, ?hey ,lru wvl1 "'<>'•% trial, even if not long

n Hhé Inves t 88 T i 11" s',nn« “ “ ,a'illia»t crimson, and remains so until the leaves are expanded. After a week of this brilliant color, it fades and
becomes a dark sombre green, until tin- new growth, again bright crimson appears
I ke a lot of red roses all over the tree. Refteal,   purpfe on the 3
of the leaf and given beneath. Da,data and Lori,en,ii are much alike and the 
extreme of eccentricity in maple leafage. The Tartarian Maple of Russia
ff true t<r nan lkeian ^ 5"*' 'sI)ecimeu m,llktid nova Kialdla,
Lk BiaUI • 1,^ CUn0Slty Kia,'tka is in Mongolia, south of
in Eub >e ' Vo,, bn 'ke r ',Wn Tft !ilal,le- and thcre « no similar species 

Europe, fou hase seen how nearly alike are the narrow-leaved poplar of
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Utah and some of the Siberian. The close resemblance of many of these old 
world and new world trees is very noticeable. Dr. Asa Gray, it was, who threw 
u Hood of light upon these interesting questions. It seems as though the old 
home of these trees lay far to the north, whence it radiated southward in all 
directions previous to that terrible epoch known as the glacial age.

Among the Alders we find great contrasts ; dense, massive foliage as in 
rnlmmervia ; feathery and graceful, I might say serial, as in the Imperial Cut- 
led red or the incana lociuvita. I am inclined to think that all these varieties 
would prove hardy with you (they do with me) if planted on moist soil.

Birch.—Here we have a family of great variety and well adapted to north- 
climates. Of all the kinds I have tried only that from the Himalayan 

Mountains in India proved tender. The C nt-leaved Weeping llirch of Germany 
lias been styled “ the Queen of the Airy Graces.” You have it in Quebec. There 
is room for thousands more. The Fastigiate is erect like the Lombardy Poplar. 
The Blood-leaved has deep purple foliage in early summer. Young’s Weeping is 
a good substitute for the Kilmarnoc willow. The birch of Western Europe has 
been a very satisfactory tree. After our native birches have lost their foliage 
the leaves of the European birch are still green.

I here show you specimens of the European Cut-leaved and Dahurian birches, 
by way of contrast.

The Caragana of Northern Asia sometimes grows to the height of 30 feet. 
It has tiny foliage and will grow in any dry soil. It has many dwarf shrubby 
forms which are very ornamental.

Of the Ash family, my favorite is the Acuhaefolia ; in spring its leaves 
as mottled as a Croton, and though it fades in midsummer is yet the best tree we 
have of this class.
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Catalpa Speciosa.—I have at least sixty of these trees on my farm, some of 
them 15 or 18 feet in height. I have also ten in an exposed place around a two 
storey summer house from which I can count the spires of sixteen villages. It 
blooms in midsummer, and upon young fast growing trees I have measured 
leaves 14 inches in length. I regret I cannot recommend it for colder climates. 
I’he Honey Locust and the Kentucky Cofee Coffee tree will only prove hardy 
with you if grown from hardy seed. The Q. macrocarpa, or Burr Oak of the 
West should be hardy anywhere, and the Scarlet and Chestnut-leaved Oaks pro
mise to do well. The oaks of Western Europe are less hardy. None of the Euro
pean elms have done well except the Purple-leaved.

Of Poplars, our Cottonwood is the fastest growing native tree we have, and 
the Berlin Poplar is very much like it The Swerian halsumifcras differ a good 
deal in form and foliage ; I have sample trees of them planted along the sides of 
my fields. The European Silver Poplar is a valuable tree although it suckers 
Uidly. Plant it in moist soil so as to maintain full-sized foliage, and in a windy 
place where the snowy white underside of the leaf will contrast with dark green 
foliage. The P. Bolleana of Turkestan is a form of this, and is as upright 
Lombardy, a great curiosity.

Of Willows, my favorites are the Laurel-leaved, Rosemary-leaved, and Rega- 
I is, a silvery willow, however, not entirely hardy.

Of Evergreens the old standby’s, Norway Spruce, Scotch and A ustrian Pine 
cannot tie improved upon.

Had the City Council of Montreal thought well to hand oyer to the Montreal 
Botanic Garden Society that tract of open field v hieh they were in quest of, 
it would have been planted in botanic order, and we should have had our group
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of maples, our, , ... grouPs °i birches, aiders, poplars, willows, &c. Oui grout) of
maples would have comprised at least forty varieties. Birches more like Ht>v 
hve varieties. The poplars would have needed nearly half an acre if given suji- 
uent loom tor lull expansion in old age : and these, as I have shown you would 
have been by no means monotonous groups, but the extreme of diversity in out

Let us frankly acknowledge the fact that in this matter of ornamental tree 
plan ing we have not kept up with the progress of the age. WeTe not behhd 

,nt "Xan‘.1,1 this, and our people only half know it 
... j ot 1 the French and English races in this country are descended from old 
w o ! nations, whose love of rural beauty lends a chain, to the li e t ,

......... ............
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characteristics of the elmtree*S £17‘ 71° ^'7 the 1,abits and the will see it is 25 paces and the <• . ' S !rt Î1 '*lst,mce between each tree, you
old, they are still stroll" in,I ." N'Jl|,"'IICt',,s 11l,,lt Îllougb tbe trees are 220 years

ï..* -f t,„ «4*5- slSrriti'rT,“( r'yi-iyOttawa, opposite the Parliiiiiir.nl R,ni r 4' ne ^md *lns been attempted at 
the distance ! .etwee, ae ■ i o P1^'1 ^ are elms and
which are chiertv n,Hplém ,l rfh,'v . Tv'" l”; 60 ^ .The intervening trees,
and as they die" out space will l„. iVven tr> tl,trCCS’ W1" ,n thirty y«*»rs 'he out, 
have a beautiful avenue of elms in front of trees;:So that we will
however, at the trees planted l L V • Build,nga » you will look,trees and in another place three or finir".l" ' ! 7® 111 !,n!' Place three or four ash 
in the course of ten or fifteen rears tl ' i Ii^eS/ an,d len a few maples, so that 
a "mss of confusion. These trees S thevT™ “Vr beP* an ayenue- will be 
together and destroy themselves I’ ? ® 7 lJP' ,WI I H>gln *° whip their heads several of the tre JarelSlv nia, 1°W he>*k " solidity of the plantation 
i„ - « h,„, p„, whic,

I have nothing t,, say witii ngaiSti'i.''tl'i'r Pe°P'e’s work, an, therefore 
of this building, hut I could not heln f iB antlng ^ trees on the street in front
under the arch.. Col. Rhodeïslls th!v 3 amUSed at sfing one or two planted

8 'SayS they win grow up and till the arch ; they will
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I not, for they will die. A good move ha.s been made lately in Montreal in this 
respect. It is very difficult to get the City Council to improve the city by the 
planting of trees and the making of avenues. Unfortunately one or two mem- 
liers prefer the game of golf to gardening, and on a piece of land belonging to the 
city, my wife and family have been cautioned to get out of the way and not 
interfere with the game. Not one yard of this public property is devoted to add
ing to the beauty of the city and the education of the people in the love of 
Nature by the planting of trees, but the whole property is given up to the game 
of golf, which evidently ranks higher in the minds of the Council than the love 
of Nature. An important society has, however, been organized, composed of lead
ing citizens, which lias for its object the beautifying of Montreal, and one of the 
means to this end will lie exercising pressure on our worthy aldermen so as to 
force them to do their duty in regar<Lto the planting of trees and making of 
avenues.
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Mr. Moore then spoke highly of the proceedings of the Convention which 
could not fail to produce the happiest results.

The Chairman congratulated the members upon the great success that had 
attended these meetings. The Convention was then declared to lie closed.
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WINTER MEETING FOR THE DISCUSSION OF FLOWERS.

The winter meeting, for the discussion of flowers, was held in the hall of the 
Natural History Society, Montreal, on the evening of Tuesday, the 28th February. 
The President, Prof. D. P. Penhallow, occupied the chair, and in opening the pro
ceedings he briefly referred to the success attending the previous meetings, and 
especially to the interest displayed in the address delivered by Col. Rhodes earlier 
in the winter. He also drew attention to the fact that within a few months the 
various gardeners ami florists of the city had organized a club for the promotion 
of objects specially connected with their calling, but which did not come directly 
within the scope of the Horticultural Society. The object is a worthy one and 
deserving of support by our Society, to which the club is to a certain extent 
auxiliary, although not in any direct sense connected with it,

The programme for the evening was then announced, the first paper by 
Thos. W. Burdon being on the subject of

THE TUBEROUS BEOONIA.

The Begonia family comprises within its membership some of the most 
beautiful species, both as regards foliage and bloom, to be found in the 
floral world. It is divided into two main branches—the fibrous rooted and 
the tuberous rooted. The former is the best known and the most universally 
cultivated, being seen in the humble cottage window as well as in the rich man s 
conservatory, delighting the eye with its rich and magnificent panicles of bloom 
and beautiful foliage nearly all the year round.

It is not within the province of this paper to present the claims of the 
varieties in this branch of the family upon the floral pxiblic, even if 

that were necessary, but rather to spend the few minutes at our disposal in dis
cussing the merits, growth and general cultivation of the tuberous section. At 
the outset, as an humble amateur, we would disclaim all intention to instruct or
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yven tell anything new to the professional members of our Society, our object 
being rather to bring into more prominent notice before the general floral public 
the claims this beautiful plant has upon its affections and favor 
• u.T,x° Tu^*;ro,ls Begonia is so called from the formation of the root, this being 
in the form oi a tuber, in many respects similar in character to the potato having 
eyes on the convex or upper round portion of the bulb. These burst into growth 
during the early spring, producing during the summer and fall months of the 
year a grand display oi luxuriant, glossy, green foliage and a wealth of bloom 
miely equalled by any other flower. Not a great many years ago this section of 
the Begonia family numbered only one member called Begonia Discolor, from 
which we believe the numerous and beautiful species now in existence have all 
sprung Probably no industry has made greater strides in advancement than 
horticulture and its kindred branches. Science has been a mighty factor in its 
development. Experience though a great teacher was its only one. The leading 
specialists in horticulture, Ik,th m Europe and America have, however, discovered 
that chemistry and other kindred sciences are closely allied to their calling so 
drawnig from these wells of knowledge and mines of wealth, and applying 
scientific principles to their profession, they delight the horticultural world with 
some floral surprises of startling lieauty every year. In this respect the plant 
under rev lew is second to none. Begonia specialists have wonderfully improved 
t in tact have alincst brought it to a state of perfection. We have already said 

that not many years ago there was only one known variety, this being of a .lull 
pink color^ comparatively speaking of insignificant value. To-dav, however 
aueties ot the I uberous Begonia might well be grown for their foliage alone’ 

the leaves being of a bright waxy green, as large as a man’s hand, gracefully 
1 tending down and completely enveloping the pot, surmounted with foSks 
carrying their beautiful blooms of almost every color, tint and hue known to the 
floral world, ot immense size and substance, four, five and even seven inches 
across, while some ot the double varieties will rival the camellia or the rose in 
purity ot color and doubleness of bloom.

This Begonia may be raised from seed with the greatest ea.se. This is the 
least expensive process as from one packet costing 50c. to «tl (and the best strains
r?monTt£ f°r tiih my ,,lHntS Wi" be jr**d and nottZ
nt among them Seed sown in February or March will produce plants which

tilted °pî!“ ....... 1 «*• **

sand with an even loose surface, then sprinkle the seed with great ca“ i

' , u would be well to have the soil rather moist before sowing so as to
avoid much watering, and after the operation has lieen completed place glass unon 
the top of the pan to prevent evaporation. This seed is very m He ous and sK 
n. germinating and rermires the exercise of some patience.^ S however Z 
sum green specks will appear here and there over the surface of the soil and 
he wisdom ot t un sowing will then 1* apparent, as the plantethat tirot present 

notTweU forward en>ed ^ »»'all pots without disturbing those which are

of .rroîrCvmn be ^ % cuttings in the usual way, but as plants
S ,l.ut> tan l,e so easily raised from seed as we have already seen this

method is only resorted to when some exceptionally fine varieties have been pro
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duced, which it is desirable to perpetuate. The tubers when large enough may 
also be divided if proper care is exercised, but for all general purposes propaga
tion from seed will have the most satisfactory results, as it has not only the 
element of cheapness but the charm of expectation, in that some novelty of 
passing beauty may be produced thereby.

It is a matter of some surprise considering the great beauty of this plant and 
the ease with which it can be grown and kept over from year to year, that it is 
not to be found in more general cultivation in this country. Even where seen it 
is. generally as a pot plant for the conservatory, or for standing in some shady 
nook in the garden. As a bedding plant, however, it does not seem to have found 
its way into the favor and affections of the horticultural public, at least in this 
section of the country. This may arise partly from the fact that our hot, dry 
summers are not favorable to its cultivation in the open bed unprotected from 
the sun, but there is always a warm shady spot in the garden which may be 
utilized for this purpose with splendid effect. That it is not particular in this 
respect as to soil or climate is evidenced by the fact that it may lie found 
luxuriating us a bedding plant in the sunny South of England as well as in the 
bleak parts of the North of Scotland, while in many parts of the adjoining 
Republic its merits as a bedding plant are beginning to be fully appreciated. In 
this connection an objection has been made by some that beneficial results as a 
bedding plant have not been obtained from seedlings on account of its diversity 
in habit and color. This can be obviated by planting the seedlings out in some 
part of a reserve border, and during the blooming season selections as to habit 
and color may be made and the bulbs laid aside for the next year’s operations. 
The little trouble and patience involved in this will be well repaid by a richness 
and wealth of beauty not excelled by any other bedding plant.

Many varieties of this plant are also well adapted for baskets, vases and 
rock work, for which latter purpose it has few equals. As a florist’s flower for 
cut bloom it has not found much favor owing probably to its loose hanging habit 
and poor lasting qualities when cut, but a few plants started early enough to 
come into bloom in April and May when carnations, roses, &c., are becoming 
scarce, will not be unacceptable even for this purpose.

There c m be no doubt that the popularity of the Begonia family in general 
is owing in great measure not only to their easy growth and Horiferous nature, 
but also to their entire freedom from the attacks of those insect pests which tend 
so much to lessen our pleasure in the cultivation of many other plants. The 
Tuberous Begonia, however free from insects in common with the other members 
of the family, has lieen for some years infested with the brown fungus, thereby 
causing the leaves affected to cease making further growth, to shrivel up and fre
quently to drop off, and in all cases when thus affected the' plants will never 
regain their natural vigor unless the fungus is entirely eradicated in its early 
stages of existences When thus affected it is well to cut away the infected parts 
of the leaves as soon as the disease is seen, and isolate the plant from the healthy 

to prevent contagion. By this means the healthy ones may be preserved 
while those attacked can be safely operated upon, and in all probability the latter 
will recover and become as strong and vigorous as ever. In this connection we 
may state that recently a preparation has been placed upon the market called 
“ Anti-fungoid,” which is warranted to be a certain cure for this disease without 
injuring in the least the most delicate plant. Begonia growers speak very highly 
of it, and if all is true that is said and written about it the old proverb “An
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SSÏESÏÏ? iS better than a P°Und 0f cure’” wil1 »PPly with much fore,.

In conclusion we tnist these few notes hastily put together may be tin 
means, in some little measure, of calling attention to the claims of this beautiful 
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lllr Jhe Chairman—I understand from Mr. Surdons paper the plants aie nro- 
k5 up ?rom am CU tmgS’ and Would ask if trom seed the quality, is

Mr. Surdon—Improved plant 
seed produces the 
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Chairman—This is the general tendency of varieties which are not
same

fixed.
Mr Bain—Tuberous Begonias are not fixed and the seedlings vary I do not 

a,lnnre them veiy much and they are of very little use for a heddimr »i

Mr^ BainlrllB,ntl7DOeS P'ant vary or the dower only ?

Mr. W. Wilshire—I would like to say a word with regard to Mr Bain’s 
objection to the Begonia on account of the variation of the seedlings

° Mr"Xu yTb°W'-g .theIplants.t" and then making a selection, 
will k-otf PnnC,P JeCt,°n 18 that after a heavy shower all the bloom

Mr. William Wilshire then read the followin
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g paper on 
ORCHID GROWING IN MONTREAL.
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S^uTSTi’SSSf k*S """ ». «ai/- upon the treut*
wl uil I 1 , , k.uch 1fPW the case, it seems hardly necessary even
were I able to go very deeply into this subject. But what I think we re,mire to 
know is, not so much what methods are used in other emmêleT require to
usually have every means at hand to make their culture a success but'Jmt 
reatment is most likely to suit them in this climate, and with the’somew a
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b. ««ht Mitai **ta»
occail lump/. *«oM, tata *«P “ ot „„„ „ arc likely
rim of the pot, finishing off the last layii ^ J hent galvanized wire, give
to grow, keeping it in place with a lew pegs • th(,ln if possible a good
the plants a good watering, and, it warm1Dorature’which does not fall below 50 
light place in the stove house, with a tempi ^ ^ ^ ^ en(1 of April or beginning 
or 60 . They will not require much sha ll * wooden blinds, which should
of May, when they should lie screens wi J " . ftn(j m;se(l again about four
lie drawn down during the hottest part t • , . \\ sll,,plied with water7cX in the afternoon. When Si”Swell saturatedat th, n* «ml thu/nche- ,/ «r mmhuK 1»^’ ........ „,l even-
in bright warm weather, and „ivc a g » require less water as they
ing. As the duller days of autumn "PP‘''U,thl, '-ringe should be witli- 
niftke little or no growth : after the em • * • thf „ioss damp until

U. ..mn » .................... the above nieti-

house to grow them in, still grown in sphagnum, in baskets
house with moderate success. ,hiring the winter and not
suspended from the roof m a S ^ \ uiw n constant shading during
nearer than eighteen inches to the glass, they,1 |||itftinvll by hanging them
the warm spring and ««nmier nionths Ihmn^ ^ t])v gliiss with
at one end of the house and fixing i Syringe the baskets once a day
thick lime wash or any pre^tatm.require tc. be dipped in the tank two

:,hL‘!Æt sroto « L- - ....1 -when th'

Mi....... *• '« £?££in a house with a winter temperature of 50 toM • . ■ ts full of good
good rough peat with a little moss and charcoal, mpoteW^I ^ ^ ^ They
clean drainage and the plants tf '1'winter and should lie allowed to take then 

mire very little water during the wintei, an sheftths they should be
own time in resting. If theplants.M > ; Jfide th ortherwise the flowers
watered freely when the buds beam nloderately from the time they bemn
will lie deformed. They should be J ,- {their fuil size, but never allow the
to grow until the new growths 1m ^ at bn, ledt tUe8e plants at all times
roots to become soddened Withhold the syr.ng ^ ^ -n the hoU8e with the 
CattltyasUUvitiiler°hfpots baskets £ ^kJf:^^re hK and the

«I f«»l‘ /«' *nl inCT.«,Sng the quMty
grew keep them «lw»r mm;11 ^ 'mlv .nfficict U> k“P *” ''
the shoots become strongei. Uive on.y
shrivelling while they are at rest. Give the warm varieties a

Cyp *i*dmm« are comparatively easy b gr with the Cattleyas^ and
place in the stove Louse V a mixture of peat, moss, broken brick
bendrobiums. They should he gi own in u when growing, a httl
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They require very little rest, and should 
the winter.

Oncixiiavis require much the same treatment as Dendrobiums, needine little 
or no water when at rest. Some of the smaller Varieties of Oncidiums are diffi-

ii ZFZ ?nless ® mutuble place can be obtained for them, and may be just as 
well left out in making a collection of this kind. * J

Codogyne?8, although cool orchids, may be grown with great success in the 
intermediate house, ,f no other place is obtainable for them. They should not be 
repotted ottener than is necessary to make them throw good flowering bulbs The 
same compost as used for Cypripediums will do for them without the sand Give 
plenty ot water when growing, with an occasional dose of weak liquid 
they re,pure a good rest and very little water after they have finished 
until they begin to throw up their flower spikes, when they should be 
recommended for the Cattleyas.

There are a number of different varieties of Orchids such as Lycmtm, Püum- 
' ’ *, frwliosma, Luavis, Sophronitw, &c., which may also lie

grown in the same house, hut it would take too long to treat them individually in 
a paper like this. Ot all the varieties of Orchids O.lontoglosmm* appear t/be 
the most difficult to grow during the hot Canadian summer, as they dislike am - 
thing approachmg a high temperature. Still there are some which may lx- m own

,Arng»hw ,r 0do]Uogl(mum 0rande> Irideayii, Trium- 
Vhan»< Om-datum, Pulchellum and Citromnum. They should be potted
!L«lg l Prt,a'"i S?hagI!vm’ g,Yen M ,,luch «hade as possible while they are 
groumg.at wh.ch time they like plenty of water, even when they are at rest
mnk S1,0Uld !l0t ** all.owed *° gf (lulte dlX but do not give sufficient water to 
n akt them throw out unnatural growth when they should be dormant I am 
given hi understand that some nurserymen ,ilx)ut New York grow them during 

!v“,r f Plts “ the ground, and shaded with wooden blinds, made to
saï but HntnT; ,Whfa- th,S Pkn WO"ld answer in Montreal I am unable to 
say, but I intend to try it this summer, and will give the result of my experience
at some future meeting. It will, I think.be found just as well not to use the 
syringe too much on a mixed collection of Orchids, but they should lx- sponged 
' „ , a.ln.,wf11 aY’A.re that many good growers recommend the use of the
sn nHi lhl ,sh<mt( h® r®,nembered that soft"rain water is almost always used, 
an article we do not seem to know the value of in Montreal. The house should 
hti screene,! on the sunny side from the beginning of March with cotton blinds 
which should not be made fixtures, otherwise it will be impossible to give them

imewl'f °f 5® n,,°rnmgand evening sun- % the middle of Mav a coating of I une wash on the glass will be necessary in addition to the blinds. Keep the
.enches and floor of the house always damp in bright warm weather. When the

found*to^mefit1?!?’ a Pir °r tr°*of h(l“id manure, placed under the stage will l»e 
t i nd to benefit them Give plenty ot air ,luring warm weather, hut avoid 
mg them to the cold, especially m the early spring when the
as possibïè Whlle the plants are rest,ng in winter keep the house as dry
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water during theMr. Wilshire—Plants with large bulbs require little 
period of rest.

Mr. Walter J. Wilshire then read the following paper

or no

on
!

(1LOX1NIA CULTURE.

The Gloxinia is not, in my opinion, cultivated one-half as much as its merits 
demand, either by the private gardener or the florist, as when well grown it is 
alike useful for conservatory and house decoration. Asa cut flower it has tew 
equals as regards keeping qualitities, as I have seen flowers last quite fresh toi 
eight or ten days in water, and but few flowers will make the show, or form the
attraction the Gloxinia does. . ,, , ,

I do not attempt to place the Gloxinia before the rose in usefulness to the 
florist, that would be absurd, but the flowers can be employed in such a way as
to excel even the rose in table decoration and such like. Perhaps ie >is y
to satisfy the florist would be to say that from experience in growing the Gloxinia 
I have found that it pavs. To the private gardener I have only to SAy^ 
them, and if you do m once you will not be likely to let the year go by without 
having at least one or two crops of Gloxinia flowers to brighten the conserva-

tory.The first thing to consider in starting is to get as good a strain of seed as 
possible, as from such a strain you can get flowers to equal the finestyarned 
varieties and a greater diversity of colors. I can heartily recommend that of 
Messrs Sutton & Sons of Reading, England, there lieing a large percentage of 
the upright flowering type which has a decided advantage over the old honzonto1 
kinds showing the flower off better and making it more useful as a cut flower. 
There has been introduced a strain of spotted flowers but though they are l y 
isl and make a greater variety, I do not consider them so good tor general cul
tivation To ensure flowers for September and the following months the seed 
should lie sown in February in well drained pans of light rich soil, and placed 
a warn, PC?» the stove l propagating house, Care ».»*U token not to over- 
water as the seed is sometimes a long while in germinating and it the soil 
allowed to become sour the results are not so successful, on the other hand do n 
allow it to become dry, as that is, if possible, a nnstake than the other s
soon as the seedlings are large enough to handle, pick oft into boxes *v >ng 
mixture of loam leaf mould, peat and sand in equal parts. Place them in a tern

i-V..
seldom! as if a strung solution is used there is a danger of damaging tin- Hotter, 
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i«S„"EêE £eCi»
Mr. Wilshire—It seems to me that such small seed would require too deei 

c<wvrmg to be watered in the way suggested by Mr. Bain.
dentlyn"“ri"1 ,"ip"ri",""t T""hwio 

a whtSrrrX stixxs" ™,a" “by -l,*kin« -'”y ,ro'"
-rofully ,„.l dip,»,! i„

Mr. Wilshire—If the place when; seeds 
require any watering.
you “ii ïïxk''"'f"re if ™ • phcc

Mr. Burdon—I would like to know if Gloxinias can be grown in a frame ?
Mi. Bam the liest I have ever seen were grown in a frame 
Mr. Doyle—I understand Mr. Bunion desires to know if it would be 

able to grow them in frames.
Mr. Walter \\ ilshire—By careful attention they 

trames. \\ hen in bloom the frames can be taken off.

-..a i LiX SKÆ ,r: i'r&X **,li'1 n,,t «**k
r sz* * -

Mr. Walter V\ ilshire—What time did they flower ?
Mr. Bain—The latter part of August.
Mr. Walter Wilshire—When did you sow the seed ?
Mr. Bam In the middle of February, in a hot-bed.

if irroivn in h!T"11 is-!Vi,lenlt,that the Gloxinia is not a plant for the amateur, as 
it grown in this way it would require too much attention.

The following paper by Mr. James Crookshank, was then read.
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has to be cut off, and nut in some cool floors and there remain

white, others pure white, and white tipped w, h g i ;* beautiful. The
somewhat of tin- double white «ouvardia but ^ fonilBtioIlf and

Heaths vary more than the Epacris « 1 in .. f different shades, some
color of their flowers. Some of the ^Tffeïn/shmL while 3,hem are red and 
• lark red, bright red, pale ired1, scarlet * J ^ white, the shape of the flowers 
green, purple and orange , ^ “ ^iich ail counted by the hundred and any 
vanes in each species, the num r beautiful, both in flower and
attempt to describe them w.nild Wfutil All a^t be^^ ^ ^ ^ ^
plant. Some will say, who profesi to• know • ' without a trial ?
have they given then, a airtrnb o have tbj.condem, i and SOme
Yet the same parties will attempt to p-ow orcnicM 'si ^ ^ & nhouse
pieces of charcoal amund t <‘ tr,"l^;^;"^.lliie the Heaths and Epacris might look 
to them, but laielj it eve 0 . „ture of 40 deg., and la- contented and
on from their cooler quarters in P wftnt thv fm;ies Qf tobacco, no whale
happy Unlike many other p an ^ ^ stntf that is continually recommend-
ÏJKS life «II they w.mt I, poper m.nagement-gl.e them th.t 

and you will be well paid for it.
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ON THE LATE KEEPING APPLES OF SOUTHERN RUSSIA.

By Cluirlee Gibb, Abbuteford, Que.
The colder orchard regions of thix continent lack late keepers. Where the 

winters are too severe for the Baldwin and the Spy, attention is turned to the 
Russians, irresspective of the length of summer heat.

Mr. M. H. Raevskii in his “ Plodovaya schkola i plodovui sad," published 
Petersburg m 1885 gives selected lists of the best fruits for the Provinces 

of Minsk Volhyma, Podolia, Kiev, Tchernigov, Kharkov and the more southern 
parts of Russia, however not including the Crimea nor the Caucasus, 
ii climat»of this region, Minsk is as far north as Poland, and prob

ably a little colder in winter and a little warmer in summer. The winter tem
perature o* Warsaw is 25 T, or 7° milder than Montreal, or 2 milder than 
loronto. At Kiev, the winter temperature is 2' colder than Warsaw the 
mer I warmer. Farther south the winters 
Warm.

sum-
are milder, the summers long and

Mr. Raevskii gives the following selection of apples :

July.

* * A—Prainnoe lietnee (Sommer Uewurz aiifel) 
* *—Bielui Naliv (White Nal.iv).

"f" ^ ^ Astrachanskoe bieloe (White Astrachan). 
t A D—Astrachanskoe Krasnoe (Red Astrachan).

August.
* * A D—Charlanioff (Charlaniovsky).
* * AD—Kalvil bielui lietnui ( White Summer Calville). 
T A1)—Virginskoe

ii
( Virginisclier Rosenapfel).rosovoe

September.
* * A Aiianasnoe bieloe (White Pineapple).

A—Antonovka.
Kalvil krasuui osennui (Red Autumn Calville).

* ** ^Kr,txkzs,<srs,a(‘k',ut)' “f *•*>
1)—Aport.
B—Gra veils teiner.

* *

Octolxir.

November.

* *—Simiiui Postolf (Winter Postolf) 

Sienanka (Lehmapfel), (Serinka).

* *

Decemlxn

January. 
* * A C1

# i

February

*

C

March.
* * A

ACD

April.
* *

In
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December.
Krasnoe kronovoe (Bother Kronenapfel.) 

A—Beltier jeltni (Yellow Bellflower).
Korotko-steUflnoe sieroe ((trailer Kurzstiel ).

January.
.* AGD.F-Si.nnui zolotoi pirmen (Winter Uoldparmane)

* * J)_KrasnuTshnnui golulxik (Bother Winter Taubenapfel).
D—Parchevoe (Goldzeug-apfel).

Schillera (Schillers rosenaptel).

Golden Winter

IH< iso Vi iv

February.
* *—Poinik (Poiniek), a Hungarian variety.

* * B—Borsdorfskoe iz Pal.nir (Borsdorter aus Palmyra).
* *—Tirolskoe (Tyroler Pepping! , ,

C E F—Bieloe Taftainoe (Weisser Winter laftetaptel).

# # A G F__Bolschoi Kasselskui renet (Grosse Casseler Remette).

A C D E F—Schampanskui renet (Champagne!- Reme tte).

April.
» * A B__Krasnoe eizera (Bother Eiseraptel).

* # A—Korolevka Olga (Konigin Olga).

In the above list the English J^^^synon'yin'of"white*August

Gcwurzapfel is given by Messrs^. ' ()f Oldenburg, louche of Berlin
Calville. Charlamovsky may be One! _ R t' l may be the Fourth of
describes it under this name. Horticul-
July of U. S. See my notes on H su n app es m ,po■ ,<Schvet8ii - by
tural Society, p. 40. Winter P^M.. R^sk^ ^ Svensk Vinter-
which I suppose lie means 1 > . name Schvedskui simnui postot. It

topf, and also gives it under its « ■ ■ Aneroth in the Svensk Poniologi.

sASSSîîÆfe “‘b™ rt,r&y I»

Kursk and Voronesh they may^^ ftnd northward, apples are grown in 
not grapa growing regions. In tht I k.ki packing and shipping, keep
quantity, which under Russian n^ ^ ^ f)rû[nJy way, would not be 
till mid-winter and spring, an ^ and either stonng in cooll'A. h„ -a w.

pc IS

wn
not

KurlytiaKr'^ITFruit^oldawen totl.e tree! Vrh^pro^d beet Lid most satisfactory.

II
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also visite» 1 Kharkov and Kiev which 
did not look up the apples of these districts.

Of the provinces named by Mr. Raevskii, Minsk may be considered north of the 
grape belt. ; Volhynia and Tchcrnigov partly within that belt; Podolia, Kiev 
Poltava and Kharkov within the grape belt, although the region which grows those’ 
beautiful Chasselas for sale throughout Russia is farther south and upon the 
Lower Don.

For these provinces, a selected list of lti varieties is given by Mr. Raevskii 
for the months from December to April. Of these, 1 is American, 1 Hungarian, 
1 ,h.w.ls^-.12_0erman' an<l only one native of Russia, viz., Borsdorfer aus Palmyra!

„ „ . .... e town ot' Palmir in the province
oi roltava where it originated.

The Provinces named by Mr. Raevskii are not the part of Russia from which 
Dr. Regel received the varieties he sent to the U.S. Dep. of Agriculture. Of the 
thirty-nine sources in Russia from which Dr. Regel obtained samples of fruit 
or scions, but one was in this district, and J,hat as far north as Kursk, viz., Mr. 
Atrigamev, of Tchcrnigov. It was he who sent the Winter Aport which Dr. 
Regel says keeps all winter, and the Rosy which is said to keep till February 
Also Rosy Aport, Zolotareff, and the beautiful Red A lead, and probably others 

, „ ' Regel * sources of supply I have giv an many details in my report “on
the Russian apples imported by U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1870 " in 
report tor 1883 of Montreal Horticultural Society. Mr. R. Schroeder of Moscow in 
1879, sent to the Iowa Agricultural College about 154 varieties. Mr. Schroedèr’s 
report upon these, in the report of the Montreal Horticultural Society 1880, there 
are 7 varieties noted by him as grown in South Russia, which are marked Winter 
but they include Blackwood, Longfield, Good Peasant, &c., by no means winter 
varieties when the summer is hot and long. The apples of the region mentioned 
by Mr. Raevskii have never been imported from St. Petersburg or Moscow '

Now when Mr. Auguste Dupuis, who lives in L’Islet, 70 miles N.E. of Quebec 
asks it there are long keeping apples among those imported from Russia I say 
without hesitation, yes. But when I am asked that question by those who live 
where grapes like the Concord, and grapes later than the Concord ripen 
thoroughly year after year, I am asked a question which I did not look 
Russia, a question upon which we have lacked old world data, a question, 

hich will soon be answered by the products of our own orchards.
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RUSSIAN APPLES.
( Being notes from the works of R. E. Schroeder, Moseow.)

By ( lias. Gibb, Abbotsford, Hue.
We have lacked Russian experience in dealing with the Hussmn appte 

have therefore taken these notes from “ Russku. ogorod PitommJ( ‘ p’ t )Vsk ’,e

Schroeder s care and skill. , , .< ian<f ieVel Orchards
- ■ air W

*'• give... Of

** *« "h *"the value ,,f

sanffiaA -w» <“ -
Ihere “^sJnVra,r apples, which ripen in '"v'V'Li.
Russian time, which is now twelve days beTnnd ours, 
two or three weeks.

Russni )i Nam*.
Arbusovskoe.
Lapouchoe.

Lapouchoe is very like Vislouc , b;1 fs very tender and remarkably
Regel’s Russian Pomology ^ ‘ aLhtly acid, but it has a

-» tobk app,e-
’&mSli^rP'‘«nE°^ntV^p”mV (tihm time) top

our

l>eginning of September, i.e 
They may tie kept for

Suggested American Name. 
Watermelon.
Lapouchoe.
White Swan.
Broad Cheek.

till the

New Year. Suggested American Name. 
Antonovka.
Watermelon.
Nasiedka.
Prolific.
Polish Prolific (from Kiev). 
Svinets (of Krasnoglazoff.) 
German Skrute.
Glass.
Broad Green.

Russian Name.
Antonovka.
Arbusovskoe.
Nasiedka.

Plodovitka Polskaya, Kievskaya. 
Svinets Krasnoglasova.
Skrut Niemetskui.
Steklianka.
Schirokaya zelenka. 1
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Of these Antonovka is a table apple, as well as one for kitchen use, and may 
also be considéré, a winter apple. Another which might be added to these is the 
.Skrut raspisnoi (or Painted Skrute) or Alexandrovskoe, a productive and long 
lived tree bearing large and very juicy apples which, however, are slightly bitter 
This, too may be said of Lejanka, one of the largest of the Russian apples. It 
is very showy but is ht only for baking, otherwise it is of value only for decora-

PoloSH
Riepk
Skoro
Skoro

1(111.) W inter apples, which ripen in the cellar and may lie kept till spring or Skoro
Sheik

longer.

Rmaian Name. 
Zelenka Gorskaya 
Zelenka Ukrainskaya. 
Sabluke.
Steklianka Ostrokovskaya. 
Steklianka pesotchnaya. 
Osimoe.
Rubets, or Kleuevskoe.

Suggested, American Name. 
. Green Gorke.

Green Ukraine.
Sabluke.
< )strokoff!
Sandy glass.
Hiliemal.

Apor
tiabu
Berei
Bok<.
Biek
Boro
Biel
Vos)
Velil
Gra\
Grai
Her1

Her
Gos]
Kal
Kie
Koi

Of these Zelenka Gorskaya, named after the town of Gorke, not from oor- 
laya bitter, is decidedly an acid apple, not at all bitter ; a heavy substantial 
winter finit. Sometimes it is transparent and then it is exceedingl/good

II. Table Apples.—Pleasantly acid, or sub-acid, with 
sweetness., and often aromatic. a certain amount of

svmmeh.
Russian Name. 

Bergamotnoe.f 
Biel duchovoe.
Vinnoe.f 
Vinnoe Zelenoe.'f- 
Gvosditchnoe.
Gruschevka Niemetskaya. See 

Taskinskoe.
Gnichevka.
Dinnoe, or Svonkoe.
Kalvil bielui lietnui."f 
Kalvil krasnui lictnui. 
Kolomenskoe.
Koritchnevoe rannee. 
Koritchnevoe
Koritchnevoe krasnoe, or K.

Polskoe.
Krasnobokoe.
Lipinskoe bieloe.*
Lipovka.f 
Morkovskoe.
Marmeladnoe.
Petrovskoe.
Plodovitka jeltaya.

Suggested American Name. 
Bergamot.
Scented White.
Wine.
Green Wine.

German Pear.

Pear.
Melonen, or Bell.
White Summer Calville.
Red Summer Calville.
Kolomna.
Early Cinnamon.
Cinnamon Pine.
Red Cinnamon, or Polish Cinna

mon.
Red-Sided.
White Lipin.
Lipovka.
Markovka.
Marmalade.
Petrovskoe.
Yellow Prolific.
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SUM MER—Can t i n ued.ay Suggested American Name. 
Early Streaked.
Repka.
Early.
Early Crimean, or Taskin.

die Raman Name.
Polosatka lietnaya.
Riepka.
Skorospielka.
Skorospielka Krimskaya.* * or 

Taskinskoe.
Skorospieloe krasnoe.
Shelkovka.

.ng
er.
It

ra-

Early Red. 
Silken.or

autumn.
Suggested American Name. 
Autumn Aport.
Grandmother (autumn). 
Beresina.
Bokovoe.
White Borodovka. 
Borovinka.
White Vochin.
Waxen.
Great Mogul.
Russian Gravenstein.
Grand Richard.
Autumn Streaked.
HeiTen.

Striped Calville.
Yellow Kiev (or Lemon). 
Cinnamon Streaked. 
Crooked Spike.
Lemon.
Revel Pigeon.
Hare Pipka.
Champagne Pipka.
German Prolific.
Serinkia.
White Titovka.
Red Titovka.
Tulip.
Charlamoftl 
Champagne.

Thaler.

!Russian Name.
Aport osennui \ 
Babuschkino, osennee + 
Beresinskoe +
Bokovoe.
Bieloborodovskoc f 
Borovinka.
Biel Vochina.
Voskovoe f 
Velikui Mogul t 
Gravensteiner, Russkui. 
Grand Richard.
Herbst streifiing + 
Herrenapfel t 
Gospodskoe.
Kalvil polosatui f 
KieVskoe jeltui—Limonnoe. 
Koritchnevoe polosatoe 
Krivospitsoe.
Limonnoe.
Revijlskoe go 
Pipka saitchia.
Pipka Champanskaya. 
Plodovitka Niemetskaya. 
Sierenka—Lehmapfel t 
Titovka bielaya.
Titovka krasnaya. 
Tiuipannoe. 
Charlamovskoc. 
Champanskoe.
Scheropai.
Charlotenthalskoe jèltoe t

><•-

ial

of

lubinoe t

a-

(P. prunifolia) andSadovikoe, or Garden. Tree very hardy.
7

/
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WINTER.
Suggested American Name. 

Anisim.
Anisovka (or probably Anis). 
(probably) Large Anis. 
(probably) Mottled Anis. 
Aport.
Rosy Aport.
Repka Aport.
Grandmother.
Voronesh Vargul.
Moscow Vargulok.
Good Peasant.
Zolotaretf'.
Red Winter Calville. 
Longfield.
Raspberry.
Dansic Pipka.
Winter Streaked.
Voronesh Reinette.
Kursk Reinette.
Romenskoe (or Romnenskoe). 
Christmas.
Repolovka.
Ostrokoff.
Cross.

Russian Name.
Anisimovka.
Anisovka.
Anisovka krupnaya. 
Anisovka pestraya.
Aport +
Aport rosovui t 
Aport rieptchatui + 
Babusclikino +
Vargul Voroneshskui. 
Vargulok Moskovskui. 
Dobrui krestianin + 
Zolotarevskoe.
Kalvil krasnui siinnui. 
Langerfel.lskoe f 
Malinovka.
Pipka Danzigskaya. 
Polosatka simnaya f 
Renet Voroneshskui jeltui f 
Renet Kurskui.
Romnenskoe. 
Roslulestvenskoe f 
Riepolovka (Riepovka). 
Steklianka Ostrokovskaya. 
Skrijapel f 
Tchel lischevskoe.
Tchemoe derevo.

Korol 
Plod. 
P< >1.IS 
Polos 
Sla.ll 
Tsari

Bom
Korj

* Ki 
**R.
t Tli
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rent mo 
damp w 
when n. 
as long 
has not 
gravity

Th<Blackwood.
Royal Table.

III. Sweet Apples.—Varieties without any traceable acid flavor, sometimes 
slightly bitter, especially when over-ripe.

apple, 
late are 
Nalivs 
curiosit

F urstlicher tafelapfel + l

DrSUMMER.
(P. prui 
attentif 
tion of 
différer 
these f<

Suggested American Name. 
Avenarius.
White Arcad.
Long Arcad.
Smoky Arcad.
Red Arcad. ,
Painted Arcad.
Repka Arcad.
Sugar Miron.
Sweet Mensk.
Metla.
Yellow Sugar.
Stepanoff.

Russian Name.
Avcnariusa.
Arkad bielui.
Arkad dlinnui. 
Arkad dimtehatui. 
Arkad Krasnui. 
Arkad raspisnoi. 
Arkad rieptchatui. 
Miron sacharnui. 
Mtsenskoe sladkoe. 
Metla.
Sacharnoe jèltoe + 
Stepanovka.

K
N
N
N

N
N

AUTUMN. 1.
Suggested American Name. 
Sweet Aport.
Golden Arcad.

Russian Name. 
Aport sla.lkui * f 
Arka.1 zolotoi. 
Korobovka * *

V
P
F
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autumn—< 'on t i n ueil.
Snggesteil American Name. 
Royal Sweet.
Sweet Prolific.
Heiilorn.
Sweet Streaked.
Green Sweet.
Sweet Czar’s Thorn.

R auxin n Name. 
Korolevskoe sladkoc + 
Plodovitka Hladkaya + 
Polosatka Heidorna. 
Polosatka sladkaya. 
Sladkaya zelenka. 
Tsarskui schip sladkui f

i

Ï
WINTER.

Suggested American Name. 
English Borovinka.
Sweet Korja.

Russian Name. 
Borovinka Angliskaya. 
Korja sladkaya f

winter apple.* Krasnoglazoff by mistake notes this 
* * Regel by mistake notes this as a winter variet). 
f This mark indicates those varieties which

as a

not especially hardy.

Tmvsi*ahent Apples—The naliv or transparent apple is always

iK «... wt ïtïï y” t sz

are

acid or

gr“,SeT.^“ST ruip. » tu.t on. », T the^d. U. th. m.d^otth; 

K.r..S h«blc (50 cents) «ch. They were bonght I» t ««new, »imes
curiosities to take to their lioines between the Chinese apple

attention to the Skvosnma kruglaya as an e ^ prunifolia ; a race very 
tion of the core of the fruit it is very like tteCAn»» W - £

— «" ™Tpr„E KS5 rtlw carmin
Suggested American Name. 
Royal.
White Naliv.
Striped Naliv.
Nicolai.

these for home use are

Russian Name.
Korolevskoe.
Naliv bielui.
Naliv polosatui f 
Nasliednik Nikolai Aleksandro- 

vitch.
Naliv krasnui f 
Naliv jeltui.
Ledenets Nicmctskui f 
Potainoe.
Putinskoc (Putivka).
Rubets rebristui nalivnoi t

Red Naliv.
Yellow Naliv. 
German Ledenets. 
Potainoe.
Putim.
Ribbed Naliv.

!

/
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transparent APPLES—Continued.
Suggested American Name. 
Long Translucent.

Ruhhw n Name. 
Skvosnina dlinnaya * 
Skvosnina Rijskaya f 
Skvosnina kruglaya f 
Skvosnina skomspielaya + 
Yantarnoe naliv f 
Fonarik nalivnoi.
Tsarskui schip nalivnoi f

1. 24 bio 
perpétuais. 
J. W. Beal 
It. Jack, 
sell, garde

2. 4 var 
1, R. Jack

3. (> vari 
gardener 
Trusscll...

4. 3 bloi 
Moss Kos 
\V. Beall.

3. 12 bl
Wilsbiro ;

(i. 24 bl 
nett ; 2, \ 

7. Gem 
1, R. Jacl

Large Translucent. 
Early Translucent.
Amber.
Fonaric.

In the above list those marked f are the most Nalir. Those not so marked are best when
not naliv.

* Krasnoglazoff confuses this Skvosnina dlinnaya with Tsarskui Schip, and Regel in 
quoting him makes the same mistake, and gives this naliv quality to the Tsarskui Schip. 
Sladkui.

There are five varieties of high conic apples about which there is great confusion r 
(i.) Fonarik Naliv; small and ribbed, (ii.) Dlinnui Skvosnoi; a long transparent with slende, 
stalk, (iii. l Tsarskui Schip. (iv.) Tsarskui Schip Sladkui ; a sweet apple with open 
never naliv, for sweet apples never are. (v.) Ark ad Dlinnui ; one of the earliest, with an 
intense a read flavor.

core

Open t 
professio

1. Tat 
7x14 fet 
George 
enerto 1 
gardene 
gardent 
gardent

2. Ta 
10x5 fe 
Wilshii
Molson

3. Sti 
siiecies 
James

4. 0
George 

5. 3 
S. Ws 

(1. 4 
J. Bcti

7. B
1, J. « 

8. 1 
in blc 
don..,

9. C
bloon

10.

in bit
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prizes awarded

hose, strawberry and pansy
80. 1887.SHOW. HE1.D JUNK

PANMK8.
dissimilar blooms. 2, U. Trus-ROSBS—OVT UUXIM.

1 24 blooms, 8 varieties, 11 each Hybd.

*“«&.' » oo --.«srsi,

2. 4 varieties of the same, 3 blooms each. 10 (it,neral display m 12 bottles. .
1, R. .lack ; 2, G. Trussed..... ......^ 00 # M Maxwell. 8, G. Brussel!............... $1

3. (i varieties any kind. 1, " 1«hl”;
gardener to Hon. i- 00 #1 00

*3*biaoins "each"of perpetual and Summer 
Moss Roses. Special prise offered by Mr. 3.
\v Beall. R. Jack................. ........ "V--"" i xv5. 12 blooms Hybd. Teas, 3 vanet.es. 1. W.
Wilsbire; 2, J. Bennett..... .........$3 *üell.

li. 24 blooms Teas, b varieties. , • • (K)

S. II pots
sell

CUT UUXIM.

STRAW USURIES.

1! ’« v.mU», ai I«m«» '«• ....
Jack l)crri*j“h:..!i2Roo

berries!" 1, W. Ev»*18,»
......... $1 00 o 50

13. 4 varieties, 20 
Jack

14. 1 variety, 20 
G. Trussell............7.

18, 14, 15, 1887.PALL EXHIBITION, held SEPTEMBER
and tricolor, B dis- 

1. G. Trussell; 2,
.............$4 00 $3 00

in bloom.

11. Geraniums, Men*
'/-IAS >■ , tin,t varieties, m bloom.

Onen to all members of the Society, «lut W. Sprigings......................
Sessional or no,.-professional. ^ 1£ Fuchg, U distinct vanehes, -- ^ (|(|

ïvorire Stephen; t William Wilsbire gard- 14 Foreign Ferns, 12 distinct specie^ R

Î i,«S yyrfti "SfU*» <w* :êsi-il
a Stove and greenhouse plants, 0 distinct . 2 T. w Burdon.......... &> 9° ,siwdes in bloom. 2, 8 \Vard, gardener to »PW^ium gcandens, best . 1,

J*n n &J ■SFïW£àSier''rt
George Buddo......•••"••••"•••y" j_ gt^nford ; 2 varieties. 1, W. Spnginga, , ^ (K)

Bctrix ; ?-®U^°distiMt varieties. 22. Faims, B distinct van® 1 ‘ gj* & $3 00
2,!T'FH^...^ s*

‘•à.eSSïTâ jlro‘$”
bloom. V. «“'O"11 1 " ■ t'T » «I aStxSÎ “«<•*■. >■
asta ■■18u"tod:*• ''B“***
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lien
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79. Selagii 
ner ; 2, V. A 

SO. Foliag 
raided) ; 1

81. Hydri 
T. W. Bui 
S2. Abuti 
Mrs. K. S 
-3. Helin 

2 Mrs. E. !
S4. Plaid 

Mrs. E. See 
85. Hanj 

exceed 14 i 
2, Miss L.

80. Cam 
W. Burdoi

87. Agiu
88. Petr 

T. AV. Bur
89. Tub 

M iss L. li
90. Mij 

E. Scott..
91. Beg 

Gardiner
92. Cor 

well ; 2,
93. lv;

ville.......

27. Bouvardias, 2 distinct varieties. 2, J. 55. Immortelles, collection, growth of 1887;
Stanford.............. ..................... ......................... $1 00 1, R. Jack............................................................$2 00

28. Coleus, 0 distinct varieties. 1, J. Stan- 50. Roses, Hybrid perpetual, 0 in bloom,
............................... $4 00 $2 00 named, dissimilar; 1, F. Neville ; 2, Robert

29. Coleus, 3 distinct varieties. 1, J. Stan- Jack...................... ;...............................$5 00 $4 00
ford; 2, S. Ward............................. $2 00 ..1 00 57. Roses, Tea or Noisette, 0 varieties,
o30. Caladiums, 6, fancy. 1, J. Betrix, 2, O. named; 1,R. Jack; 2, B. T. Graves$4 00 $3 00
Dandurand........................................ $4 00 $2 00 58. Best growing model of a flower bed, not

31. Caladiums, 3, fancy. 1, J. Betrix ; 2, T. to exceed 4| feet in diameter ; 1, J. Bland ; 2,
W. Burden.......................................... $2 00 $1 00 O. Dandurand......................................$5 00 $3 00

32. Carnations, 6 pots, distinct varieties, in
bloom. 2, F. Neville...!...............................$2 00 SPECIAL |,RIZEB

33. Hanging basket; frame of basket not to 59. Special prize, offered by J. W. Beall, for
exceed 14 inches in diameter. 1, W. B. best 3 blooms of Hydangea Paniculate ; W. 
Davidson ; 2 W. Sprigings...........$4 00 $3 00 Sprigings............................................................ |5 00

34. Vase of plants, not more than 16 inches 30. For the best floral design for dinner or 
in diameter. 1, S. Ward ; 2, W. B. David- supper table—no fruit to be used in its con-

14 00 $3 00 struction. 1st prize presented by Mr. Colin
35. For the best 0 plants for table decora- Campbell; 2nd by Mr. E. J. Maxwell. 1, Geo.

tion; size of pots not to exceed K inches. Ferns Hooton; 2, Wilshire Bros.............$10 00 $•> 00
and soft-wooded plants excluded. 1, J. Bland ;
2, John Kirkwood........................... $4 00 $3 00

ford ; 2, 8. Ward
ner

son

BOUQUETS.

61. Bouquets, 4, hand ; 1, Geo. Hooton ; 2, 
Jas. McKenna

62. Bouquets, 4, corsage ; 1, Geo. Hooton ; 2,
Jas. McKenna.................................... $3 00 $2 00

63. Bouquet, table; 1, Geo. Hooton ; 2, Geo. 
Trussell

64. Bouquet of the newest roses ; 1, Geo. 
Hooton

65. Bouquets, table ; 1, John Kirkwood ; 2, 
Geo. Trussell

$5 00 $3 00 66. Bouquets, hand ; 1, P. A. Somerville ; 2,
40. Dahlias, 12, distinct varieties, double. J. Bland................................................ $2 00 $1 00

1, D. F. Bell ; 2, Wm. Bell........... $3 00 $2 00
41. Dahlias, Pompon, 12 distinct varieties.

1, Wm. Bell ; 2, D. F. Bell..........$3 00 $2 00 Special prize of $5 for the best winter bou,
42. Asters, 24 blooms, dissimilar. 1, J. B. quet sent m by any teacher in the province-

Goode ; 2, W. Sprigings................. $3 00 $2 00 offered by F. C. Emberson. Miss Maxwell.
43. Asters, 12 blooms, dissimilar. 1, T. W.

Burdon ; 2, J. B. Goode
44. Zinnias, collection, not to exceed 24 

varieties. 1, Wm. Bell ; 2, D. F. Bell

$4 00 $2 (HICUT UI/X1M.

36. Gladioli, 24 bottles. 1, D. F. Bell, Que-
..................... $5 00
1, Jas. Day, Outre- 

$2 00 $1 00

bee
37. Gladioli, 6 bottles, 

mont ; 2, II. F. Bell, Quebec
38. Hollyhocks, 6 spikes, dissimilar. 1, 

D. F. Bell ; 2, Wm. Bell, Quebec..$2 (HI $1 00
39. Dahlias, 24, distinct varieties, double. 

1, D.F. Bell; 2, Wm. Bell

$4 00 $2 00

$4 (Ml

$2 50 $1 50

94. Cu 
don; 2,

95. Di 
Bell ; 2,

96. ( 
2, D. F.

97. F 
Maxwe

98. P 
Maxwe

99. \ 
similai

WINTER BOUQUETS.

CLASS It—PLANTS. 
AMATEUR DEPARTMENT.

$2 (HI $1 00

67. Plants, 12 in bloom ; 1, T. W. Burdon ; 
$3 00 $2 (XI 2, T. Gardiner......................................$6 (HI $4 00

45. Zinnias, 12 blooms. 1, Wm. Sprigings ; 68. Plant, single specimen ; 1. T. Gardiner;
2, Wm. Bell........................................ $1 (XI 0 75 2, T. W. Burdon....................................$1 (XI 0 75

46. Dianthus, collection of 24 bottles. 1, 69. Begonias, 2, in bloom ; 1, T. W. Burdon ;
Wilshire Bros.; 2, W. Sprigings....$3 (XI $2 00 2, T. Gardiner......................................$3 00 $1 00

47. Phlox, Drummondi collection, 3 trusses 70. Begonias, 1 in bloom ; 1, T. W. Burdon ; 
of each. 1, W. Sprigings ; 2, Wilshire Bros. 2, T. Gardiner

$3 (XI $2 (XI 71. Coleus, 2 ; pots not over 6 inches diaine-
48. Perennial Phlox, collection, dissimilar; ter ; 1, T. W. Burdon ; 2, T. Gardi-

1, AV. Sprigings.................................... .......  $3 00 ner..............................................................$2 (10 $1 00
49. Verbenas, 12 bottles, dissimilar; 1, J. B. 72. Coleus, 1 ; pot not over 6 in. diameter ;

Goode ; 2, AV. Sprigings.............. $3 00 $2 (10 1, T. (jardiner ; 2, T. W. Burdon.....$1 00 0 75
50. Pansies, 12 bottles, dissimilar; 1, James 73. Fuchsias, 3, in bloom ; 1, T. AV. Burdon ;

Day ; 2, AV. Sprigings.......................$3 (Hi $2 00 2, T. Gardiner...................................... $2 (HI $1 50
51. Pansies, 6 bottles, dissimilar ; 1, James 74. Fuchsias, 2 in bloom ; 1, T. W. Bunion ;

Day ; 2, AV. Sprigings.......................$2 00 $1 IX) 2, T. Gardiner...................................... $1 50 $1 (HI
52. Petunias, best display, single, in 24 75. Fuchsias, 1 in bloom ; 1, T. AV. Burdon ;

bottles ; 1, W. Sprigings ; 2, Thomas AA\ Bur- 2, T. Gardiner.....................................$1 00 0 75
$3 (XI $2 (X) 76. Geraniums, 2, in bloom, double ; 1, T.

53. Petunias, double, not more than 12 dis- AV. Burdon ; 2, Miss L. Irving.........$2 (XI $1 00
tinct varieties ; 1, B. T. Graves; 2, AV. Sprig- 77. Geraniums, 2, in bloom, single ; 1, T. 
ings......................................................... Gardiner; 2, Mrs. E. Scott................$ (Hi 0 50

54. Annuals, collection ; 1, AV. B. Davidson ; 78. Ferns, 6, foreign, distinct; 1, T. Gardi-
2, R. Jack, Chateauguay Basin....$5 00 $4 00 ner; 2, T. AV. Burdon........................$2 00 $1 00

<r.. -

100.

101.$1 00 0 50
1, T. A

i 102.
1, T. A

103.
Drum 

104. 
T. AV.

105,
AV. B

KHi
T. W

111?don
R. Ju

10t
ket c 
dian 
don.

%
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, CLASS C-FKUITS.

70. Selaginella (Lycopodium), 2;1,T. Collection of apples, exhibited by and

a-4'Kü*s=TrïwiS?^
«•ritescr, kT-j-gts LTSTSsS,:"S.A £
2 S4.Plants,° vase of ; 1, T. W.$B«rdon; 2. „.A. '^nlea^^rieZllsummer, 3 fall, 3

Scott; i |CV|eg

‘vr?5S^.s% S7 'aLave • 1, T. W. Bnrdon........ •■■•■■$',.1 die A Aubertin; 2,
8K WS

T'SO.'Tuberous pots; 1, T- m 01ffthlirnïspecimens. !,»•
*«- :i‘ S aMpoo #> 75
K. Scott................. V*V* t W Bunion ; 2, T. jjg. Apples, Duchess, 5 speciniens. »
.«l.Begoma, “^00 6 7,0 Ji 2.S? W. Shepherd ir.; 3, **■»*,

C< 92. Cockscombs* 2, in pots ; L*pJ- |1(. Apnles, St Lawrence, 5 gpecimena 1.
well; 2.N- VTXuner'ri'i* A- Some* T. llall, Ontremont ; 2, X- 'rummond letite

03. Ivy- 1. T- Uarmner, , 3. D. A. Dunn $1 W , % Mville..............................................C U7. Apples, Fameuse, Canon
Cl'T .LOOM, aOVQVKTS. ETC. «° ®

04. Cut flowers, collection of. V1’^' ^Hl 'll8. Apples, Strawberry of Montwa ,^ {g®
"îa,£Vs=;=iu, ,.aj;

" ill Pansies, 13 blooms, dissimilar.^1, F- - A Xubertm ; 3, Rev. Canon Fulton ^
Mr^N[bLnm;'disLhnihir.wl,E.J. Apple* Lott's  ̂gVfc

similar. 1, J. B. Goode ; 2, T. W Bimlon VÆhe^T ^ 00 ^ 7f

—:r:2H5
HBfS'Siiâl BSSS*

ffiS;V,?ï&£. ?, ” » y 5 r!r“.i.V»

T- ";tt,"Sp-A' ”S”«S e1» W'i h r**- * T—-»1 »

^«=Tï3g&^8Siî " i^lUet of cut flowers, not more tiun i- mens. 1, K. .lack , -, $i 00 $0 75
diameter. 1, P. A-Somemile ; Bun ^ B, Davidson.................*>
don..........................................
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I-,!*': « IS,le8’,Pen 1 lavis. 6 specimens. 1, R. Jack, 2, Rev. Canon Fulton ; 3, J. Smith. 1, ^Jos. Smith ; 2, R. Jack ; 3. W. M. Patti-
131. Crab Apples, collection $5 î^ch ! ^raP?S’ i^viëst'sïngle'îmnch/ml ; l,

Js’-—•VS
132. Crab Apples, 5 varieties, 5 of each crapes grown under glass.

Shm.hLV’- J' “• Fisk • Ï' Cl Gil,b ! 3, R. W.’ . 1.r’L Gvaps, collection, 1 bunch of each ; 1,
W' V-;....... ....... $2 00 $1 50 ÿl 00 Boy16! 2, J. Betrix; 3, O. Dandurand.
, çrab Apples, plate of any one variety, ,, , „ $10 00 $7 00 $5 00
Fisk^Tf'n' /> R'v- Shepherd, jr. ; 2, J. M. \5- Granes, 5 varieties, 1 bunch of each ;

i 'll itDoyle....;.........$1 50 $1 00 $0 75 1. John Kirkwood ; 2, James McGuire ; 3, J.
1 e?rsi collection, 6 varieties, 5 of each, ,?!?■•"................................$6 00 $4 00 $2 00

named. I, J Betrix ; 2, Jas, McGuire ; 3, B. . Grapes, 4 bunches, 2 white and 2 black ;
r',G«vf.,ote St. Antoine...............$0 $3 $2 1, John Kirkwood ; 2, James McGuire • 3 A.
named irSr n varieties, 5 specimens each, A™‘IUV-........................ ...........$0 00 $4 00 $2 01)
named. 1, J. Betrix ; 2, B. T. Graves ; 3, Jas. , }54- Gr“pes, 2 hunches, black Hamburg ; 1,

........................:..............(KI $2 00 $100 John Kirkwood ; 2, James McGuire ; 3, A.
130. Pears, any variety, 5 specimens. 1, J. Armour................... .............$4 00 $3 00 $2 00

iietrix; 2, O. Dandurand ; 3, Rev. Canon Elle- nectarines and other fruits.
fe 137.' Plums, eoiiection, (f s^cimens^of^each 1 j ' Betrix''1^’ 'olle<'tion- 3 of earb variety ;

. 138. Plums, 2 varieties, not less than 6 s,*- Betrix ' bearmg frUlt'm lx,t i J;

Graves : 3, D. A. Du mi....$3 00 $‘> 00 $i 00 jro' xîe|on’ water; 1, J. Marand...$2 00
139. Plums, plate of, one variety only 1 >IIe^,1'l 'lmsk i ». Doyle ; 2, R. Bro-

J. Betrix ; 2, E T. Graves - 3 J B Gotile ’ linVf ........................ . "<> $3 00 $2 00
$2 00' $1 00 $0 50 Melon- new variety; 1, R. Brodie.$3 00

140. Cranberries, 1 gallon, domestic. J. M.

2, W. B. Da

175. Turn 
Davidson; !

170. Turn 
Hall ; 2, L.

177. Carr 
2, W. B. Da

178. Carr 
Davidson ;

179. Par. 
T. Hall; 3,

180. Onii 
2, Geo. Trn

181. Onii 
Geo. Truss

182. Oni 
Brodie ; 2,

183. Oni 
Brodie ; 2,

184. Lee 
Maraud; 2

185. Tot 
J. Marand

180. Tm 
named. 1 
B. Davidsi 

187. Toi 
B. Davids

VEGETABLES.
161 Cauliflower, 3; 1, T. Hall ; 2, W. B 

Davidson ; 3, J. Marand...$3 00 $2 00 *1 00 
../^Cauliflower, best head ; 1, T. Hall; 2, 
™ Davidson ; 3, J. Marand$l 50 $1 00 0 75

163. Cucumbers, collection, 3 varieties, 2 of
each ; 1, J. Marand ; 2, W. B. Davidson ; 3, R. 
Ja1ck-jr- --........................... $2 00 $1 00 0 50

164. Cabbages, summer, 3, for table ; 1, W. 
B. Davidson ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, VV. Ross.

... _ ,, . $2 00 $1 00 0 50
16_>. Cabbages, winter, 3, for table ; 1, W. B. 

Davidson ; 2, J. Marand ; 3, IV. Ross.
, , $2 00 $1 00 0 50

o m l abbaF?8> red- 3, for table ; 1, W. Ross ;
143. Grapes, collection, named, 2 bunches of Davidson.............................$2 00 $1 00

each ; 1, W. M. Pattison, Clarenceville ; 2, D n 16-a t abb»«es, Savoy, 3, for table ; 1, W. B.
A. Dunn, Lachine Rapids; 3, R. Jack, Cha- n’ 2',J" Maraud................. $2 00 $1 00
teauguay Basin..................$10 00 $0 00 $4 00 ««. Brussels sprouts, 2 stalks; 1, J. Mar-

144. Grapes, 12 varieties, preference for good ani* ’ 2| " ’ Bo88 > 3, IV. B. Davidson,
ripening varieties, best collection named, 2 v $2 00 $1 00 0 50
bunches of each ; 1, W. M. Pattison ; 2. R. vr1^' Bore?0'® (>ale), 2 stalks ; 1, James 
Jack ; 3, D. A. Dunn..........$5 00 $4 00 $3 00 McKenna ; -, W. B. Davidson ; 3, J. Marand.

145. Grapes, 3 varieties, white, 2 bunches of 00 0 75 0 50
each ; 1, R. Jack ; 2, W. M. Pattison ; 3, P. A. 17°- Mery, white, 6 heads ; 1, VV. B. David* 
Somerville..............................$3 00 $2 00 $1 00 8011 ! -- W. Ross; 3, Geo. Trussell.

1t6' VrT8i,3 varieties, black, 2 bunches of $3 00 $2 00 $1 00
each, 1, Y\. M. Pattison ; 2, R. Jack; 3 N. 171. Celery, red, 6 heads ; 1, J. Maraud- 
Drm1f-0™d........-$3 00 $2 00 $100 Jas. Landers ; 3, 8. Ward..$3 00 $2 00 $l’ (X)

$1 60 $1 00 0 75 a“. w.ttoss, 3, J. bmith.
149. Grapes, heaviest single bunch, black ;

Fisk .2 00
BASKETS OK FRUIT.

141. For the best and most tastefully ar
ranged basket of fruit for dessert, size of basket 
not to be less than one foot, and not to exceed 
two feet in any part; 1, J. Betrix...............$4 00

142. For the best and most tastefully ar
ranged basket of out-door grown fruits, size of 
basket to be not less than one foot, and not to 
exceed two feet in any part; 1, R. Jack; 2, 
Jas. Brown ; 3, G. Trusscll.$3 00 $2 00 $1 0(1

188. Eg 
2, A. Arm

189. Eg 
S. Ward.

190. Pe
Irving......

191. V. 
Kenna; 1

192. Ta 
varieties 
2, W. B. :

193. M 
Brodie;

194. G 
VV. B. D«

195. 8) 
Trussell :

OUT—POOR GRAPES.

196. S' 
Trussell

197. B 
2, VV. Be

198. B 
2, P. Ho:

199. 8 
Trussell

200. 1 
less tha... T . $2 00 $1 00 0 50 

174. Turnips, white, 6, for table ; 1, L. Irving;
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Davidson; 2, D. F. Bell ; 3 \V Bell. Potatoes, heat, basket red 1 peck; 1, J.

Turnips, S-di.h. fcS X? " T. T™"" > * ft » »
Hall; 2, L. Irving; 3, W. Bell. 203. Potatoes, best basket, white, 1 peck ; 1,

m. cm* 6, tortl™ ; S, T. Ag T. M1 1 L. Mm i =. «*•
2, W. B. Davidson; 3, F. Neville. . Jerusalem artichokes, best plate; 1, W.

178. Carrots, lute, «, «Xb,,*', V B. «, P. Hnrt«-1 Jf»* „ „„

Davidson ; 2, W. Bell ; 3, Geo. Trussed. m pot and sweet herbs, collection, named;
170. Parsnips, (i, for table ; 1, J. Maraud , -, j .......................................................... .........$3 IMI

T. Hall ; 3, < i. Tnissell....... $2 00 $1 00 0 50 - m Vegetabieg| basket of assorted, must lie
ISO. Onions, white, 6 for table. 1,.!. Bctrix , mntailM)li ,n basket; 1, W. B. Davidson; -,

2, Geo. Trussell; 3, R. Brodie......$1, 75c., oOt. Boss; 3, J. Maraud....$4 00 $> 00 $1 00«Ms îvssfc-^rjf.
182. Onions, yellow, 6 for table. 1, it- fruits and vegetables.

Brodie ; 2, W. Ross ; 3, J. Betrix...»!, 76c., 50c. „()7 A leg ;! varieties, dessert, 5 of each ;
18:!. Onions, assorted collection. 1, «• . N ])rimim(llll| ■ ■> J. B. Goode ; 3, L. Irv- 

Brodie ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, F. Neville...... $3, $2, $1. }-*• ...... ................ $3 00 $2 00 $1 00
184. Leeks, bunch of one down. 1, .1. peara_ specimens; 1, Key. Canon

Maraud; 2, W. Ross; .. F. Neville..>1,75e,oOc. d L Irvjng. 3 j. B. Goode.
185. Tomatoes, red, 3 specimens, named. V, f^oou , -, $2 00 $101

.1. Maraud ; 2, .1. Walsh; as. McGuire. plums, plate of, one variety o-g, -
*2 00 $1 00 0 50 i|n 1, .Tames Brown; 2, P. A. Borneo

180. Tomatoes, red, 3 varieties, 0specimens, . N/1)rummoml....... $2 00 $1 00 0 75
named. 1, L. Irving; 2, D. A. Dunn, ., ■ 210’. Grapes, 3 varieties, out door, 21 bunches

!i A* Sol’ « »TÎ
E Davidson; 18. « »■ > ^ i » *■

188. Egg plants, 3, purple. J- McKenna, ^ Drummond; 3, .1. Smith.$2 00 $1 00 0 75
” ............ ...... l,R.W,Sb.ptari.ln

1; Aft rfcCTyvwrl
19L Vegetable marrows, two. 1 Jas. Mc- jr «Vi ' '1 ‘vegetables, 6 varieties 3 of each,

Henna ; 2, T. Hull; 3, W. b.IJavelsim. named; 1, U Irving................... .................. $3 00
$2 00 $1 00 0 M .,15 potatoes, plate of, 0 siiecimens, named ,

192. Table squashes, 2 varieties (mammoth ^ L Irvlng. o, Mrs. E. Scott.......$2 00 $1 00
varieties excluded), two of each. 1, " ■ Boss, ’ ,,16 poans, best plate in green state, named;
2, W. B. Davidson ; 3, •lauies McKenna. F. Bell ; 2, W. Bell . ................ $ 00 0 7.)

S3 (K> »- 00 "I «17. Tomatoes, best plate oi, named , 1, K.
193. Mammoth squash. 1, .1. Marumi, -, n ghenherd, ir.; 2, L. Irving; •>, J.

Brodie; 3, L. Irving..............$1 00 0 75 0 50 .................................... SI 00 0 75 0 60
194. Gourds, collection of ornamental, l, ._,18 gweet corn, 12 ears ; 1, L. Irving...$1 00

W. B. Davidson ; 2. Geo. T russellSl 00 0 75 wthkmvms.
gWK•'JW.atvi Prises an,on,.ting to $11 00 were awarded

Trussell, -, R. Brodie , ^ ^ (|Q $1 „„ ^ Mf John Eddy| a„d of $5 00 to Mr. Jules
196. Sweet corn, 12 ears, named ; 1, Geo. Betrix.

Trussell ; 2, T. Hall ; 3, W. B. Davidson.
Si 60 w u , ; —Having a suiierlicial area of over

197. Beans, plate of, green; 1,J. McKenna, < 1 ,et>t Fir8t prise, W. Wilshire ,
2, W. Bell........ •••••••• V ' v.’.'iti;;'. ' V "i*McKenna- gardener to Hon. J. J. C. Abbott, $10; second

198. Beans, plate of, butter, 1, J. McKenna, I»Kirkwood| gardener to R. B. Angus, $5.
2, P. Korrigan ; 3,1*. Neville.il 00 0 7.)^ cIms B —Having a superficial area of under

Maguiré, ,.-!«« .V ■*-. »

Patti-
0 75

i; i,
3, li.
0 75

h; 1,

15 00 
ach ; 
3, .1. 
!2 00 
ack ; 
», A. 
12 00 
;; i,
:, A. 
2 00

ety ;
3 00
2 00
, J-
1 00
2 00 
13ro-
> 00
$ 00

, B 
1 00
1 o,
) 76
2 of
. B.
I 50
W.

i 50
• B.

i 50 
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00
. B.

00
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50
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L
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QUEBEC HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Tlic annual general meeting of the Society took place on the 2-ttli December 
inst., when the following report was rend and adopted :

report of the president on the operations of the YEAR 1887.
I he present has been for the Society a busy, I may say, at times, an anxious, 

but, certainly, a very satisfactory year.
On presenting the report of Messrs. George Moore and Jules Betrix, of 

Montreal, the judges, named to award the prizes to exhibitors, I have pleasure in 
concurring in the opinion expressed by them, as to the complete success of that 
portion of the exhibition entrusted to the Horticultural Society of Quebec.

Several of their suggestions commend themselves to the attention of 
Association.

our

Experience lias demonstrated that though by enlarging the scope of the 
Society, so as to take in the Montreal district, in order to "make a creditable dis
play, especially of fruit, the fruit growers of the district of Quebec, owing to 
climatic influences, arc placed at a disadvantage in competing with their Mont
real colleagues.

Should the Quebec Horticultural Society ever lie called on to combine with 
the Provincial Exhibition, it is submitted that the fruit ought to be classed 
under two distinct heads, one for the eastern and the other for the western sec- 
tion of the Province.

1 lie members who were present on the grounds, are in a position to judge of 
tin- gorgeous army of bloom in the main exhibition tent, of the careful culture 
displayed in the greenhouse plants and garden flowers, as well as of the beautiful 
effect produced by the several floral designs, jyc.

The novelty in our late show of “Design for Dinner Tables,” let us hope 
will , receive a still greater development, under modified rules, in a future 
exhibition.

1 lie display of apples was striking, some 
as forty varieties ; if forty varieties 
tion is highly creditable. '

rl he outdoor grapes, by their varieties, were also worthy of note
Due grower, Mr. W. M. Pnttison, of Clarence ville, near Montreal, it is .said, 

grows with success no less than one hundred varieties.
The apples shown by Mr. Auguste Dupuis, and by Dr. J. B. Bolduc 

port, were much admired, though the tardiness of our Quebec season 
them ot prizes on account of their not being thoroughly ripe.

Tl„. vegetable display was poor, owing to the division of this useful exhibit 
m no less than three tents.

All admitted that tents are more favorable for the display of flowers than 
rooted sheds: the effect of the electric light on the floral department at night 
striking. ®
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Pursuant to the arrangement entered into by our Society with the directors 
of the Provincial Exhibition, under which the Horticultural Soi cty commuted
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Quebec, 2-ltli December, 1M7.
Moved by Mr. Auguste. Dupuis, and »'*} ^ inJ'.^tUken by the 

the Society has heard with unfeigned pleasure, ^ ((t|lcr fruit, suitable
Montreal Horticultural Society in the eultme 1 1 • ^«faction the steps
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Geo. L Maxham, Secretary-Treasurer,
Quebec Horticultural Society.

( Abstract.)
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1887.
May. To < 'ash in Union Savings Bank as per Pass Book....................

“ Interest allowed by Bank......................................
“ Guternment Grant..............................................
“ Gash received from Provincial Exhibition..........
“ Interest to date.................................

Cash received from Provincial Exhibition (Labor Bill) ......
“ deceived as entry from .1. Coupland (returned) ...............
“ From members’ annual subscriptions.......................

1 In.
^ 508 05 

9 90 
280 00 
250 00

!l 00 
108 00 

1 00 
84 00

Sept.

$1,219 95
1887.
Sept, By Cash paid to Exhibitors for prizes..............................

Annual salary of Secretary and two assistants durin" Exhibition 
week .........................................

Hallway fare, board, Ac, of two judges, two days and gratuité.
>oms bill for plates, lamps, dishes, Ac................

“ Advertising, postage, Ac............. ..........................................................
ljl'tion w!-éékWa8eS 0t watc,imon lla.V “nil night, during Exhïbb

Balance in La llamjuc du Peuple, to credit of next vein"..""""

Cn.
$766 oo

121 oo 
50 65 
32 36 
30 16

145 06 
74 72 By
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The 
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was cut 
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$1,219 95

(Signed) W. A. HOME,

Quebec, 1 luce-tuber 1887.

r«-z:UCa,rar1,!

(Signed) GEO. L. MAXHAM,

Sec'y-Treasurer.Auditor.
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ABBOTSFORD FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION. '

( HAULER Gibb, Prisaient.

09tl /v"' îentJ' ann“alI exhibition of this Society was held at Abbotsford on the 
—n. I September. A hue day brought a gathering of alxiut 2500 people.

1 omology is studied as a science at Abbotsford. All new fruits of promise 
are obtained and grown. Of many of the new Russians each member has an
new varietieJante<r yWlrs m 0,,chard ; thus Abbotsford leads in her display of

. A1l,fJUi,t 1exhibited>, except about 10 plates, was of Abbotsford growth, 
apples 41d plates were shown, including 44 plates of Hybrid crab apples.

’ T1 
Annua 
Granb; 
respecl 
formel 
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aging 
more 1 
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forme

George I' INK, Secretary-Treasurer.
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newer Russians 13 varieties were shown, anil a total of 115 grafted varieties.

Th" The largest collection contai.......
40 varieties The season was unusually favorable. Late varieties like Jefferson 
and Lady Washington ripened well. Only Brant and Othello were acid and un- 

,V Of pears 15 plates : of plums 17 plates ; melons 25 plates ; making a total 
^ The Association also competed in Montreal for county

credit to the ladies, and the pot-plants

collection of over one hundred 
iplars, birches, &c., from Asia and 
Turkestan. Dahuria and Amur.

eatable. 1
of 586 plates "of fruit 
collection ” and obtained first prize.

The floral designs and bouquets 
were well gi’own.

Ornamental trees were represented by 
named varieties of foreign maples, basswoods

were a

•omLurope, including mai
Samples of these trees .
formed an interesting group tor study and comparison. , ,,,, ,

To induce the study of our native trees prizes were offered for tree seed. 1 
best way to study trees is to make a collection of their seeds Three collections 
were shown of 65, 71, and 48, varieties, including native and foreign species a <

graftTheVkÏgenumbers who gather at our exhibitions is due mainly to the success 
of all former'exhibitions held by the Association. During the first 4 oi 5 txhibi 
tfnnsheM at Abbotsford there was a great and pressing need throughout the 
c<,untry for such exhibitions. Now they are overdone. Hence our gatherings are

more local than they were.
By permission of the Council of Agriculture

All'KTh!<1,s!)ci( ty1 has* entered largely into experimental work, as may be seen from

American plums.
The Association feel that they 

ing their plan of work year by year.

exhibition will be held atno

are

increasing their usefulness by thus chang-are

>
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SHEFFORD COUNTY FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION.

held its Seventh

respects the best yet hel • ;fids plans havine seemed to fail to induce
former years, the large is <> Prizeis@ 0£ furthering this end and encour- 
competition from a dis n > exhibit the directors have increased still

F-? ÎSa“w M txï biïïT Th. display ,,f W»
more the prizes for fiuit at om « • built for the
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grand display of fruit and flowers. A small charge of live cents admission to 
each department was made to non-members, which very perceptibly augmented 
the funds of the Association. There was paid in prizes #180.40, and our"’net re
ceipts over our expenses were $95.24. There are 07 members. The officers of 
the past year were as follows : President, J. H. McCanna ; Vice-President 8 
Martin ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. A. Tomkins; Directors, W. H. Robinson, James 
Coupland, B. H. Smith, and Rev. W. B. Longhurst. No effort has been spared on 
the part ot either officers or members of this Association to make it a success, and 
as a result already a marked improvement l«,th in quality and quantity is plainly 
visible m the fruit grown by our agriculturists throughout the county.

J. A. TOMKINS.
Sec’y-Trem tirer.

grafts of 1 
10 Richim 
next.

The

Mr. Itolx

Mr. E. VLTSLET COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

1H*7Tlm.aTn ,n.ccting.was held at St. Jean, Port Joli, on the 21st of December, 
l»«7. I he following officers were elected 'for the year 1888 :__
n Rt:vV,J- ligneux, President ; Eugène Cnsgrain, Vice-President ; Auguste 
Dupuis, Corresponding Secretary ; A. Ü. Verrcault, Secretary-Treasurer. The 
following resolutions were passed at the meeting.
t-t iST1 ^ thf RlT J- rfb,ueux' seconded”by Eugène Casgrain,—That the 
L islet Horticultural Society has learned with pleasure that the Montreal Hor
ticultural Society and I nut Growers’ Association of the Province of Quebec will 
hold its annual winter meeting at Queliec for the discussion of the liest 
ÏÎ7 of^uit culture ; of the hardiest and best varieties for table and market. 
1 hat it will be of great advantage to the members of this Society to attend this
growers’ W 160 ^ SU ’,ect of truit culture will lie treated by experienced fruit

Mr. P. C

Mr. C. >

Mr. E. 1

Mr. F.

Mr. Fitlliat Mr. Charles Gibb, of Abbotsford, has 
make known to us his observations acceptée 1 our invitation to 
nn fv . , , . , . . . . , trees of the North of Russia andon the orchaids which he has visited m that part of Russia where the climate is 
as cold as in the county of L’lslet. This should be very interesting for us to
intonou^ orchards Ch°1Ce °f VarietieS which hc would suggest to introduce

Oil

Mr. L.

Mr. L.That the Secretary be instructed to convey to Dr. T. Stem- Hunt, the Presi-
to innk * v Montr.eal S10Clety- c°py of the present resolution and to solicit him 
to make known in advance by advertisement the date of the meeting so as to 
permit all interested in horticulture in the county of L’lslet g
counties to assist at this meeting.
n T VrTSl‘d ,,y\Eag('IU; Vasg,'ain’ seconde'l by T. Francoeur—That the Hon H 
pràpJL mS dellVer an a,ldress 0,1 forest and Ornamental trees at the

• T1,laiF'rH' Pro,ulx: proprietor of La Gazette des Campagnes, and J C Cha-
thefUUI °l Ag™xd.t'wre’1)C requested to become' honorary members

f the L Islet Horticultural Society to show our appreciation of the services ren- 
dered by these gentlemen in the cause of horticulture in this Province

J he following premiums will be distributed to members for 1888 who will 
have paid subscription of #1.00 in January and 25

Mr. G
and the adjoining

Mr. H

Prof.

Mr. C

•Mr. î
cents for postage : 25 root

5



additions to the library.

The following donations and exchanges have been received .luring the year.

Mr. Robert Benny, Montreal :
Lucas’ Illustrated Handbook of Fruits, ■•vols.
Ranches Deutche Pomologie, 7 vols. 300 colored plates.

Mr. E. Williams, Secretary, Montclair, N.J. : 1KK7
Reports of New Jersey State Horticultural Society: 1886-188,

Mr. P. C. Reynolds, Secretary, Rochester, N.Y. : _
Report Western New York Horticultural Society 188..

Mr. C. W. Garfield, Secretary, Grand Rapids, Mich :
Horticultural Society, 1886-188/.Reports Michigan 

Mr. E. II. Botterell, Ottawa : on, under the command of
1 Lieut. A. R. Gordon, R.N., 1885.

Mr- F' C'SS3aSSSanil I— for managementand w»- «- 

plants; London, 1831.
Mr Fletcher Norman Henries, Secretary, Edinburgh Scotland :

'Lsaction, of the Highland and AgrieuHoml Socctrc. ot Scotland. 
1866 to 1878 ; 1884 to 1887 inclusive.

Mr' L W£S5 • 0, Ontario, ,886

Mr' L * K“ rSr Horiie-lt-ra, Mat,, 1885, ,886. ,88,

M" C "««:», Society. 1886.

Mr. Henry G. Reynolds, Secretary, Lansing Mich :
Report Michigan Board of Agriculture, 1886.

Prof. J. LT®Unds^^ons j()Wa Horticultural Society, 1881 ; vol. 16.

M' ° Society, ,886.

*• ^“r^H^'tura, Society, ,88, ,888. «k «•
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grafts of Russian apples, or if preferred, 10 Wealthyappj?*. ^ 
10 Richmond cherry trees, one year old. lhese trees
next.
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Hon. Hirani Smith, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. :
Report of Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Z. A. (iilbert, Secretary, Augusta, Me. :
Agriculture of Maine, 1886-87.

Mr. E. Baynes Reed, Secretary, London, Out. :
Report Entomological Society of Ontario.

Mr. Alvan Barras, Secretary, Boston, Mass. :
Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Control of the State Agriculture 

Experiment Station.
Mr. Charles Gibb, Abbotsford :

Patent Office Reports, from 1,847 to 1,857 inclusive.
Iowa Agricultural Reports, 1867, 1870, 1872, 187s!
Report Connecticut Board of Agriculture, i860, 
transactions Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, 1875.
Transactions Illinois Horticultural Society, 1879.
Fourth Report Agriculture of Massachusetts, 1,841.
Report American Homological Society, 1,864.
Wood’s Class Book of Botany, 1850.
Minutes Documents, and Reports of the Board of Commissioners of 

Centra! I ark, New York, for the years 1857,1858, 1859, I860 1861 
. 18(i2> 1863> 18,i4> 1S66, 1867, 1868, 1,869, 1,870.

I liii'd Annual Report of the Board of Commissioners Central Park 
Ninth
Reports Board of Commissioners of Central Park 1,85,8,1859, I860, 1,866, 

1,867, 1868, 1869.
The Flower Garden, by Charlotte Elizalieth.
Holman’s European Agriculture, 2 vols.
Transactions Iowa Horticultural Society 1,878, 1,881,1882, 18,84 1885 

1886.
Transactions Indiana Horticultural Society 1884, 1885, 1886.
Report of the Productions of Agriculture and 10th Census of 

188.), Dept, of Interior, Washington.
U. S. Report on Forestry, F. I). Hough, 1877 2 vols., 1882 1 vol.
New Hampshire State Agricultural Society 1850-51-52.
New Hampshire Board of Agriculture, 1872, 1873.
Kansas Biennial Report State Board of Agriculture, 1883-1884 
Michigan Pomological Society, 1871.
Illinois Horticultural Society, 1884.
California State Agricultural Society, 1882, 1883.
Indiana State Board of Agriculture, 1876.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1881-82 
Practical Forestry, A. S. Fuller, N.Y., 1884.
Ornamental Gardening for Americans, by Elias A. Long, N.Y., 1885 
Hand Book ot Fruit Culture, by Thomas Gregg, N.Y 1857 
l lie Homological Manual, by William Prince, N.Y., 1882 
New England Book of Fruits, by John M. Ives, Salem, 1847.
Grape Culture, wines and wine making, by A. Haramthy, N.Y., 1862 * 
Du Breuils Vineyard Culture, by John A. Warder, Cincinnati

Mr. H. C.

Hon. Noi

Mr. John

Dr. E. L

The Smi

Mr. H. 1

Prof. W

Dr. C. i

do. do. do. Dr. Gee

Prof. E

Queen!

1880
Mr. B.

Dr. E.

Mrs..

• Dr. I'
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Its history, poetry, &c. by S. B. Parsons, N.Y., 1847.The Rose.
Mr. H. C. Adams, Secretary, Madison, Wis.

Transactions of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, 188,.

Hon. Norman J. Coleman, Commissioner of Agriculture, Washington. 
Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Animal Industry , IS,SÔ.

Mr. John E. Russell, Secretary, Boston, Mass.
Report of the Massachusetts Board of Agriculture, 18S(>.

nr F- X“l a‘::r:ï S,... . «... ...«
Station, 1882 to 18811 inclusive.

The Smithsonian Institute, Washington.
Transactions of the Maine State Pomologieal Society, 188.», 1881».

Mr. H. B Battle, Acting Director, Raleigh, N.C.
Report of the North Carolina Experiment Station; 18811.

Prof. W. Trelease, Mmlison, Wis. . , v,..
Transactions of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, 188.1.

"r C' A E.pmm,-. Station, 4th Ann», B.por,

of Board of Control.
Dr. Geo. Cook, New Brunswick, N.J. . ft 18S6

Reports New Jersey State Agricultural Experiment Station 1880
inclusive.

Prof. E. W. Hilgard, University of California, Berkley Cal.
Reports of the Viticultural Work, 1883-84, 1884-85, 1885-86.

Queensland Acclimatisation Society, Brisbane, Australia.
Report of the Acclimatisation Society of Queensland, 1886.

. , San Francisco, Cal.
of the State Board of Horticulture, California, tor 188.,,Mr. B. M. Belong, Secretary

Biennial Reports
1886, with appendix tor 1887.

.........
sisquè? Àrale„sibus vt Caspicis a,l Mongolian crescentes auctoie.

Russia.

Mrs. J. H. R. Molson.
New American Gardener, 1837._
New American Orchardist, 1835.

The Horticulturist, Downing, vol. 1, 1840-47.
«Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn, Director Geological Nat. Hist. ()t^wi^

Catalogue of Canadian plants, part ill, Apetalae, by Prof. Macoun.

, N Y, 1841.
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Mr. W. H. Morrison, Superintendent, Madison, Wis.
Bulletin No. I, Wisconsin Farmers Institutes, 1887.

Mr. Adolph Leue, Secretary, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio Forestry Reports, 1885, 1886.

Mr. S. Lesage, Quebec.
Reports of the Commissioner of Agriculture and Public Works of the 

Province of Queliec, 1868, 186!), 1871, 1872, 1873 1874 1876 1877 
1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885.

Rapports <les Commissaires de l’Agriculture et des Travaux Publics, 1868, 
I860, 1870, 1871, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877,1878, 1879,1881 
1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886.

Mr. C. R. H. Starr. Secretary, Port Williams, N.S.
Repoit oi the Fruit Growers’ Association of Nova Scotia, 1887.

Mr. B. S. Hoxie, Secretary, Evansville, Wis.
Iransactions ot the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, 1888.

Mr. E. B. Engle, Secretary, Waynesboro, Penn.
Report of the State Horticultural Association of Pennsylvania, 1887.

Mr. W. H. Brewer, Secretary, New Haven, Conn.

Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1887.

The Botanical Society, Edinburgh.
Transactions and Proceedings, vol. xvi, part 3, xvii, part 1, 1887.

LOANED BY THE ERASER INSTITUTE.

L’Agriculture Allemande, by Royer, Paris, 1847.
Journal d’Agriculture, Montreal, 1850, 1851.
Manuel du Jardinier, Noisette, 5 vols., Paris, 1853.
Maison Rustique, 3 vols., by M. Desormeaux, Paris, 1829 
L Agriculteur, Quebec, 1858-59, 1860-61.
Chimie Appliquée a l’Agriculture., by Le Compte Chaptal, Paris, 1829.

...............' '»u
Chl"paritg1845U’ The°rie et Prati9ue- by J. C. Maxime

Agriculture^ A 'paris ’ SitUati°n Etionolllique et Agricole, by M. Baucelin

Cours d’Horticulture, A. Poiteau, Paris, 1853.
Cours d’Agriculture, De Gasparin, Paris, 1839.
RttPPMontmd ?865 d’AgriculturL‘ Ste" Anne.by Georg,- Leclerc, M D„

by M. Duhamel du Mouceau, Paris, I 2. 
J. De Varennes, Paris, 1861.

Paulet,

Les Veillées c:
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Principes <VAgriculture, Victor Rendu, Paris, 1853.
Causeries Agi'icoles, E. A. Barnard, Montreal, 1 8 7 o 
Annales d’Agriculture, 185 <-58.

îîïdÏE B^,Ke Ee, by M. G. Lefebvra, Stc. Marie, 
Paris 1849Agriculture Enseignaient, Sel, Vignes, by M. Milne Edwards, Paris, 

1850.
Notions de Sylviculture, E. Mirel, Pans, 1884.
Fiimres pour l’Almanach du bon Jardinier, Decaisne, 1 ans.
Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, Fourth Annual Report. 
Agriculture of Maine, 1860, 1863, 1865, 1866.
Agriculture of Massachusetts, 1859, 1866, 18(b .
Transactions of the New York Agricultural hociety,1850 18 ,4> 18f^„ 
Transactions of the Board of Agriculture ot Upper Canada 18oo, 1857. 
Asperge, Les Fraises et les Figues, by V. F. Lebcut, Pans, 1864.
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METEOROLOGICAL ABSTRACT EOR THE YEAR 1887
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Apples: . PAGE

PAGE 02Sweet Borovinka........
Talman Sweet...................... ,A ,
Tetofsky...... ............... — -40> 41> 43> V1.1
Titovka............................................ %
Walbridge.................. "r
Wealthy, 35, 37, 40, 41, 43, 4b, 47, ^

White Astrachan............ . ■••••••• "
White Winter Calville (of Abbots-

ford)..............................................
White Pigeon...............
Winter Calville...........
Winter Livland..........
Winter St. Lawrence 
Yellow Transparent..

Late-keeping, of Southern Russia... 96 
Russian....
Alexander 
Antonovka 
Arabka (of F.llwanger and Barry)... 51
Baldwin (American).......................00, 01
Ben Davis....................
Benoni.........................
Blue Pearmain.........
Blunt Seedling..........
Bourassa......................
Canada Baldwin, 30, 38, 41, 42, 47,

43
Oil

40, 41, 42, 00, 04
01

»2 43
42
42
42 01
42 30

02
55, 00 00

02< 'liarlamoff.....................................-........
Charlottentbaler...................................
Chenango.................................................
Christmas.................................................
Duchess, 30, 38, 40,42, 45,40,47, 48,

50, 55, 56, 57, GO, 01, 02, 03

.41, 51
51
43
62

Crab Apples :

Beeches’ Sweet.................;■•••...........
Brier’s Sweet (of Wisconsin)....... .
Early Strawberry (of Minnesota)

32,’ 33,

00Elzear........................................................
Fameuse, 35, 30, 38, 40, 42, 45, 46,

47, 48, 55, 56, 57, 60, 63, 04 
.......42, 57Foundling

Gipsy...........
Golden Ball
Golden Russet........................... 42, 00, 03
Golden White..............  ...
Green Streaked................
Haas............................. ..
Hibernal............................
L’Hermine........................
Longfleld..........................
McIntosh, Red................
Mountain Beet................
Northern Spy...................
( Istrokoff...........................
Peach (of Montreal)......
l’elikanoff.........................
Pewaukee...—.................
Pomme de fer................
Pomme grise..................
Pound Sweet..................
Raspberry........................
Rod Astrachan............................ ''H, 40, 4.,
Red Cheek...........................
Red Sided.............................
Rhode Island Greening..
Scott’s Winter.....................
Spitzenburg..........................
St. Lawrence........................
Strawberry........................
Strawberry (of Montreal )
Summer Calville...............

Gibb01 33,Hvslop
Lake Winter..........
Mecder’s Winter...
Minnesota..............
Montreal Waxen..
()r<tnge (of Minnesota)
Rose of Stanstead.......
Rottot..............................
Siberian Cherry...........
Transcendent....................... "•
Whitnev’s No. 20....................... -s-'

42
••

51 ............... 33,........ 01
42, 00 32,

01 33,
30
51
40
42

42,00, 01
........... 01
41,42, 00 Cherries :

Canadian Morello.......................
Karl y Richmond..........................
English Morello...........................
French Cherry.............................
Kentish Morello.........;................
Montmorency Ordinaire..........

01
7242
7043
7243
7043
7251.............. ... 72

01
.... 01 
43, 60

........... 43

......00, 61
40, 45. 60

Fuiwers :

Begonias . 
Epacris ... 
Gloxinias. 
Heaths.... 
Orchids..
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41

39, 40
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Graves :

Graves—Continued.

Rommel’s July.........
Salem...........................
Seedling.....................
Senasque.....................
Standard.....................
Su|ierior.....................
Sweetwater..................
Ulster Prolific............
Underhill’s Seedling,
Undine...................... ..
Vergennes..................
Walter..........................
Waverley....................
Whitdale................
Wilder..........................
Worden........................
Wyoming Red...........

VAGE
:n, ;i2Adirondack........

Agawam.............
Allen’s Hybrid..
Aminia......... .......
Antionette.........
Bacchus..............
Barry....................
Belinda................
Belvidere.............
Black Hamburg.
Brant..................
Brighton.............
Burnet..................
Canada.................
Carlotta................
Catawba............. ..
Challenge.............
Champion.............
Concord.................
Cottage..................
('reveling............
Delaware.............
Duchess.................
Early Victor.......
El Dorade..............
Empire State.......
Essex.....................
Eumelan...............
Faith......................
Florence................
Gaertner.............
Golden Drop.........
Groin's Golden....
Hartford................
Hayes.....................
Herbert..................
Isabella.................
Jefferson...............
Jessica....................
Jewel......................
Lady Washington
Bindley..................
Martha...................
Mary.......................
Massasoit..............
Mason’s Seedling.
Moore’s Early.......
Naomi.....................
Niagara...................
Norwood................
Northern Muscadine.
Othello.........................
Owosso........ ...............
Peabody.......................
Peter \Vylie................
Poeklington.................
Prentiss.......................
Purity...........................
Rickett’s Golden Geii 
Rockland Favorite....
Rogers’ No. 5..............
Rogers’ No. 8.......... .
Rogers’ No. 14.............
Rogers’ No. 30............

PAGE
3131 3131 2031
3131
3031
3131
3131 2031
3125 3131 28,29, 3128, 31
3131 3131 3131 28. 27 3120 2027.31, 73

28.31, 73
31 Plums :
31

................................28, 31

.................28,20,30, 31
Basset..............................
Bleeker’s Gage...............
Bradshaw..... .................
Coe’s Golden Drop........
Corse’s Dictator.............

Nota Bene.........
“ Suvaugeon........

Damson (Blue Orleans!
De Soto.............................
Green Gage.....................
Imperial Gage................
Lombard.........................
Magnum Bonum..........
Maquoketa......................
Miner...........r..................
Moldavka.......................
Mooreman......................
Moore’s Arctic...............
Pond’s Seedling.............
Prunus Simonii..............
Quackenboss..................
Rollings tone....................
Sneer..................... ...........
Washington....................
Weaver.............................
White Imperial..............
Wolf.................................
Wyant..............................

30
30
31
31
31
31 (Hi, 07,
31 08,
31
31
31 07,27,31, 73
31 s,28, 31
73

28,20, g]
20, 31 08,

20
28, 31

31
31
20
31
31
31 (Hi, 07,
31

28, 31
30
31
31 Raspberries :

Beebe’s Golden.....
Brinekle’s Orange
Caroline.................
Cuthbert................
Golden Queen.......
Gregg.......................
Mammoth Cluster.
Marlboro................. .
Philadelphia.........
Shaffer.....................
Soubegan.................

20
31
30
30
31 77,31
31 77,31
31 77,31
31
31 j
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Tyl
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Straws
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,81,

1-28

Trees— Continued.

Birch..................
Black Walnut....
Caragana ...........
Catalpa Speciosa.
Evergreen.........
Honey Locust.... 
Kentucky Coffee,
Maple................
Oak...................
Poplar...............
Willow...............

Raspberries—Continued.
PAGEPAGE 

. 31 77Turner..............
Tyler................
White (Orange)

Strawberries :
White Alpine... 
Wilson’s Albi!

7831
73. 742li

31
30

73, 7431
70my31

20 Trees :31 86Alder31 86Ash31
31
31
31
28
31
20

68
67
67
67
68
68
68
74
69
60 .67
60
67
68
68
68
68


